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Editorial
Introduction and Purpose
by Tibbetts, Burtt, and Southard

Welcome to CounterAttack Magazine. We hope that you will enjoy the magazine and
come to look forward to it every other month. The primary team that will collaborate
to bring you CounterAttack are myself, John Burtt, our game editor, double Charley
winner Jon Southard, and our publisher, Jeff Tibbetts. For our premier issue, I thought
I would address this editorial toward who and what we are, what we as a team want to
do with CounterAttack, and where we're going.
Me first.
I'm the 40 year old divorced father of two boys, employed at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory as a nuclear plant analyst. (What that means is that I study
potential accident scenarios at nuclear power plants and determine their severity and
impact, as well as mitigating actions that the plant operators can take - is that clear or
what?) In my "spare" time, apart from teaching a fitness class at our local YMCA,
playing soccer, racquetball, and tennis, seeing my girlfriend Freenie Gizzel every
chance I get, I write freelance. Novels: mysteries, science fiction, horror, historical
fiction whatever idea grabs me when I hit the keys.
I've been involved with wargames for some 13 years, and started writing for the hobby
a decade ago. Reviews, game analyses, and historical articles for The General,
Campaign, Fire and Movement, The Wargamer have kept me involved in the hobby.
I've developed games and designed some. When Jeff offered me the position as editor
of CounterAttack, I probably hesitated 1.45 nanoseconds before agreeing - and that
was before he told me I would even be getting paid! (an occasional rarity in this
business ... )
So what am I going to do with CounterAttack now that I have it?? Jon Southard has
total control of the game content of each issue - my job is to back that game up with
historical background that will give you the player a better feel for the topic and the
issues involved. With that "obligation" out of the way, I intend to fill the magazine
with articles that will make you think and question, or give you an insight you haven't
had before. Each of our main articles will be distributed to other knowledgeable
writers who will add their expertise on the subject in short sidebars - and if they
disagree with the main article's author? So much the better. The final decision on
who's right will rest with you, the reader.
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Apart from historical articles, I'll be looking for series replays that show both how to
play a game well and how to incorporate militarily correct principles into the games.
And we'll be looking at all publishers' games, not just our own. In addition, articles on
how to play a game well (no "perfect plans" please) will be welcome.
And we'll have a grab bag of other goodies to toss at you as well.
I should also point out to all you avid letter writers out there that once CounterAttack
gets going, a portion of this column will be devoted to your letters to me. A few
ground rules, though. Letters that praise my efforts to the sky will be gratefully
received and stuck under my pillow (I may even buy you a steak when I'm in your
town - if Freenie hasn't spent all my bucks ... ). Letters that tear my work to pieces will
be digested carefully to glean pertinent facts that will make me do my job better.
Neither type of letter will see print. What I'd like to see the Letters section do is
discuss the content of the articles, both pro and con, perhaps adding something to the
discussion that we didn't know. How about those rules for starters??
So, I've told you who I am and what I'll be trying to do. What do we have for you this
issue?? To complement Jon's game on modern combat, I asked Bill Gibbs, head of
Omega Games, and a former armor company commander, to discuss how each army
in the hypothetical battle would go about its business - its internal doctrine. (Editorial
aside - if you are at all interested in modern combat, I would heartily suggest you get a
hold of some of Omega's games, especially AIRLAND BATTLE. They are
outstanding. I personally found it hard to understand why no Omega Games offerings
were listed for Charley Award nomination.) Major Hank Meyer and I have
collaborated to give you some additional insight into the West German forces. And to
get you thinking, we have a couple gems. Owen Stanley, a noted gamer with an
extensive background in military history and analysis (but who still can't do any better
getting Libyan fighters to hit anything in SIXTH FLEET than I can!), gives us a
disturbing view of the Soviet's conventional combat philosophy. If this one doesn't
make you think, you're probably reading the wrong magazine. And my assistant
editor, Mike Bermighof, contributes a brief thought about the possibility of the West
Germans going East rather than the Soviets going West. Something for everyone, I
think.
What can you do to help? Subscribe, obviously, but there's more. I'd like to invite all
of you to fill out the questionaire enclosed to help us get a better feel for what you
want to see. And, if you'd like to get on my list of interested contributors, drop me a
line saying so with a Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope, I'll send you our contributor's
guidelines - and I'll personally AUTOGRAPH them! (send an extra $5 and I'll skip the
autograph).
P.S. Freenie says forget the steak-it's going to be all gone...
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And now, here's Jon:
It's Friday evening, and a day of work and chores has left you and your buddy with a
few free hours. You scan the shelves eagerly, seeking a game to enjoy for that time.
Let's see here is (fill in the blank), the definitive treatment of its subject, a real gem,
destined to become a classic. And, having several hours available, we can just about
get it set up. Won't that be fun???
If you've acted out that scenario, then CounterAttack is designed for you. We intend to
emphasize short playing times and ease of learning. We won't promise you that you
can read the rules on the way to the club meeting and finish the game the same night.
But we do promise you that you'll be able to pick our games up more easily and finish
them a lot more quickly than you can most of the bulky boxed items sold these days.
Of course, a game can hold anyone's interest only if it offers some design features he
hasn't seen before. So each of our games will offer some significant innovation, within
the setting of basically familiar mechanics. You won't have the feeling of simply
repeating something another publisher has given you before.
This issue's game, and those in the issues immediately to follow, illustrate our
approach. You'll get games that simulate essentials of their topics and offer you some
ideas you haven't seen before. They won't be the ultimate, definitive statements on
their respective topics - how many ultimate, definitive statements are sitting on your
shelf unplayed?
Finally, we recognize how important it is that you be able to count on high quality
every time. When you go to your favorite bar and grill, you want to know that magic
burger will always be cooked a perfect medium rare. The same holds true for games.
Our games may not always excite you, but we'll do our best to see they're always well
polished, well checked, well tested. A good game requires more than the packaging of
a few design ideas together with flashy art. Thorough care and lots of drudgery are
what really separates professionals from amateurs.
So much for the basic kinds of games we'll publish; what about the subject matter?
We intend to emphasize the familiar eras most people like. Out of six issues each year,
you'll see about four games on World War II and after. we expect to have at least one
Civil War games per year and one Napoleonic or Ancient.
But within these familiar eras, you'll see specific battles that haven't been done before.
We won't publish a game on the entire Soviet-German War; how many such titles are
there? But already in the works are some fascinating games on specific battles and
campaigns of that war. Some of our games will treat hypothetical topics, battles which
didn't happen but could have. We think historicity means historical options, not exact
replications of what happened. You will see this in our topics and designs.
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Nobody will enjoy every subject or every game we do. We aim instead at a good mix
of topics, so all of you can be happy some of the time. We're confident you'll be happy
at least enough of the time to keep supporting us.
Who Dares, Wins
Welcome to CounterAttack, The Magazine for Wargamers. The first issue of any
magazine is always something of an unknown and John Burtt and Jon Southard, as the
editors, have set out their thoughts about what this magazine is and ought to be. As the
Publisher, I have a different perspective: not what the magazine is to be, but how and
why.
It is, or should be, no secret that Pacific Rim Publishing Company was formed to
purchase Strategy & Tactics Magazine from TSR Inc. Mr Burtt and Mr Southard were
specifically enlisted to that purpose, funding was obtained, plans were drawn. When
that did not come to pass, staff and backers alike looked at me and asked: "What
now?"
The answer was simple: CounterAttack.
'CounterAttack' was originally set to be a feature in the magazine with a game in it.
When the magazine had no name -- but still possessed counters and attacks -- a title
was taken to bless the concept in which a very large number of people passionately
believed. And, they still do.
This is not Strategy & Tactics, The Wargamer, Conflict, Wargames, Battleplan, The
Journal of the American Design Association, or any other magazine which ever
appeared with a game in it. What it is, in the briefest possible terms, is the most
exciting and dynamic event in wargaming in this decade: event in wargaming in this
decade: it is the combining of the trench-level insight of the past president of the
international play-by-mail wargaming association, with the award-winning brilliance
of the brightest and most swiftly rising star in the pantheon of military simulation
design.
The sign on the wall says: Do Not Believe Your Own Hype. I look at that and then I
go over the contents of this first issue of CounterAttack and I am still impressed-and I
hope that you will be, too, with the insight, the study, the care which has gone into the
articles and analysese which have been assembled here.
As Publisher of CounterAttack, and a wargamer for the past 29 years, the real
meaning of CounterAttack to me is that it gives you a choice, the ability to select from
among more than one magazine with a complete wargame in it. While I hope that all
of you will -- as I do -- purchase, peruse, and play everyboard wargame and
simulation that comes down the pike, I must acknowledge in my heart that not all of
you are going to be stimulated by a simulation of the Boer War, or the First Afghan
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War (William Hay McNaughton fans, take note), or the exploits of the Bulgarian twoman Speedboat Corps in WWI.
And that, really, is what is at the bottom of my starting this magazine: so that more
board wargame designs will be published; so that more people, wargamers and not,
will be attracted to this, the most fascinating and intricate hobby in the world; and so
that, through my efforts and yours, the gaming of war for the amusement and the
instruction of people around the world will spread and, in spreading, will promote
understanding of the burden of command, the unspeakable nature of war, the
wretchedly high price of glory in balance against the sublime love of one's own
country, the blood- stirring adventure of campaigning, and the ultimate gratification of
the primal instincts which may be the most deep-seated bonds of humanity.
Also, there was feeding my children to consider.
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Modern Battle Doctrine 1987
Introduction
by Bill Gibbs

The roar is
deafening as
round after
round of high
explosive
artillery fire
impacts the woodline. Captain Andrew T. Winslow and the hundred-odd soldiers of
Team Alpha remain under cover in their prepared positions. The Soviet barrage had
begun twenty minutes earlier. Its intensity and duration indicate to them that the
Soviet attack will reach their positions shortly.
On this fourth day of the war, Team Alpha occupies its assigned battle position - a
woodline on a small hill overlooking a major east-west four lane highway. The
company-sized team is composed of two mechanized infantry platoons, one tank
platoon, and attached support elements. The previous day, the Soviet first echelon
division had attacked along the highway and all three of its regiments had been badly
mauled. The U.S. commanders knew the second echelon would resume the attack
shortly. In the interval, Team Alpha improved its positions, received a full combat
load of ammunition, maintained their fighting vehicles, and had a cold meal. The
ammunition had been badly needed - more than forty TOW2 missiles had been
expended; most of the tanks had been down to their last sabot rounds -the teenaged
gunners had fired more ammo during the first attack than they had during their entire
Army careers to that point.
The troops of the team were tired but elated with their success. But the officers and
NCOs knew a massive struggle lay ahead as the Soviet second echelon renewed the
attack. The leaders couldn't provide the time for rest, but they could and did ensure the
team was ready for the next fight.
During the last few hours, the air space over the battle position had been very active.
Several flights of attack helicopters and ground attack aircraft had flown over to attack
the approaching Soviet forces, providing encouragement for the men. They knew the
targets of these attacks would never reach the main battle area. Another morale
booster was the sight of increasing numbers of Allied aircraft.
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Two hours earlier, the battle had resumed in the covering force area in front of them.
Sights and sounds of battle occasionally reached the team's position. The covering
force did its job: the Soviets were slowed, providing the additional preparation time
needed by the team and the other units of the brigade, and it had identified the main
axes of advance. Unfortunately, the team's position remained a major Soviet objective.
Their task force commander had passed the word that they could expect to be engaged
shortly. The covering force was withdrawing through Brigade lines, handing off the
battle to the units along the FEBA. Final preparations were underway when the
Soviet's artillery barrage began.
Lieutenant Pavel Timoshilov strains to detect any enemy activity through the
periscopes of his T-80 main battle tank. He leads his platoon in march column along
the highway, keeping the rate of movement as high as possible without being overly
careless with security. According to his briefing, the U.S. positions are expected
beyond the next curve. His orders are simple: maintain formation and advance until
engaged.
Behind his tank stretches the rest of his battalion. They had started the day as the
second echelon battalion, but the lead unit had become engaged with a U.S. cavalry
unit it could not overrun or bypass quickly. Timoshilov's battalion had led the rest of
the regiment around the blocking position and back onto the axis of advance.
Bypassed, the cavalry unit had withdrawn to the northwest.
As the T-80 rounds the curve, Timoshilov sees the last rounds of the pre-planned
artillery barrage landing near a woodline. He scowls as he sees some of the explosives
are landing in the open area short of the woods. He knows more damage would have
been done and the enemy would have been effectively suppressed if the rounds had
been observed and corrected into the woods where the enemy would dig in. He
automatically turns his turret to aim the tank's main gun toward any target that should
appear. As he presses against the periscope, however, all he can see is a smoke-filled
woodline. The column races on.
The artillery barrage lifts. The gunners spot the column of tanks across the valley. As
the Soviets reach the edge of the mine field, Winslow gives the order to commence
firing. Company SOP divides the enemy column into platoon sized targets. The tanks
and TOWs open fire.
Battle is joined.
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Results
The results of the hypothetical battle - and the survival of the soldiers involved depend on a combination of marksmanship, leadership, equipment, training, luck, and
tactics. Underlying the training and tactics of each unit, U.S. and Soviet, is the
doctrine used to prepare for and conduct combat operations.
The doctrine of an army is the result of decades of analysis of friendly capabilities, the
intentions and capabilities of potential enemies, the battlefield environment, national
objectives, and technological developments. Doctrine is developed and modified to
provide the units of an army with guidance for training and fighting. The concept is
integral to a professional army. Without it, an army could not develop into a cohesive
force of trained units. It would remain, instead, a collection of armed mobs operating
as disjointed, undisciplined forces.
Doctrine is completely integrated into the structure of a professional army. Training
schools impart current doctrine as they train soldiers and units. All unit training is
guided by this. Doctrine also serves as a commander's yardstick to measure the quality
of his unit's and soldiers' training.
Army combat doctrine is constantly reviewed, modified and updated as necessary. To
effect a change of doctrine in the field is a time-consuming affair. The new
information has to be developed, disseminated, learned, and trained. Resistance to
change at the unit level, along with the difficulty of retraining a unit, produces an
inertial effect concerning doctrine. A unit will oppose change until sufficient effort is
exerted.
A trained army will operate in accordance with its doctrine's guidelines. In combat,
soldiers and units will perform as they did in training, with habits and tactics learned
in peacetime becoming automatic in the chaos of battle. Combat experience may
prompt a subsequent modification of doctrine, but that will take time the units and
soldiers usually don't have.
Any serious analysis of a potential conflict between Soviet and American forces in
Europe must begin by examining, comparing, and contrasting the current doctrine of
both armies. The doctrines of both the U.S. and the Soviet Union have been developed
to maximize their army's success in any conflict that should occur. To fully understand
recent developments in the modern battle doctrines of each army, it is helpful to first
review the strategic objectives of each nation, the recent history of each doctrine, the
weapons and equipment on each side, and the potential battlefield.
More Modern Battle Doctrine
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Modern Battle Doctrine 1987
Objectives and Doctrine
by Bill Gibbs

The conclusion of World War II saw the
emergence of two superpowers: the United States
and the Soviet Union. Both had been major
powers before the war, but 1945 found the Soviet
Army as the largest in Europe and the United
States Navy and Army Air Force as the most
dominant strategic forces in the world. This
initial difference in each country's forces
influenced the developments in each nation's doctrine.
The Soviet Union has as a major military objective the prevention of any invasion of
its homeland. The Soviets suffered an unimaginable loss of twenty million men,
women, and children during World War II. These losses and the damage done to
European Russia during the war are at the heart of all Soviet strategic considerations.
The pre-war Soviet policy of maintaining a large standing army has been reinforced
by this objective. The result is that the Soviet Union has maintained a large peacetime
army during the post-war period.
The Soviet Army's basic doctrine has remained primarily offensive-oriented since
World War II. Its view is that if war in Europe breaks out, the interests of the Soviet
Union would best be served by immediately seizing the offensive and maintaining it
until the forces of the West are defeated. This is viewed as the shortest method of
ending the war and reducing the losses, at least when compared to a longer conflict.
The doctrine is designed to prevent any reoccurrence of the losses of World War II.
The size and offensive doctrine of the Soviet Army, the continued occupation of
Eastern Europe, and the Soviet's self-avowed goal of achieving world Communism are
perceived as a serious threat by the Western Allies. It is this perceived threat that has
shaped U.S. doctrine since the end of World War II.
The United States' national military objectives since the forties have been primarily
defensive. The U.S. and her allies formed the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) in 1949 to establish a common defense against Soviet aggression. Due to the
nature of the organization, NATO's military objective has been the defense of Western
Europe. The U.S. objective is to support this effort.
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The national objectives and military doctrines of both armies easily lead to the most
commonly examined scenario of a U.S.Soviet conflict: the Soviet invasion of Western
Europe. The prospect of facing a Soviet Army many times its size has been
instrumental in shaping American doctrine for four decades. U.S. doctrine has been
modified several times in that period. Some of the changes have been evolutionary
and made minor adjustments to the established doctrine. However, three revolutionary
overhauls of American doctrine for the conduct of combat operations have been
effected. Two of these were developed directly to counter a Soviet invasion of Europe.
US Doctrine History
Unlike the relatively static Soviet doctrine, U.S. doctrine has had an interesting
history.
In the initial years after World War II, the U.S. Army suffered a major reduction in
strength, role, and training. The Army's role was one of occupation. Its strength
limited any other capabilities. Due to political considerations, no simulated exercises
were conducted. The U.S. leadership saw no need for any defensive strategy other
than to rely on strategic bombers carrying atomic bombs. As a result, the U.S. Army
was totally unprepared for the war that erupted in Korea.
After a mobilization was conducted and experience gained, the Army acquitted itself
well in Korea. Despite the performance, however, the Army was reduced again after
the ceasefire. The Korean War had succeeded in bringing about a renewed sense of
purpose and need for the Army. Washington realized that the threat of atomic attack
by strategic bombers had failed to deter China from intervening in the war. There was
obviously a need for strong conventional forces in the atomic age.
Despite being reduced in strength and neglected in budget, the Army was active in
developing a new doctrine. With the introduction of tactical atomic weapons in the
early fifties, serious consideration was given to the changing battlefield environment.
In the mid-fifties, a revolutionary new doctrine was adopted.
Up to that point, all divisions featured a triangular organization: three regiments, each
with three battalions made up of three companies. The new doctrine created a
pentomic organization. Each division would have five battlegroups, each composed of
five companies. Contemporary thought held that the pentomic division would be able
to form a five-sided defensive perimeter to support itself when isolated on the atomic
battlefield. Subsequent maneuvers proved the doctrine was sound only for strongpoint
defense. It was woefully inadequate for offensive operations. The five-company
battlegroup was too small to be effective in an aggressive role.
During the early sixties, the Army again revised its doctrine. The new doctrine,
centered around the Reorganization Objectives Army Division (ROAD), was a return
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to the triangular structure and its capabilities. Each division had three brigades, but
each brigade was no longer a rigid structure. It would consist of as many battalions as
the situation required. Additionally, the brigade would contain a mixture of battalions.
For example, a brigade in a mechanized infantry division would contain both armor
and infantry battalions. The previous triangular organization limited infantry divisions
to infantry regiments.
This new doctrine focused on the concept of combined arms. Armor, infantry,
artillery, aviation, air defense, and engineering support would all be integrated to
produce a stronger whole product. This concept had been in existence to some degree
in combat commands of armored divisions since World War II, but now it became
army-wide doctrine.
This organization remains roughly in place today. There have been many revisions of
this structure as doctrine has continued to evolve since the sixties. These changes
usually involved reorganizations at the battalion level and below, with modifications
to the support elements. Most of the changes have been the result of shifts in doctrinal
thinking about the execution of combat arms operations.
During the 1960's, the U.S. involvement in Vietnam led to the introduction and
deployment of airmobile units. The use of the helicopter as a transport for infantry and
as a weapons platform would have a major impact on the Army's doctrine in the
seventies and eighties. During the Vietnam conflict, Army doctrine in Europe
remained unchanged from the original ROAD concepts. As the war ended, however,
attention shifted back to a potential U.S. - Soviet conflict and produced another
revolutionary doctrine.
The combat arms realized that a war in Europe would find the U.S. Army having to
fight outnumbered and win. Plans were developed for fighting a "come as you are"
war. Soviet tactics and strategies were analyzed in an attempt to design a tailored
doctrine that would attain the kill ratios needed to overcome the disparity in land force
strength. From squad level to battalion operations, basic tactics were restructured.
The emphasis of the new doctrine was on achieving a maximum number of kills while
preserving the U.S. force. Destroying the enemy and trading space for kills formed the
basis of all operations. The concept of operating with an overwatch element even at
the lowest level was introduced. An overwatch element is a portion of the
maneuvering unit that is observing the maneuver from a vantage point, able to
maneuver or provide covering fire as needed. This, it was felt, would minimize losses
in an engagement.
At higher levels, the concept of an active defense became the watchword. A unit
would defend in a zone moving from battle position to assigned battle position as the
situation developed. An innovative concept, the active defense governed the training
of the army for a decade. The doctrine was modified and replaced due to two primary
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shortcomings: a lack of addressing the offensive and problems with operational depth.
The solution to these problems led directly to the current Army doctrine, called
AirLand Battle.
More Modern Battle Doctrine
Introduction
Objectives and Doctrine
Weapons and Doctrine
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Soviet Army Doctrine
US Doctrine: AirLand Battle
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Modern Battle Doctrine 1987
Weapons and Doctrine
by Bill Gibbs

Technological advances in weaponry usually produce changes in doctrine. The
capabilities of a new friendly weapon system prompt planning for its proper use on the
battlefield. Likewise, an enemy development may cause a shift in doctrine as a
counter. Finally, a change in doctrine may require a new weapon system to implement
it!
Having doctrine create a demand for new weapons is common. In some cases,
however, it is akin to putting the cart before the horse. The intention is to give
guidance to a nation's weapons industry in fulfilling an army's requirements, but can
lead to problems where a weapon cannot be designed to meet the doctrine's
specifications. The weapon may fall short in performance or be rejected outright as
unsatisfactory. Solving such a problem is very costly. More time and money must be
thrown at the weapon in an attempt to make it usable within the established doctrine.
An additional problem is caused by the training inherent in a new doctrine. Schools
may have already begun training the use of the new weapon in lieu of the weapons
being replaced. If the new weapon is unavailable to units, portions of the new arrival's
training will not be applicable to the tactical situations in the field. A vulnerable point
may occur when an army's units are trained to fight with weapons that are unavailable
when they are required to fight! In short, doctrinal changes are much smoother when
experience with the new weapons has been the impetus behind the change.
The general trend of new weapons has been toward more technologically complex
systems. While greater training and education are required to employ and maintain
these more advanced systems., the potential return in the field is greater as well. These
weapons are designed for greater lethality, pushing toward the goal of maximizing the
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number of kills on the enemy forces. In most cases, these weapons are designed to
combat or protect tanks.
Main Battle Tank
The main battle tank has remained the dominant weapon system on the modern
battlefield since the end of World War II. Its shock and firepower capabilities have
been increased with each improvement to its main gun. Improvements have been
made to its power plants as well. Modern tanks, in particular the German Leopard II
and the U.S. M1, are much more maneuverable than their predecessors.
Protection has also improved. Most current tanks have some degree of spaced or
laminated armor for increased survivability against shaped charge weapons. A shaped
charge is designed to penetrate armor without high velocity. The warhead has a
weaker casing in its front, allowing the explosive force to focus its power in a smaller
area. Spaced armor is designed to absorb the power of the charge in its exterior layers
and prevent complete penetration of the armor. This armor was introduced as a direct
result of the number of anti-tank guided missiles (ATGM) in the arsenals of modern
armies. These ATGMs, introduced in the sixties and refined in the seventies, brought
the tank-killing capability of the infantry to an all time high. These extremely accurate
weapons are relatively portable and of ever increasing reliability.
The development of helicopter gunships, as well as transport helicopters by the U.S.
Army in Vietnam, yielded a new asset to commanders. Infantry and other light assets
redefine the concept of mobility when transported by helicopter. The gunship has been
developed into a highly capable tank killer armed with a deadly array of ATGMs. At
present, the Apache AH-64 helicopter gunship is the state of the art. Its Hellfire
Missile can be fired from a complete defilade position several terrain features away
and still home in on a laser designated target. It is being introduced into the U.S. corps
level aviation units. It can make a major contribution to the defense against a Soviet
invasion.
Infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs) are also present in the forces of most armies.
Previous mechanized infantry vehicles were merely armored personnel carriers,
designed to transport infantry to the battlefield. Modern IFVs are designed to allow
infantry to fight mounted and survive in certain environments. Infantry is more
capable than ever of operating with armor on a mutually supporting basis. Current
infantry units can maneuver with armor units and provide close, effective infantry
support. Infantry support is critical for armor. There is no environment in which armor
may operate without infantry support. Infantry is needed to clear many terrain types
for tanks and to defeat the enemy infantry and their anti-tank weapons. Such weapons,
used unopposed, would prove devastating to an armor force.
Artillery support plays a major role in the doctrine of both armies. The range and
lethality of modern artillery have been tremendously increased over that of the forties
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and fifties. Artillery can fire guided projectiles that kill "painted" or laser-designated
targets with near certain probability. Long range rocket assisted projectiles are also
available. Ammunition has been introduced that is more capable against hard targets
while maintaining its deadly effects on soft targets. Such dual-purpose ammunition
produces bomblets that explode as a shaped charge against a hard target or as a high
explosive. Other ammunition allows the firing of scatterable mine fields and persistent
or nonpersistent chemical weapons. Combined with improvements in fire control and
survivability of the battery, modern artillery possesses greatly enhanced capabilities.
Chemical defenses are also growing more sophisticated. Armies are striving for the
capability of maintaining a defensive or offensive posture under chemical attack. Such
attacks can include persistent agent contaminated areas. Most modern armies envision
operating in such areas for long periods of time. Defensive and decontamination
equipment is being designed (or is already in service) that permits such a capability.
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Modern Battle Doctrine 1987
Terrain and Doctrine
by Bill Gibbs

Advancing along these lines without becoming
bogged down in cities and towns...

Doctrine must also take the potential battlefield environment into consideration. An
analysis of the battlefield environment in Europe must include an examination of the
terrain in West Germany. As previously discussed, the most credible scenario for a U.
S. - Soviet conflict centers around a Soviet invasion of West Germany, so its terrain
figures heavily into the plans and doctrine of each side.
West Germany is relatively urbanized. Planning an axis of advance along a major line
of communications will always include several towns and cities. Advancing along
these lines without becoming bogged down in cities and towns defended by
dismounted infantry or territorial forces would prove very difficult. Small towns occur
every few kilometers between the larger cities and are situated along roads and
highways. Towns are even located along the low ground making it more difficult for
defending units to disengage. The hills and ridges provide better cover for such
withdrawals.
The hills in West Germany are usually covered with well- maintained forests. The
trees may or may not allow vehicular traffic to penetrate the woods off the roads.
Trees that prohibit vehicle movement due to their size and strength are referred to as
hardwood.
Most such forested areas contain enough trails to be traversable by vehicles, however.
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High ground, covered by forest, is ideal for defensive positions. The hills and trees
mask a unit's withdrawal, and allow for more concealed and covered positions. An
additional benefit arises from the concealment of trees: the woods add greatly to a
unit's camouflage from air reconnaissance.
The use of obstacles is particularly well-suited to West Germany. The roads through
hardwood forests, bridges, urban areas, and narrow points along the road are all
susceptible to the use of demolitions to create impassable obstacles. Covered with fire,
these obstacles may create major problems for attacking units. Road cratering charges,
explosives, and scatterable mines may be used to create obstacles.
The main communication routes in Western Europe are primarily the highways. With
the massive amounts of ammunition needed for modern combat, proper transportation
routes are mandatory. There's are many such routes in West Germany, with most
oriented east-west. Some are built up on embankments or elevated; these will reduce
the fields of fire of units in nearby positions. Additionally, built-up bridges over rivers
are very vulnerable to destruction.
The U.S. has utilized this rolling terrain to its advantage with weapons like the AH-64
attack helicopter and the Copperhead guided artillery projectile which rely on hidden
firing units and forward observers able to coordinate fire. The U.S. Air Force has
developed the A-10 Thunderbolt as a European tank buster. Its style of flying is
specifically suited to follow a valley until within range of its target, roll over a hill,
fire, and roll back out of the enemy's line of fire.
Middle East
The other major battlefield envisioned as a potential area of conflict is the Middle
East, which would switch the battlefield from rolling hills, forest, and urban sprawl to
the desert. The possible scenarios for a Middle East war are as varied as the situation
is volatile. In the sixties, Egypt was a stout Soviet ally and Iran unshakably in the U.S.
camp. Tomorrow may be different as well. Both sides have developed and practiced
deployment to that trouble spot. The U.S., for example, has been conducting extensive
operations in the Middle East annually.
Several major tactical considerations change in a desert battlefield. Ranges of ground
weapons systems become more important due to the open spaces and minimal
concealment. The environment is much harsher on soldiers and their equipment.
Water becomes a supply consideration of major importance. Air power will dominate
a desert war if one side can achieve air superiority. Air defenses or friendly aircraft
must neutralize enemy air or the ground forces will be savaged - on a desert floor
there is no place to hide from attacking aircraft.
Tactics for fighting in a desert have to be modified and will produce a variation on the
army's doctrine: for example, the distance between elements will greatly increase, but
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the basic operational doctrine will remain the same.
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Modern Battle Doctrine 1987
Soviet Army Doctrine
by Bill Gibbs

The Soviet Army doctrine focuses on centralized planning of offensive operations. The
offensives will be executed by units in echelon following proven, reliable battle drill. The
Soviet doctrine relies little on the flexibility and initiative of subordinate units and
leaders. The advance to a planned objective is expected to be maintained at all costs. This
doctrine is relatively unchanged from the tactics that left them victorious in World War
Il. Several revisions have been made, however, to address tactical nuclear weapons and
the increased capabilities of modern weapons.
Soviet doctrine has three separate levels: Strategic, which applies to operations on a
national or theater level; Operational, which applies to operations on a Front or Army
level; and Tactical, which applies to operations at the division level and below. Military
art governs the Strategic and Operational levels, while only tactics are used at the tactical
level.
The Soviet Union includes several different ethnic and cultural groups. This diversity
produces an army that has language problems and varied education levels among its
soldiers. More importantly, the Soviet Army has no professional noncommissioned
officer corps. Soviet NCOs are selected from among the recruits; their term of
appointment is equal to their term of enlistment. While the NCOs may prove to to be the
superior soldiers in the unit, they have no strong base of experience from which to train
other soldiers. The officers are chosen as much for their political membership in the
communist party as for ability or quality of character. An army with this level of
experience must rely on simple battle drills in training and combat.
The Soviet soldier is well-trained in the tactics he is capable of executing, but he is not
the superman portrayed in some quarters. The turnover in Soviet units is high, leading to
a constant need for retraining. The life of a Soviet soldier has produced a reportedly
rampant problem with alcoholism. Despite this, the quality of the Army will increase due
to the battlefield experience being gained in Afghanistan.
Above the division level, Soviet commanders have a lot of freedom of action. However,
the use of simple battle drills is integral to Soviet doctrine at the division level and below.
Procedures are designed, trained, and executed for different battlefield situations.
Subordinate leaders do not develop a scheme of maneuver upon encountering the enemy.
Instead, the appropriate battle drill lays out the response which is executed automatically.
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Faced with like situations, different units will react similarly, if not identically. This
concept of battle drill is utilized from the smallest unit up. Soviet commanders below the
regimental level make few battlefield decisions.
Weapons
The Soviet Army's weapons fill the needs of its doctrine. Their weapons are designed to
be mass-produced weapons requiring less training to employ and maintain. They have a
numerical superiority in land forces and can afford to avoid more complex systems
required to fight a superior force and win. This approach to weapons design supports the
Soviet doctrine of simple battle drills and makes less demand on Soviet technology.
These "simple" weapons, however, are very effective and lethal. In fact, certain
technological advances have made some Soviet weapons superior to those of the U.S.
Their armored vehicles are gunned to provide maximum firepower and present very low
silhouettes. Sacrifices are made in the area of crew comfort and storage of ammunition
and fuel. Soviet vehicles do not feature the third generation night vision devices of the
West. They also have inferior communications capabilities but this is in keeping with
their doctrine - the vehicles do not need to commu- nicate much to execute their drills.
The Soviets have an evolutionary approach to weapons production, contrasting the West's
revolutionary style of development. The West will seldom introduce new weapons, but
when it does, it will be a major redesign. For the Soviets, improved models of current
weapons are introduced periodically. This system minimizes the impact of training units
in the use of the new weapons. For example, current Soviet tank units feature several
different tanks evolved from the same basic design. All have some shortcomings when
compared to the latest Western equivalents, but all are fully capable of successfully
executing the current Soviet doctrine.
Offensive
As stated earlier, the Soviets emphasize the offensive, viewing this as the most
economical way of ending a war. They will attempt to seize the initiative immediately
and maintain it for the duration. Operational doctrine states that units in a Front or Army
maintain maximum dispersion.
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Meeting Engagement
At the Tactical level, the Soviets will make maximum use of their superiority in numbers.
Massive pre-planned artillery barrages will soften up targets before attacks attempt to
overwhelm the outnumbered defenders. The units will strive to maintain the advance
toward their assigned objectives. Soviet units are designed to be consumed in combat
rather than sustained like their Western counterparts. This thinking is better suited to
offense than defense; it also allows for a smaller support tail.
The Soviets use echeloned formations to assist in maintaining the advance and to allow
maximum dispersion on the nuclear battlefield. By doctrine, this dispersion is more
apparent above the division level. The first echelon unit will attempt to advance along its
assigned axis. If opposition is encountered, every effort will be made to reduce or bypass
the enemy. If the attack bogs down or fails, the second echelon will either continue the
attack or bypass the positions to continue the advance. At all levels, keeping the advance
going is all- important.

Attacking a Defending Force
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Soviet offensives are classified into three types, based on what the enemy is doing. The
first type is Attacking a Defending Force (ADF). This type of attack, formerly referred to
as a breakthrough, is aimed at enemy units who are holding their positions. The Soviets
feel, however, that an ADF is the least desirable option to employ during their advance.
The second type of attack is the Meeting Engagement, when the enemy is advancing
toward Soviet forces. The third type is the Pursuit, aimed at an enemy who is
withdrawing. The Soviets will weight their attacks at the tactical level in key areas to
yield a major advance toward a key objective. These attacks will receive additional
support. Other supporting attacks will also be conducted to confuse the enemy and to pin
his units along the front. If the advance is halted, a prepared ADF attack will be
conducted. An ADF attack receives maximum support, and will try to reduce key enemy
positions as rapidly and completely as possible.
There is no reason to doubt that the Soviets will employ their sizable chemical arsenal.
The Soviets see no clear distinction between conventional warfare and that using
chemical or nuclear weapons. Their units train extensively in a chemical environment.
Units on the offense suffer less from the effects of chemical weapons if they continue to
move. The use of persistent agents against Western defenses will be particularly
effective. If used in conjunction with an attack, the shock effect against the defenders is
magnified.
The offensive will be halted only temporarily and will be resumed by another echelon as
rapidly as possible. Defensive doctrine allows the holding of recently gained ground only
until the offensive is renewed. Units in defensive positions will be understrength from
having failed in the advance. Other units will move through or around the defending units
to resume the attack. The Soviets view time spent on the defensive as valuable time
wasted in meeting their aggressive time schedules.
All levels of Soviet organization will follow these doctrinal guidelines. The basic Soviet
unit of maneuver is the regiment. Regiments usually move in a divisional formation, but
are the smallest unit capable of limited, independent operation. Battalions maneuver as
part of the regimental formation. Except during an ADF attack, Soviet regiments usually
maneuver with battalions in echelon. Companies and platoons do not maneuver
independently, but only within the battalion, where a rigid formation is utilized.
Motorized Rifle Division
A Soviet motorized rifle division conducting a movement to contact moves in march
column formation: all elements in trail, one behind the other. The divisional
reconnaissance element will precede the first echelon regiment's advance guard by one
day. The recon battalion will probe enemy positions along a frontage of 15 to 25
kilometers. It will attempt to identify enemy positions and holes or weak points in their
lines. The first echelon regiment's lead battalion is reinforced and acts as the regimental
advance guard.
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Motorized Rifle Regiment Attacking from an Assembly Area
Jumbo Motorized Rifle Regiment Attacking from an Assembly Area (84K)
The reinforced motorized rifle battalion will have the following assets: three motor rifle
companies, one tank company, an anti-tank company with nine modified BRDMs armed
with AT5 ATGMs, a self-propelled artillery battalion of eighteen Su-122 122mm
howitzers, a 120mm mortar company, an air defense section with two ZSU-23(4)s, an
engineer platoon, an NBC platoon, and several support elements.
A reinforced tank battalion would consist of three tank companies, a motorized infantry
company, a self-propelled artillery battalion, air defense section, engineer platoon, and an
NBC platoon. An anti-tank element is not included because of the higher number of
tanks. The engineer platoon may include bridging equipment, mine clearing equipment,
and bulldozers.
A Soviet motorized rifle battalion acting as regimental advance guard would organize
into three elements. A reinforced rifle platoon, termed the combat recon patrol, would
lead the advance. The platoon would be reinforced by an engineering recon element and a
chemical recon element, both in BRDMs.
Twenty minutes behind this platoon would follow the forward security element,
composed of the remainder of the reinforced rifle company. In addition, the forward
security force would contain a tank platoon, six Su-122s howitzers, an anti-tank element
of three BRDMs, engineers, and a chemical squad. The battalion commander may
position the air defense section and the mortar company with the forward elements at his
discretion. The advance guard main force, containing the remainder of the battalion
follows an hour behind the lead platoon. The rest of the regiment follows one to two
hours behind the lead battalion. The regimental advanced guard maintains this formation
until contact is made.
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When contact occurs, the lead units will deploy into a hasty attack formation and attempt
to reduce the defending units rapidly, or bypass the position. If the position can't be
reduced or bypassed, the different elements of the advance guard may attempt to attack
without waiting for the remainder of the battalion. The size of the enemy positions
dictates the size of the attacking force. To conduct an attack, the battalion occupies an
attack position and assumes an attack formation. A Soviet battalion attacks in a formation
one to one and a half kilometers in frontage and three kilometers in depth.
The motorized rifle battalion attacks with a tank company in the lead, its main battle
tanks on line. Two hundred meters behind the tank company, two motorized rifle
companies attack abreast, with all vehicles on line. The battalion command group
follows. Four hundred meters behind the tanks are the artillery, mortar, anti- tank,
engineer, and chemical units arrayed for two kilometers. The final five hundred meters in
depth are occupied by the third motorized rifle company.
A tank battalion attacks with two tank companies abreast in the lead, with the tanks on
line. Two hundred meters behind the tanks is the motorized rifle company. The battalion
command group follows behind the infantry, with the support elements arrayed behind
them. The third tank company brings up the rear.
Infantry may dismount immediately, ride until within small arms range of the enemy
before dismounting, or attack mounted. Infantry is more effective within small arms
range if dismounted, but Soviet BMPs permit a relatively high volume of fire from the
comparative safety of the vehicle. As soon as a unit is on line, it advances on the enemy
positions, firing from the short halt. If the attack succeeds in defeating the enemy units
the advance can quickly resume. If the attack does not displace the defenders, the unit
will continue to engage the enemy, pinning them and allowing the second echelon to
bypass and continue the advance. If the other echelons cannot bypass, the advance will be
halted.
A deliberate attack will be launched against the defensive positions as quickly as
possible. The deliberate attack will be supported by an artillery barrage and air power.
The elements of a unit will attack on line from an attack position. As the unit attacks, it
will advance in formation with its vehicles firing from a short halt. If it has not done so
already, the infantry will dismount within small arms range of the defenders. Deliberate
attacks are used against defenses that a commander deems capable of being reduced by
his unit. If the deliberate attack fails, a full ADF attack may be launched. If the defenders
are too strong, the attack may be shifted elsewhere.
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Motorized Rifle Regiment in Attack
Jumbo Motorized Rifle Regiment in Attack (81K)
An ADF attack is a maximum support effort designed to destroy enemy positions in a
key area, allowing a breakthrough to the enemy rear. To conduct an ADF attack, the
Soviet ground forces use the same formations as a deliberate attack, but the level of
artillery fire and close air support is greatly increased. The intent of the type of attack,
usually aimed at a weak sector, is to produce an opening in the enemy lines for
penetration by second and third echelon units when no other option is available. After
such an attack, the advance becomes a Pursuit. The Soviets view a pursuit as the decisive
and most desirable engagement. When contact is reestablished with organized defensive
forces, the pursuit ends.
Defense
When the Soviets are forced onto the defensive temporarily, they use a strongpoint
defense. Units anchor themselves in strongpoints, usually on hills, and create killing
zones between them. Any attempt to move between strongpoints places enemy units
within this killing zone, allowing maximum firepower to be brought to bear. Strongpoints
are established in the most defensible and mutually-supporting positions possible.
The units occupying defensive positions will seldom resume the offensive. Another
echelon will perform that task. The defensive unit is usually depleted from having
attacked and failed to displace nearby enemy forces. As with any units on the defensive,
the Soviets will continue to improve their positions as long as they occupy them.
Minefields, obstacles, and entrenchments will be added with enough time. Despite their
emphasis on offensive operations, they are very adept at creating strong defensive
positions.
The Soviet Army makes extensive use of its large quantity of artillery. Their battalions
all have self-propelled companies that maneuver with them, supplying immediate
suppression. Each echelon of the Soviet command has ample artillery assets at its
disposal. Soviet doctrine calls for massive, preplanned artillery barrages prior to its
attacks. ADF attacks, if they must be conducted, receive heavy support. Soviet indirect
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fire and air support is used to achieve mass at the Operational level. At this level, mass is
achieved by quantity, not quality. The Soviets do not have the technologically advanced
munitions of the Western armies, but have sufficient numbers of tubes to produce an
enviable degree of indirect fire support for its forces.
Soviet airpower is very dedicated to the role of ground support. Several aircraft designs
are strictly intended for ground attack missions. While NATO is generally expected to
eventually gain air superiority if war breaks out, enough interceptors and ground attack
aircraft are in the Soviet inventory to ensure at least air parity and a minimal level of
close air support during the initial stages of a war.
The Soviet Army also has very capable air defense forces. A wide number of modern,
effective Surface-to-Air (SAM) systems will be deployed with any Soviet ground force.
While SAMs are susceptible to countermeasures, the quantity and quality of the air
defenses commands a great deal of respect. The ZSU-23(4) air defense gun system,
especially, will make life difficult for enemy helicopters on the battlefield.
Soviet engineering forces are strongly oriented to bridging the water obstacles in West
Germany. The high number of unfordable north-south streams and rivers make such a
capability mandatory if the Soviets are to keep the initiative and meet their aggressive
attack time schedules. The engineers are also capable of supporting units with the
emplacement or clearing of obstacles and minefields.
Soviet battle doctrine is straightforward and relies heavily on large numbers of effective
forces. The Soviet Army definitely has the quantities of weapons, units, and soldiers to
implement its strategy. With capable weapons and possible operational initiative, any
smaller force which hopes to stop the Soviet juggernaut will need a superior doctrine,
effectively employed.
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Modern Battle Doctrine 1987
US Doctrine: AirLand Battle
by Bill Gibbs

The latest U.S.Army doctrine is the AirLand Battle. It is the result of ten years of
analysis of the active defense and other doctrines, observations of the Arab-Israeli
wars, and the latest Soviets developments. It is based on an integration of air and land
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assets across a spectrum of the battlefield, a reorganization of the Army division, and
the introduction of several key items of equipment.
Key: 1 Artillery, MLRS and SSM strikes. 2 Counterattack. 3 Remotely delivered
minefield. 4 Joint air attack team: A-10s and attack helicopters. 5 Main attack.
AirLand Battle addresses a nonlinear battlefield, with nuclear and chemical weapons
tactically integrated throughout its depth. The battle is to be extended in depth by the
employment of long range weapons deep into enemy territory. Land and air forces
will work closely together to achieve key strategic, operational, and tactical
objectives.
The U.S. Army division has been reorganized from the ROAD organization (series H)
Table of Organization and Equipment [TO&E] to the Division 86 J series TO&E. The
new organization has since been renamed the Army of Excellence (AOE). The basic
triangular structure for brigades remains intact. The battalion, however, no longer has
three line companies, a combat support company, and a headquarters company. An
AOE battalion has four line companies, a separate anti-tank company, and a
reorganized headquarters company. The companies comprise three line platoons of
four Armored Fighting Vehicles (AFVs) each. In the case of light, airborne, air
assault, or ranger infantry units, the platoons have three squads. This organization
allows the battalion commander to task organize for a defense in depth of a relatively
wide sector and, if necessary, still maintain a reserve.
The U.S. brigade commander cross-attaches companies between armor and
mechanized infantry battalions to create task forces. The task force commanders then
task organize within the battalion. Platoons are cross-attached between tank and
infantry companies. Battalion assets can also be attached to company teams.
Additionally, the anti-tank company headquarters can be organized into a fifth
company team by attaching tank or mechanized infantry platoons. This task
organization allows the commander to tailor his force for the assigned mission and
create a completely integrated combined arms team. With four or five company teams,
the task force commander has increased flexibility to perform his mission.
Several new weapons systems are now being fielded. The AFVs include the M1
Abrams main battle tank, the M2 Bradley infantry fighting vehicle, and its clone, the
M3 cavalry fighting vehicle. The artillery is receiving new types of ammunition and
the new self-propelled multiple rocket launcher (MLRS). Air defense systems are
being upgraded at all levels, although the recent demise of the Sergeant York has
delayed the replacement of the Vulcan. Aviation units are receiving the UH-60
Blackhawk utility helicopter. The integration of these and other new weapons is
critical to the proper execution of the AirLand Battle doctrine.
The vehicle mix of M1s, M2s, and M3s gives the U.S. commander a force with superb
mobility and speed, outstanding firepower, and excellent armor protection. The task
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force commander must still plan around the slower elements. The M113 series of
vehicles will remain in the battalion in several capacities - the anti-tank company,
mortar platoon, and headquarters section all utilize M113-based vehicles. Regardless,
the capabilities of the U.S. battalion task force are at an all time high.
The AirLand Battle doctrine divides the battlefield into five separate sectors, ranging
from deep in friendly territory to deep in enemy territory. They are
1. Rear Area Battle Area - this sector will be occupied by support units and
strategic reserves. Doctrine for rear areacombat operations exists; but, by
design, enemy units will notpenetrate into it.
2. Reserve Battle Area -this sector will contain reserve units capable of
meeting enemy breakthroughs, defeating them, and counterattacking. Land
force will dominate the action in this sector.
3. Main Battle Area - this sector will see combat between the units occupying
defensive positions along the forward edge of the battle area (FEBA) and
attacking enemy units. Combat here will be conducted by a combination of
land and air forces.
4. Covering Force Battle Area - this sector is directly in front of the main battle
area where the covering forces (cavalry) screen and tempt to destroy the Soviet
first echelon as well as identify the axes of the main Soviet efforts. Combat in
this sector will be dominated by air forces.
5. Deep Battle Area - this sector lies beyond the covering force battle area into
the enemy rear. Following Soviet echelons and support units will be engaged in
this sector and destroyed by long range corps level assets. As expected, this
sector will be dominated by air power.
Defensive
The U.S forces in Europe will find themselves initially on the defensive in the war.
The U.S. Army uses a defensive posture to destroy enemy forces, control key terrain,
gain time to prepare for offensive operations, or to economize forces in one area to
allow concentration in another. The U.S. concept of defense is characterized by the
use of initiative, depth, agility, and synchronization. The defender must wrest the
initiative away from the attacker, maintain a defense in depth, and use fire and
maneuver while coordinating all available resources into an effective defensive force.
The defense against attack is divided into four parts: the deep battle beyond the corp's
forward line of own troops (FLOT), the covering, force area from FLOT to FEBA, the
main battle area from FEBA to the rear of the brigade sector, and the rear area behind
the brigade sector. These four areas correspond to the five sectors of the AirLand
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Battlefield, with the reserve battle area being divided between the main battle area and
the rear area.
The deep battle is the responsibility of corps or division. The deep battle includes air
interdiction missions, electronic warfare, nuclear and chemical attacks, artillery and
missile fire, and spoiling attacks by maneuver units, including attack helicopters. The
deep battle may initially be directed at the first echelon of the enemy attack, but it will
shift to the second and third echelon as the battle progresses.
The covering force battle is a corps responsibility. The purpose of the covering force,
if one is established, is to provide security, delay the enemy attack, attrit or destroy the
first echelon and force the enemy to reveal his main efforts. The covering force must
strip away the enemy reconnaissance elements, force the enemy to bypass its position,
and defeat any hasty attacks. The covering force also acts to screen the location and
strengths of units in the main battle area. These actions must take place forward
enough to allow the forces in the main battle area time to react to the information
gained. The covering force usually consists of cavalry and air cavalry units, but any
mechanized force may perform the mission.
Main Battle Area
The decisive battle against the enemy's main effort is fought in the main battle area.
The units' forces are positioned to repel enemy attacks. Counterattacks will be
launched to destroy enemy forces and seize the initiative. The bulk of the combat and
combat support forces of a division will be in the main battle area. A brigade's main
battle area is bounded by the FEBA and the rear and lateral boundaries.
The transition or handoff of the battle from the covering force to the units in the main
battle area is critical. The battle is usually handed off some two to five kilometers
forward of the FEBA. The primary enemy avenues of approach must remain covered
throughout the handoff. Maximum coordination is necessary between units of the
covering force and those in the main battle area. Contingency plans must be
established in case the enemy attacks during the handoff. Finally, the units in the main
battle area must assume indirect fire support of the covering force forward of their
position.
As the battle is handed off, the units in the main battle area should be prepared for
battle. As the enemy is encountered, he is engaged with indirect and direct fire where
possible. All available aviation assets are applied to the attacking force. As the enemy
advance continues, the volume of friendly fire is increased. During the enemy artillery
barrage preceding the assault the units must be ready for chemical attack. If the enemy
force succeeds in closing with friendly positions and assaulting, all final protective
fires will be committed to repel the attack. If the defending units are forced back or
destroyed, reserves must be move to block the enemy penetration. If the enemy halts
and does not appear to be receiving reinforcements, an immediate counterattack is
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launched.
Counterattacks are only conducted if they will be strong enough and supported well
enough to regain lost terrain and restore the integrity of defensive positions. They can
be especially effective at night. Counterattacks are not conducted piecemeal; they
have to be executed swiftly and violently with maximum support. If the counterattack
is successful, the area is quickly consolidated as a defensive position. After the enemy
is halted, repelled, or destroyed, the commander must evaluate his losses and
reconstitute his forces.
A standard defensive
deployment covering two
axes of advance. The two
brigades covering the
FEBA have each sent
two battalions forward
to reinforce the covering
force. When their
mission is completed
they will disengage and
occupy the
predesignated positions
in each brigade sector. A
third brigade is
divisional reserve. MBA
Main battle area. CFA
Covering force area.

The U.S. defensive doctrine is designed specifically to defeat the echeloned attack by
Soviet forces, with the goal of stopping the invasion as close to the border as possible.
However, every U.S. unit along the border will not be conducting a defense. In some
sections, units will be conducting retrograde operations.
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Retrograde operations are conducted to avoid a decisive engagement, delay the
enemy, gain time, reposition forces, shorten lines of communications, and clear zones
for friendly nuclear or chemical attacks. These operations usually feature centralized
planning and decentralized execution. There are three types of retrograde operations:
delay, withdrawal, and retirement. The easiest movement is retirement, where units
not in contact with the enemy pull back out of their current positions.
Delays are operations which trade space for time while inflicting maximum damage
on the enemy. Covering forces perform delays as do forces in the main battle area that
are inadequate for a successful defense or that are screening a concentration of force
in another sector. Delays have four main objectives: 1) destroy the enemy forces as
possible, 2) cause the enemy to lose time deploying and maneuvering, 3) retain
freedom of action, and 4) minimize friendly losses.
The commander of the delaying force positions his units with good observation and
fields of fire. Maximum use is made of natural and man-made obstacles. The force
may either delay on successive or alternating positions. In successive positions, the
units withdraw rearward from one position to another. The units hold their positions as
long as possible or until ordered to displace. Delays from successive positions allow
an enemy a better chance at penetrating friendly lines due to less depth and
preparation of defensive positions. A delay on alternating positions involves two units
handing off the battle to each other as they alternate delaying and withdrawing back to
other positions. Alternate positions are used when unit density permits. It gives the
defense more depth and allows better preparation of the delay positions.
Delay positions are occupied exactly as if they were defensive positions. The delay is
conducted as a defense until the enemy is engaged by units in the main battle area.
Maximum losses are inflicted on the enemy by long range fires. As the enemy closes
and threatens to assault, the delaying unit disengages. Units do not move without
orders unless given the freedom to do so. Delaying units keep their commander
informed on all developments. The disengagement must be well-coordinated, with fire
maintained on the enemy and all movements planned and executed properly. Fire from
adjacent units or counterattacks may help units that have become decisively engaged
extricate and withdraw.
The least engaged delaying unit may be
designated a reserve. Units in reserve perform the
following missions: reinforcing forward
positions, conducting spoiling attacks, assisting
in disengagements, providing overwatch, and
assuming another unit's mission. All units must
keep leadership positions filled and key weapons
manned during a delay. Command and control
must also be maintained. Delays either end in a
defense of a final position, a withdrawal, or an attack.
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Withdrawals are retrograde operations where a unit disengages while maintaining
pressure on the enemy. They are conducted with the purpose of removing a unit from
the line while deceiving the enemy. A withdrawal can be performed at the end of a
delay or by itself. During withdrawals, reserves are positioned forward to assist in
maintaining security and to help effect the disengagement.
Withdrawals are performed in three phases. The preparatory phase finds all support
and nonessential units being withdrawn. The units move out of position and begin to
fall back during the disengagement phase. The enemy is deceived during the security
phase as to what actions are being taken. This phase and the whole withdrawal end
with the security elements passing through friendly lines at the next rearward position.
While Soviet doctrine calls for its army to seize and maintain the offensive until the
end of the war, U.S. defensive doctrine dictates that defending U.S. units will halt
enemy attacks and gain the initiative from them. Once the initiative has been gained,
the U.S. forces will then conduct offensive operations to recapture lost territory and
maintain the initiative. U.S. offensive doctrine governs the conduct of these
operations.
Offensive
U.S. units conduct offensive operations to achieve the following objectives: to destroy
enemy forces, to seize key terrain, to gain information, to deceive or divert the enemy,
to deprive the enemy of resources, or to hold the enemy in position. U.S. attacks are
characterized, as are their defenses, by the use of initiative, depth, agility, and
synchronization. In offensive operations, the battlefield is divided into three areas: the
attack position, the approach, and the objective.
This diagram shows a
US heavy division
attacking on a broad
front, with all three
brigades "on line."
Attacks might also be
carried out with the
traditional "two up,
one back" deployment.
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While the division made its initial penetration, its MLRS and M110 artillery,
reinforced by corps artillery, would join fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters in striking
deep into the second defensive echelon.
Notes: 1: Division comprises three brigades: two with four battalions each, one with
three. 2: ** = Artillery suppression/neutralisation. Artillery harassment. 3: UC =
Uncommitted.
The attack begins in the attack position. It is a covered and concealed position in
which the unit conducts preparations for the coming attack. The attack position is the
last position the unit occupies prior to the actual attack. The approach is the route of
the attack from the line of departure/line of contact (LD/LC) to the objective. The
avenue of approach may be the unit's entire boundaries, an axis of advance, or a
direction of attack. Each is more restrictive than the previous one. The objective is the
ground to be captured and occupied.
The fundamental requirements for an offensive are to concentrate effort, achieve
surprise, speed the attack, and provide flexibility and audacity. There are five types of
U.S. offensive operations:
1. Movement to contact
2. Hasty attack
3. Deliberate attack
4. Exploitation
5. Pursuit
All are similar to their Soviet counterpart in concept and use, but all are executed
differently.
U.S. offensive operations emphasize the preservation of friendly forces. The use of
overwatch movement minimizes losses to enemy surprise actions during meeting
engagements. U.S. units have a great deal of flexibility in executing an attack and
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subordinate leaders may use their initiative to shift or modify an attack as needed to
react to a developing situation. The U.S. command and control structure supports
much greater freedom of action in comparison with the Soviet Army.
U.S. command and control center around the commanders. From battalion level up,
the commanders have a staff; but, while these staffs contribute greatly to the
information gathering and planning stages of an operation, the commander is in charge
during the execution of the mission. The U.S. Tactical Operations Center (TOC) gives
the battalion and brigade commanders an excellent asset for coordinating and
controlling support for the operation. The TOC also provides a communications link
between units experiencing reception problems.
During a movement to contact, the unit will maneuver with a small advance guard
forward to minimize initial casualties. The bulk of the unit remains free to maneuver
upon enemy contact.
The unit will maintain movement while providing all-around security, with the lead
element using overwatch movement for security. Tanks normally lead the movement
to contact unless terrain dictates otherwise. Upon contact, aggressive offensive action
is initiated. The advance guard uses battle drill to defeat any small forces to the front
or flanks. Upon analyzing the contact, the commander may order: a hasty assault; a
hasty defense to await assistance; an element to pin the enemy while the position is
bypassed; or the advance guard to assault and overwhelm a small enemy force.
A hasty attack is used when a smaller force is encountered during a movement to
contact. It is used to maintain the momentum of the advance. A hasty attack may also
be conducted to seize the initiative following a successful defense against an enemy
attack. Every available asset is used. The enemy is suppressed and pinned, while the
bulk of the unit maneuvers to a vantage point and conducts an assault on the enemy
position. The ability to maneuver to this vantage point depends on only one element of
the unit being engaged in the initial contact. The overwatch movement formation can
usually accomplish this. Once through the enemy position, the unit moves quickly to
exploit the success.
The deliberate attack is used to defeat well-prepared enemy defensive positions.
Unlike the hasty attack, time is taken to carefully plan every detail of the assault. Time
is not wasted, however, as the defender can make use of all the time used in planning
to better prepare his positions. All available resources are committed to the attack in a
coordinated manner. If the deliberate attack succeeds in breaching the enemy
positions, the unit can exploit the success into the enemy's rear area. The exploiting
unit can also turn and roll up the flank of other enemy units. This allows the unit's
higher headquarters to exploit a wider breach with greater forces.
The exploitation and the pursuit are generally conducted to take advantage of a
successful attack. An exploiting force moves into the enemy rear to maximize
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confusion and prevent an orderly recovery by the retreating enemy. The exploiting
force will attack enemy command posts, logistics facilities, and artillery units. They
will also secure critical objectives to cut off enemy withdrawals.
The mission of a force in the pursuit is to annihilate the retreating enemy force,
usually by attempting to encircle them. Pursuits are usually carried out by brigades or
divisions. Speed is essential during a pursuit, and all available assets are pressed into
action. The pursuit is halted when the objectives are reached or when so ordered by
the force commander.
The U.S. Army's new AirLand Battle doctrine is innovative and promising. Its rapid
adoption by the units in the field is aided by several factors. First, the actions of small
units are not greatly affected. Platoons and companies still perform the same tactical
missions as before. Most changes due to the introductions of the new doctrine occur in
the strategies of brigade and higher commanders. Second, the introduction of several
new weapons is a bonus. The new weapons have greater capabilities which spur the
desire for new tactics at the unit level. Finally, the Army is conducting the most
realistic and innovative training in its history.
The introduction of the MILES target engagement system has revolutionized tactical
training. The Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES) has all ground
targets (men, vehicles, etc) equipped with sensors to detect and interpret coded
infrared lasers. All weapons in the unit emit such laser beams when fired. Umpires
complete the system to apply mass casualty fire and enforce the use of the system.
Properly implemented, MILES removes all subjective evaluations and debatable
simulated battles. Soldiers and leaders now receive immediate reinforcement on their
actions and decisions. As the AGES airground simulations, which will incorporate
aircraft and air defense units, is integrated, the U.S. Army will be capable of training
troops in the most realistic manner possible short of actual combat, thereby fielding
the best-prepared combat force in the world.
The ultimate embodiment of this training system is found at the National Training
Center at Fort Irwin, California. Once or twice annually, CONUS brigades rotate to
Fort Irwin for a twoweek evaluation in an exceedingly realistic environment. Battles
are video- taped and critiqued with a vengeance. An equivalent facility for light,
airborne, air assault, and ranger infantry is now being completed at Fort Chaffee,
Arkansas. These centers give the opportunity to practice the AirLand Battle doctrine
in a realistic manner and allow the widest dissemination of the latest information.
AirLand Battle is an innovative solution to the forty year-old problem of preparing to
fight the Soviets in Europe. The simultaneous attacks on first, second, and third
echelons in the main battle area and deep battle area promise a high attrition rate on
the Soviet attack formations. It is unknown whether the Soviet straight ahead, basic
doctrine utilizing superior numbers or the U.S.'s innovative doctrine designed to
maximize the advantages of a more flexible unit and leader will prevail. Indications
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from Arab-Israeli wars, as well as training and simulations tend to support the U.S.
Army's chances. To win, however, the U.S. can afford few errors in execution.
It is to be hoped that the world will never have to find out for certain.
More Modern Battle Doctrine
Introduction
Objectives and Doctrine
Weapons and Doctrine
Terrain and Doctrine
Soviet Army Doctrine
US Doctrine: AirLand Battle
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The Bundeswehr
Mission, Organization, and Doctrine
Introduction
by Major Hank Meyer and John Burtt

In order to prevent a Soviet
invasion and takeover of
Western Europe, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) was established in
1949, presenting a "united"
front against any aggressive
act. One of the cornerstones of
NATO has been a commitment to conventional front line defense in the Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG), commonly called West Germany.
At various times, the politics of the United States turns a critical eye to the cost of and
rationale for keeping American soldiers on that front line in Germany. Opponents of
this continental strategy give the impression that the U.S. pays the lion's share of that
cost and bears the greatest risks, while the Western European Allies shirk their
responsibilities.
That is incorrect.
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In fact, the West Germans themselves carry the major burden of the cost and the risk.
They pay over 25% of the costs, just slightly less than the United States. They provide
60% of the main battle tanks (some 4,900), 50% of the troops, and 30% of the aircraft.
The reason is simple. Their existence as a nation is directly on the firing line.
Geography is against them. The FRG packs 62,000,000 people into a country the size
of the states of New York and Pennsylvania. Its population density of 274 people per
square kilometer is TEN TIMES higher than the United States' and is one of the
highest in Western Europe. Agricultural land takes up 54% of the available area;
forests account for 29%.
The rest is built up and urbanized. The FRG is laced with over 340,000 miles of roads,
including some 5600 miles of expressway. It is extremely vulnerable to a western
thrust by the Warsaw Pact. As shown in Figure 1, it has some 1260 miles of borders
with Soviet Bloc nations, but is very narrow - only 158 miles at its widest. Some 30%
of the FRG's population and 25% of its industrial capacity is located within 70 miles
of the East-West border.
What does this mean in military terms? Warsaw Pact aircraft can reach any point in
the FRG within 10 minutes. Major urbanindustrial centers, like Hamburg, are a few
hours' drive for a tank from the border.
With nearly two-thirds of the Soviet military strength located in the European portion
of the Soviet Union or in the western forward area, the simple strategic fact is that the
West Germans can't afford to lose territory. So they are committed to the NATO
Alliance and to forward defense with a dedication that even the United States can't
match.
More Bundeswehr Mission, Organization, and Doctrine
Introduction
Organization
Territorial Army
Defense Doctrine: Beweglichkeit
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The Bundeswehr
Mission, Organization, and Doctrine
Organization
by Major Hank Meyer and John Burtt

To participate in the common
defense of Western Europe, the
FRG established the Bundeswehr
(German Armed Forces). Together
with its NATO Allies, the
Bundeswehr is charged with
preventing an armed attack on
Federal territory. Some major
restrictions were placed on the
Bundeswehr when it was
established. The main portion of
the fighting troops would fight
under NATO commanders during
wartime. The FRG cannot possess
strategic, nuclear, chemical, or
biological weapons. However, the
NATO Allies have such weapons
within the country and the West
Germans have some say in their
use. There is no General Staff for
operational control of the
Bundeswehr. And the logistics support is strictly limited to within the country itself.
The German Basic Law expressly prohibits preparation for or waging of aggressive war.
In short, the Bundeswehr is intended to be an integral part of a multi-national defense
effort under NATO command rather than an independent military force. (see Figure 2.)
With this mission in mind, the Bundeswehr has been organized into two separate entities,
the Field Army and the Territorial Army. Each has its own distinct task within the broad
outline of the defense mission. The Field Army, under the operational command of
NATO, will conduct operations in the forward defense zone in its allocated corps sectors.
The Territorial Army, under national command, will be responsible for assuring the
freedom of maneuver of all NATO forces within Germany and will provide personnel
and material replacements to the Field Army.
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The Field Army forms the major combat force of the Bundeswehr. Organized into three
Corps and 11 combat divisions, as shown in Figure 3, the Field Army is composed of 36
brigades: 17 armored; 15 mechanized infantry; one mountain; and three airborne. This
composition creates a force that is primarily armored combat troops.
The basic organization of the Field Army is the division. Each division has three combat
brigades, an artillery regiment, an air defense regiment, an armored reconnaissance
battalion, and various support elements. The heavy brigades (armor and mechanized)
have three combat battalions of four line companies each. This changes under wartime
mobilization. Two light infantry battalions, armed with mortars and antitank weapons,
will be available within three days and will be attached to each division. These are air
mobile- capable although normally they will use truck transport. Each heavy brigade will
form an additional 'mixed' combat battalion headquarters and will crossattach companies
from the other battalions in the brigade.
Brigade Base Concept
Contrary to United States doctrine and organization where battalions are attached to
brigades as dictated by the mission to be performed, the Bundeswehr uses a Brigade Base
concept. Each brigade is a separate entity and will fight as such. While task organizations
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within the brigade is expected, battalions will not normally be shifted between brigades.
Each brigade has its own reconnaissance, engineers, tank destroyers, supply and
maintenance units, as well as its own artillery battalion. This artillery is dedicated to the
brigade - a contrast to the U.S. system where all artillery assets are controlled at the
division level.

The organization of a typical panzer (armored) brigade is shown in Figure 4. The unit is a
combined arms force. The primary punch of the brigade are its two panzer battalions,
each containing 41 Leopard II main battle tanks (MBTs). A fully mechanized infantry
battalion, mounted on Marder infantry fighting vehicles (IFVs), provides the needed
support. The mixed battalion added upon mobilization is the brigade in miniature: two
tank companies of 13 MBTs and one Marder-mounted infantry company.
In all, a panzer brigade fields 110 MBTs. The organic artillery battalion, consisting of 18
M-109 self-propelled 155mm howitzers, provides support for the whole brigade.
Additional anti-tank capability comes from the nine Jaguar-1 vehicles, firing the long
range HOT anti-tank guided missile (ATGM). Reconnaissance and screening is provided
by the eight Luchs armored cars attached to the brigade headquarters.

A panzergrenadier brigade is organized as shown in Figure 5, and it is a mirrored image
of the panzer brigade. There are two mechanized infantry battalions and one panzer
battalion making up the parent unit. Both infantry battalions include two companies of
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infantry mounted in Marder IFVs and one company mounted in older M-113 personnel
carriers. The panzer battalion has 41 less- potent Leopard I's. The mixed battalion has
two companies of infantry and one company of Leopard I's. Artillery, anti-tank, and
reconnaissance support is identical to that of a panzer brigade.
These two brigade types make up the bulk of the Field Army. Airborne and mountain
brigades are basically non-mechanized infantry and used in specialized situations. One
airborne brigade is assigned to each of the three corps as a mobile reserve. It is fully airmobile and fields TOWs and 20mm automatic. cannon mounted on light vehicles.
Upon mobilization, an additional light parachute infantry battalion may be added to each
brigade. The mountain brigade is trained and organized for independent alpine operations
using conventional light infantry tactics. It has four combat battalions and a towed light
artillery battalion. It is based near Munich in southern Germany.
Equipment
The main equipment of the Field Army is quite modern and potent. Its MBT, the Leopard
II, is a state-of-the-art fighting vehicle. Powered by a 1500 horsepower diesel which
gives it a maximum speed of 47 miles per hour, protected by Chobham armor, and armed
with a 120mm main gun which gives it more punch than the current MI Abrams MBTs,
the Leopard II provides the mobility and firepower needed to meet the Soviets head on.
Currently the Bundeswehr has 1500 of these tanks in its arsenal, with some 300 more on
order. They are replacing the smaller, lighter Leopard I's in the frontline panzer brigades,
allowing the 2400 Leopard I's to be issued to the panzergrenadier units. For the infantry,
the main vehicle is the Marder IFV. This vehicle is a high-powered squad vehicle, able to
keep up with the Leopard 11's in speed and range. It can provide support for its eight
infantrymen with a 25mm automatic gun and two machineguns. Its drawbacks are that it
is non-amphibious and has no vehicle-mounted anti-tank capability.
By contrast, the M2 Bradleys of the U.S. Army carry TOW ATGMs to provide some
extra punch. The German infantry's primary anti-tank weapon is the French Missile
d'Infanterie Leger Anti-char (MILAN) ATGM, a wire-guided missile fired from a tripod
with a range of 2000 meters. The U.S. TOW ATGM is also in service, particularly with
the airborne brigades. It adds additional standoff capability to those lightly armed troops
with its range of 3700 meters. If the Bundeswehr has a drawback in its arsenal, it's
probably its helicopter units. The PAH-1 attack helicopter is not up to the protection and
firepower standards of either the Cobra or the Apache. Armed with only six missiles, the
fewest among NATO's helicopter arsenal, it can make use of the HOT missile's excellent
4000 meter range, but it may not last long in a hostile battlefield environment.
More Bundeswehr Mission, Organization, and Doctrine
Introduction
Organization
Territorial Army
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The Bundeswehr
Mission, Organization, and Doctrine
Territorial Army
by Major Hank Meyer and John Burtt

To support the Field Army in time of war, the Bundeswehr has a second major
organization: the Territorial Army. The Territorials are not committed formally to
NATO and during a war they would remain under German command. The primary
responsibility of the Territorial Army is to maintain the freedom of operation for
NATO forces. One of the major missions of the Territorials in fulfilling this
responsibility is to provide rear area security for the support assets of the frontline
combat units. They are trained and armed to deal with airborne assaults., commando
and sabotage raids, and enemy main force breakthroughs. Other missions include
military movement control, engineering functions such as river crossings, damage
repair, and explosive ordnance disposal, NBC (Nuclear,Biological, and Chemical)
defense, psychological operations, and construction and operation of communications.
They will also provide medical services to military and civilian personnel. Finally,
they can be used as second echelon Field Army replacements and reinforcements.
The Territorial Army is organized into three territorial commands and five military
districts. These districts are divided into 29 military regions and 80 subregion
commands. The combat organizations within this command structure include 12
heavilyarmed Home Defense brigades, 15 light infantry Home Defense regiments, 150
security companies, and 300 security platoons.
The security companies and platoons are armed and equipped primarily to defend key
fixed facilities and vulnerable targets, such as bridge sites, airfields, rail junctions,
government offices, communication complexes, etc. The regiments provide general
rear area security with their light infantry battalions and are capable of overwatching
some 900 square miles of territory. These units cover and control the areas to be
protected through continual reconnaissance and by occupying partial or temporary
static positions on key terrain, possible drop zones, and critical road junctions. If a
threat develops, the regiment must rapidly concentrate to contain and, if possible,
defeat the enemy present.
The Home
Defense
brigades
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provide most
of the combat
power and
punch to the
Territorial
Army. They
are armed to
be able to
meet and
defeat enemy airborne assaults as well as armor breakthroughs. There are two types of
brigades currently in service. The HSchBrig 5 (Home Defense Brigade, Type 5) is the
larger of the two types, carrying nearly 3700 men in its TO&E. As shown in Figure 6,
it is essentially a panzer brigade, with two tank battalions (armed with M-48A2s), one
mechanized infantry battalion (with M- 1 13 APCs), and a light infantry battalion
(truckmobile), making up its primary combat force. A battalion of towed 105mm
howitzers provides support. The brigade also contains engineers, logistics, medical,
and NBC companies, and is accompanied by a Field Replacement battalion of almost
700 men. There are six F[SchBrig5 brigades in the Territorial Army.
The other type of brigade is the
HSchBrig6 , a smaller,
truckmobile infantry brigade,
organized as seen in Figure 7,
and kept at cadre level during
peace time. There are two light
infantry battalions, armed with
MILANs, mortars, and tracked
90mm anti- tank destroyers. A
battalion of M48A2 tanks and
towed artillery provide support
for this brigade. Brigade assets are much more limited with the HSchBrig6, including
only engineers and logistics personnel. There are six brigades of this type. Home
defense brigades are mobilization dependent, with only two brigades nearly fullymanned during peacetime. These two brigades are under the operational control of the
Field Army. Of the other Home Defense brigades, there are two manned at 65% of
wartime strength, two at 52%, and the other six are equipment pools only.
Between the Field Army and the Territorial Army, the Bundeswehr fields some
340,000 troops during peacetime. Mobilization will essentially triple this number to
over 1,000,000. In all, the Bundeswehr constitutes a modern and formidable force.
NATO's basic strategic doctrine is the Flexible Response, which attempts to insure
that the enemy's chances for success are less than the risk of defeat or escalation. The
doctrine calls for inplace conventional forces strong enough to deter an immediate
invasion and to force the Soviets into a significant build-up prior to an attack. NATO
expects such a build-up would be detected by intelligence and strategic
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reconnaissance, providing time for the Allies to mobilize.
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The Bundeswehr
Mission, Organization, and Doctrine
Territorial Army
by Major Hank Meyer and John Burtt

The operational doctrine of the Bundeswehr, as with the AirLand Battle doctrine of the
United States, is designed to take advantage of the centralized planning, with its
inherent lack of subordinate initiative, that the Soviets are expected to use in any
potential invasion. Ultimate success of this doctrine is dependent on getting inside the
enemy's decision cycle. The German commander must think faster and react quicker
than his Warsaw Pact counterpart. The key is to break the synchronization of the
primary enemy attack and so disrupt the timetable for employment of the second
echelon (follow-on) forces. NATO's perceived advantage in its flexibility and mobility,
coupled with timely and accurate intelligence, are then used to counterattack into the
flank and rear, cut off main thrusts, and ultimately blunt the enemy offensive.
The Bundeswehr has had a major dilemma when establishing its own defense doctrine.
Historically, the German armies have used "defense in depth" operations, trading space
for time, before striking back at the enemy's overextended flank and taking the initiative
away. With the geographical vulnerability of the FRG, however, this type of defense
won't work. A strong forward defense is needed. But a static defense is ineffective as
well, given the Soviet's numerical superiority and ability to initiate multiple
breakthroughs, so the Bundeswehr trains to be flexible.
The word used to describe the Bundeswehr doctrine is Beweglichkeit , which means
mobility of armored troops on the battlefield and flexibility of all its leaders. The focal
point of Beweglichkeit is rapid changes in the type of combat and defense shown the
enemy: switching from positional defense to counterattack, delay actions to prepared
defense. Such tactics will enforce a constant attrition on the Soviet's main advances,
making them alter plans and commit their reserves early.
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Achieving Beweglichkeit requires several factors. First, it requires that the armed force
all have the same mobility and maneuver capability on the battlefield. The Leopard II
MBT and the Marder IFV provide this mobility in 32 of the Field Army's 36 brigades.
The doctrine demands a lot from its logistics and maintenance support units, which have
to be able to keep up with the constant changes. More importantly, Beweglichkeit
depends on the leaders, from brigade level down. An operational goal is defined from
higher authorities and then left to subordinate commanders to implement. They have to
be able to assess the situation, maneuver quickly and change tactics constantly. A 1982
discussion of Beweglichkeit described it this way
Company commanders and platoon leaders must transform Beweglichkeit in
"command and control" into rapid an effective action. This requires the will for
independent action, the courage to take risks, the ability to commit disengaged
forces, to withdraw unengaged forces, and to concentrate at the main point of
effort to defeat the enemy.
It demands a lot from its leaders.
Key Mission
With this basic philosophy, the Germans have a single key mission in the defense of
their Republic: the enemy will be destroyed and key terrain will NOT be yielded. To
achieve this mission, the bulk of the German forces will fight from prepared positions,
established throughout the depth of their defensive area (Figure 8). The depth of a
defensive area allows the German commanders to control a larger area, disperse units
from artillery and reconnaissance, and provide additional room for maneuver. The
panzers will be used everywhere, fighting from positions and shifting as required. The
panzergrenadiers will fight dismounted on a front of one company per 500 meters, with
their IFVs in support. The antitank defense will rely in large part on the engineers to
establish obstacles that will channel the enemy through predetermined killing zones.
The other key to the forward defense is reserves. Each defensive area will keep a small
mobile reserve in order to reinforce the forward positions if needed, and to intercept any
enemy units that penetrate the area.
Once the enemy attack has been blunted and the enemy's main efforts located, the
Germans can begin shifting to a more mobile, offensive role. The counterattacks will be
used
1) to destroy halted enemy units before reinforcements can reach them;
2) to attack advanced enemy units and cut them off; and
3) to recapture terrain that must be in friendly hands.
Counterattacks will also be mounted when a coherent defense cannot be immediately
established and the enemy needs to be disrupted until a defensive line can be restored.
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As critical as the frontline combat units is their support, particularly the artillery. In the
German tactical doctrine, artillery has six basic missions:
1. Hinder enemy armor and smash unarmored units during their approach;
2. Provide counterbattery fire against enemy artillery;
3. Support combat units with direct protective fire;
4. Watch barriers, gaps, and exposed flanks;
5. Disrupt penetrating enemy units and reserves;
6. Support counterattacks.
Although the brigades will bear the main brunt of the fighting, divisional and Corps
assets will be used extensively in support. Corps headquarters will provide additional
artillery and engineers to the various sectors as needed. It will plan air support and
regulate cooperation between bordering divisions. It can also use its attached airborne
brigade as either a defensive reserve or a strateeic offensive weapon.
The divisions support their brigades with heavy artillery and multiple launch rocket
systems, air defense, and their organic reconnaissance battalions. Another divisional
asset is the two light infantry battalions that will be available after mobilization.
Although these non-armored units lack the protected mobility on the battlefield, they
can prove tenacious in difficult terrain with their strong anti-tank and infantry assets
which include 18 MILAN launchers, 60+ light anti-tank rockets, mortars, and
machineguns.
Considering that nearly 40% of the German countryside is heavily forested or
populated, these units will be able to perform their missions and free up the armored
forces for maximum use else where. Under certain circumstances, it is even possible to
create a kampfgruppe (battle group) for a limited period in the form of a reinforced
infantry regiment, consisting of both light infantry battalions and the divisional armored
reconnaissance battalion.
In conclusion, the Bundeswehr provides a modernized, heavily-armored, highly-mobile,
aggressive force to man NATO's front line. Its Field Army, backed up by the reserves in
the Territorial Army, has the tools and training to potentially stop the Soviets - as long
as the other NATO allies do their share.
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Soviet Conventional Combat Philosophy
Introduction
by Owen Stanley

The Time: August 1973.
The place: Rapid City, South Dakota.

As the workday drew to a close, inhabitants of the midwestern city began to prepare
for their journey home. Hump day was over and it was time to dwell on thoughts
about plans for the coming weekend. Few paid attention to the dull rumbling issuing
from the high plains outside the city and the faint smell of kerosene in the early
evening air. Such was commonplace whenever exercises took place at Ellsworth Air
Force Base.
Just another exercise. As they scrambled up the ladders under the bellies of the huge B52 bombers, the crews were annoyed, but took it as part of the job. As each man
clambered aboard, his eyes automatically sought out the holders containing the
mission envelopes. In many instances, this initial glance was followed by a second,
and a tight, sinking feeling. Instead of the standard instructions, the holder contained
RED envelopes. Live nuclear weapons had been loaded on each bomber. It suddenly
became no exercise.
Many of the crewmen were veterans of missions over Vietnam. They were used to
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being a little afraid, but few were familiar, until now, with being truly frightened.
Over Vietnam, they could hold to the thought that the odds were in their favor to
return safely. But all knew that returning from THIS mission might be impossible.
And there might not be anything to return to. Over the next four days, the crews sat
and waited that call to launch, and thought of what it meant for the world as they knew
it to end.
As suddenly as it began, the mission was canceled and the crews stood down.
15 Years Later
Today, almost fifteen years later, the memories of those days still haunt the members
of the crews. As the threat of the oil crisis worsened and trouble brewed once again in
the Middle East, the United States had been prepared to use the threat of nuclear
engagement - and perhaps the actual employment of a nuclear attack - to counter a
possible threat to Western security. Little has changed as today the United States and
its Western allies still rely on the threatened use of nuclear weapons as a cornerstone
of their military policy.
Using nuclear deterrence as a tactical tool is dangerous without question. More
importantly, however, continued reliance on such may indicate a basic weakness in
Western political and military strategy. Evidence is building that not only have the
Western powers NOT changed this basic military posture, but they have failed to
recognize a fundamental shift in the approach of their principal opponents, the Soviet
Union and its allies. Despite fears that a nuclear confrontation between the Soviet
Union and the United States is inevitable, the Soviet Union is making every effort to
negate that possibility so that a conventional war will be fought. A war they are firmly
convinced will occur and which they firmly believe they will win. To understand this
claim, an examination of contemporary Soviet military thought is necessary.
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Soviet Conventional Combat Philosophy
Soviet Military Thought
by Owen Stanley

First, a basic discussion of Soviet thoughts about a confrontation with the Western
powers must be presented. Fundamental to any examination of Soviet military posture
is the recognition that they believe that a military confrontation is inevitable - and
even right. William P. Baxter, in his work Soviet Airland Battle Tactics, makes the
observation that Western analysts regard war "as the antithesis of politics resulting
from a failure of the political process, as a temporary breakdown in the social order
that interrupts the natural stability of the world." To think of war in any other way is
abhorrent to even military personnel. Soviet military theorists reject this approach as
both naive and nonsensical. Marxist- Leninist thought argues that war is a social
phenomenon and a natural outcome of the struggle between classes. Lenin declared:
"Peace is a temporary, unstable armistice be between two wars."
As Marxist-Leninist thought also contends that historical process is governed by
immutable "scientific" laws, a confrontation between supporters of socialist thought
and the enemies of such, i.e., the United States and is allies, can not help but occur.
With the question of will confrontation occur answered, the problem becomes
determining the nature of the conflict.
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The underlying premise of Western military analysis is that the Soviets will attempt to
develop an unstoppable first-strike capability. Analysts continually point 1) to
statements by Soviet leaders, both political and military, that the Soviets can and will
survive a nuclear war; 2) to the massive arsenal of strategic nuclear missiles held by
the Soviet Union; and 3) to the apparent unwillingness of the Soviets to discuss
strategic arms limitations as incontrovertible evidence that they are correct.
Consequently, Western military and political leaders argue that a similar nuclear
capability must be maintained by the West. By setting up conditions that ensure the
annihilation of both combatants, Western theorists believe the Soviets will be held in
check.
Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD)
The concept of mutually ensured destruction (MAD) is very important in examining
contemporary Soviet military policy and in answering the question about the nature of
the potential conflict between the Superpowers. Western analysts believe that no
effective means can be found to counter the MAD argument. Two important factors
are being ignored by the West, however. One, the focus of Western thought is upon
the use of nuclear weapons as a strategic means to counter Soviet Bloc aggression.
Two, the basic Soviet belief is that a nuclear war will come either as a result of a
surprise attack by the West, or as the result of a conventional conflict escalating as the
West finds itself losing. In the Soviets' minds little can be done to counter the
possibility of a surprise attack by the United States. But they feel that by countering
Western reliance on nuclear weapons in a conventional confrontation, they can give
themselves the optimum probability of success in the war - a conventional weapons
confrontation.
Despite thoughts to the contrary, Soviet military theorists are neither naive nor stupid.
Not only do they recognize the dangers of a full-scale nuclear war, they are cognizant
that many others are frightened by the possibility. As more reports are presented
regarding the potential outcome of such a war, or even a nuclear accident, many allies
of the United States have reacted harshly to both the deployment of weapons in their
countries and the passage of military equipment through their territories. New
Zealand, Japan, and Canada have openly declared their opposition. Frequent mass
demonstrations have been held throughout the free world demanding the
dismantlement and removal of weapons systems.
Most recently, the Soviets have responded to certain Western arms limitation
overtures, surprising many and frightening quite a few in the nature of that response.
On April 14, 1987, Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev offered to eliminate all
medium and short-range nuclear weapons from the Soviet arsenal in Europe. In
exchange, the United States and its allies would dismantle and remove the mediumrange missiles of the type exemplified by the Pershing 11 class, agree not to replace
them, and sign an accord forgoing the possibility of future short-range missile
deployment. Greeted by skepticism by some, the general response has been favorable.
With the exception of West Germany, the leaders of Western Europe have expressed
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increasing support for the proposal. The United States and its allies have suddenly
found themselves on the horns of a dilemma.
Ronald Reagan and other Western leaders have long argued for some concrete
discussions on limiting what they consider the most destabilizing weapons of any
arsenal: nuclear weapons. The general public of nearly every nation has loudly
supported some form of control. The problem is that any acceptance of the Soviet
proposal for strict control and elimination of certain grades immediately negates the
one critical facet of Western defense policy: the idea of a "trip wire" response to a
Soviet attack with conventional weaponry. Retired Army General Edward Rowny is
openly critical of the proposal, declaring that "the United States has unwittingly
played into Gorbachev's hand."
NATO commander General Bernard W. Rogers agrees and has stated that the Western
Alliance must have American ballistic nuclear weapons in Europe to counter and deter
a ground attack by "superior Soviet conventional forces." West German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl has expressed concern that the acceptance of the proposals would leave
West Germany vulnerable to a Soviet conventional attack. The published response of
the United States is that it has no intention of agreeing to anything that will leave
Europe open to an attack by conventional means.
For the Soviet Bloc, the declaration that they are willing to discuss, and actively
engage in, a policy of nuclear pullback is both politically and militarily viable. In
either case, this shift in policy reflects a new direction in Soviet military philosophy. If
it can limit the ability of the United States and its allies to respond to Soviet activity in
a strictly strategic encounter, then it can engage in a conventional conflict with little
fear of escalation into a MAD scenario. Deprived of its principal means of countering
a Soviet attack, Western Allies will be force to adopt an approach more closely
aligned with the desires of the Soviet Bloc. With the elimination of the "trip wire"
threat of nuclear response to a conventional invasion, NATO must concentrate its
efforts on fielding a force that is technologically superior, acting under a superior
command structure. It would have to believe that this would be sufficient to halt any
Soviet Bloc attack. Where once this position might have had great validity, present
Soviet preparedness would seem to dictate otherwise.
The contention that the United States and its allies rely upon a "trip wire" policy is
disputed by some analysts. They point to the fact that NATO adopted the "flexible
response" in 1967. This new approach, they argue, moved NATO toward programs
designed to counter any Soviet invasion without the need of nuclear weapons. The
"flexible response" format states that the West would meet any invasion with
conventional forces and only use nuclear weapons as a last resort.
Tricky semantics, but when examined closely, this is still the "trip wire" approach.
Accept for a moment, however, that this policy is in effect. The reliance on technology
and command becomes even more critical and probably unviable.
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Soviet Conventional Combat Philosophy
Laws of Military Conflict
by Owen Stanley

To consider the Soviet
response to the question of
technology, an overview of
Soviet thought on three laws of
military conflict must be
considered.

Bradley (top) and BMP-2 (bottom) infantry fighting vehicles.
In the 1977 edition of the Soviet Military Encyclopedia , six laws of military
engagement were postulated, three of which are critical to this discussion. These are
that the course and outcome of a war are a correlation of 1) the economic strength, 2)
the scientific potential, and 3) the military forces of the warring nations. A cursory
examination of these three laws shows they are closely interrelated with each other.
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Reflect first on the third law, the military forces available to each side. Present
estimates count 167 active and/or reinforceable divisions facing NATO in Western
Europe. NATO forces can counter this threat with 88 active and mobilizable divisions.
A recent Pentagon study of Soviet airpower states the Soviet Union has produced over
7,000 fighters since 1977 while the allied nations have built just over 3,100. Secretary
of the Navy James Webb points out that the Soviet navy has significantly increased
both its surface and submarine navy while NATO nations have failed to keep pace.
Study after study expresses the same information: Soviet Bloc forces significantly
outnumber the initial forces of NATO countries by a wide margin.
The "flexible response" philosophy argues that time must be made available by the
initial contact forces so that reinforcement and rebuilding can be accomplished. In
contrast, the underlying theme of Soviet conventional warfare is to be prepared in
numbers far greater than your opponent can begin to realize or achieve. In the 1975
work, Soviet Military Strategy , V.D.Sokolovskiy noted that Soviet military theory
stresses that the armed forces must be capable of winning a war at the outset.
Although doctrine no longer dictates only standing forces will count in determining
victory, such forces play a crucial role. This role is given greater impact when it is
realized that Soviet doctrine does not accept the idea of a gradual buildup and time for
extended mobilization.
Keeping the numerical superiority of the Soviet Bloc countries in mind, consider the
question of economics as related to military policy. First and foremost, the Soviets
view military spending as an adjunct of ideological policy making; thus, it is not
subject to many of the political pressures frequently present in the West. Second,
understand that the Soviet Union and its principal allies in the Warsaw Pact are a
single geographical entity. Third, for the most part, ALL of the manufacturing needs
and facilities are contained within the boundaries of this single entity; many are
contained within the boundaries of the Soviet Union alone. Fourth, as a singular
military structure, Soviet Bloc countries have a great deal of similarity in equipment,
manufacturing procedures, and design features.
NATO, on the other hand, suffers from some serious disadvantages. A glance through
any major news publication will point out the problems inherent in developing a
cohesive approach to military spending in any single country, much less between the
various nations of the NATO group. This difficulty in arranging adequate military
funding is compounded by the large geographical splits that exist between member
nations, particularly the United States and its European allies. these geographical
differences, combined with national pride, have resulted in numerous equipment,
manufacturing, and design differences between the various military forces of NATO.
For example, American vehicles cannot use European fuel. In addition to these
disadvantages, NATO countries suffer by contrast with the Soviet Bloc in terms of
resource availability and survivability. The demands of superior technology for special
materials in manufacturing are considerable. Despite policies of stockpiling, the
NATO allies are still dependent on numerous foreign suppliers, and delivery is
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susceptible to interdiction.
The general response to many of the questions of superior numbers and to the
questions of logistics is that superior technology will negate these disadvantages. Such
an approach ignores the fact that technological superiority is not independent of either
area of question, except in the rarest circumstances. The NATO alliance is not Italy
attacking Ethiopia, or Great Britain fighting the Zulus, or the United States battling the
American Indian. Critics of Soviet capability point with a certain degree of smugness
to Belenko's comments about the MiG-25, to the ineffectiveness of the Arabs in the
battles with Israel, and to the problems of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan. Even
when faced with evidence of great strides by the Soviets in weapons technology, they
respond by declaring that the United States and its allies will develop something
better.
AH-64 Apache (top) and MI-24
"Hind" (bottom) helicopters.

The underlying assumption seems to be that Soviet leaders cannot recognize the value
of technological advancement. And, even if they could, Soviet scientists are incapable
of developing anything on their own. Nothing could be further from the truth. The
question of scientific capability is not only one of the six laws of military engagement,
but technology is one of the basic parameters to be examined in the study of war as a
social phenomenon. The prime text of Soviet military philosophy, The Basic
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Principles of Operational Art and Tactics, edited by V. Ye. Savkin, stresses the
importance place on developing and maintaining sufficient modern weaponry to
ensure that the Soviet soldier takes the field with the best equipment possible. Concern
with technology does not indicate, however, that the Soviet military is frightened by
existent Western "superiority" in weaponry, nor does it indicate that the Soviets are so
technologically deficient as to be incapable of meeting and defeating Western allies in
the field.
Before examining the Soviet response to the technological problems, two factors that
have greatly influenced their conventional warfare development must be noted. The
first of these concerns the matter of priorities established by the Soviet military.
Beginning in the early sixties and lasting a decade, much of the Soviet emphasis was
on the development of an effective and defensible strategic missile delivery system.
As stated previously, Soviet military doctrine argues that non-Socialist states are the
aggressors and will, in all likelihood, attempt to launch a first strike against the Soviet
Bloc. At the expense of conventional equipment development, the Soviet military
expended vast resources to develop nuclear capabilities equal to or greater than the
West's arsenal. Concurrent with this emphasis, the Soviets engaged in massive civil
defense projects and internal defense systems in an attempt to counter the effects of
any Western nuclear strike. Thus, a certain amount of lag time has existed in the
development of high tech equipment for the conventional battlefield soldier.
The second factor relates directly to the availability of technological expertise. The lag
time created by the emphasis on nuclear deployment left the Soviet Union without
certain frames of reference for examining design parameters of conventional
equipment. Utilization of computer systems, development of airframes and sensor
systems, analysis of the needs of contemporary armored vehicles are but a few
examples of the areas that suffered. Additionally, manufacturing techniques were also
slow to develop as were training procedures. As the Soviets found they could
concentrate less on nuclear weapons, they studied the experiences of their allies in
local conflicts - North Vietnam, Libya, Syria. Attempts began to rectify the
discrepancies between the technology of the Soviet Bloc and its Western opponents.
The primary reasoning behind supporting the Soviet assumption lies in the military
programming of the Western Allies. Despite arguments that they hold an
overwhelming technological edge in conventional weaponry, Western military
planners make sure that everyone is aware that a nuclear weapons response is planned
if the Soviet forces gain the advantage. It matters little whether the plan is called
"massive retaliation", "trip wire" response, or "flexible response", if the outcome is the
same: the threatened or actual use of nuclear weapons.
The secondary reasoning behind a support of the Soviet assumption lies in
understanding how the Soviet Bloc has responded and will respond to the
technological advantage of the West. First, the Soviet military theorists do not view
technology as a singular entity. Instead they believe that technology is layered and
categorized rather than an all encompassing factor. Second, Soviet analysts are
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prepared to suffer great casualties during certain phases of the conflict in order to gain
an advantage in other areas which they believe will ultimately lead to victory. Finally,
the Soviets believe they can forestall the use of certain Western technology by
implementing particular military actions.
To fully understand the approach taken by Soviet analysts to the question of
technology necessitates that certain Western prejudices be eliminated. Foremost
among these is the presumption that technological advantage is concrete and
unassailable. Many believe that the existence of Western superiority in general
automatically translates into an overwhelming advantage in all areas and for an
extended period of time. Unless an opponent can achieve a state of parity with the side
holding the technological advantage, then victory for the opponent is impossible. Such
a line of reasoning ignores the possibility that measures may be adopted which,
although not as sophisticated as the target technology, can either destroy or severely
damage the effectiveness of the technological advantage. Additionally, this line of
thought ignores the possibility that an opponent will concentrate on developing only
certain lines of technological expertise in the belief that those areas are the most
critical. These two possibilities have not been ignored by Soviet military planners.
The Soviets do not presume to claim they can or will equal the West in the realm of
technological achievement. They have analyzed the application of technology to the
arena of combat and have determined that future wars will be fought at various levels
of technological expertise. Although initially, many of these levels will be intermixed,
they argue that the course of the war will progress steadily downward in terms of
technological competency from a level of super technology to a state of low
technology. The winner of any future conflict will be the combatant most adequately
prepared to wage war on any and all levels.
The other prejudice that must be overcome is coincident with that of believing in the
invincibility of technological advantage. Belief in the premise that "once dumb,
always dumb" assumes the opponent is incapable of recognizing deficiencies and even
if the lacks are evident, is incapable of countering the problem.
Soviet military policy makers have been aware of their deficiencies in certain areas of
technical expertise and equipment. To eliminate and/or mitigate the effects of these
deficiencies, the Soviets have undertaken every available option of approach to the
acquisition of technical materials and equipment. In addition to the programs
undertaken within the Soviet Bloc, where lessening focus on strategic weapons has
allowed more concentration on conventional weapons development, the Soviets have
developed a vast network of spies in the civilian and military populations of the
Western Allies to procure data and materials. The recent exposure of the spy ring led
by the Walkers is indicative of the quality of that network. Western analysts have been
shaken by the amount of material transmitted into Soviet hands. If access to the
material is difficult, actual theft of the materials has been known to occur.
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West German Tornado.
Whenever possible, the Soviets
have employed treaty and
diplomatic agreements to
procure materials. Iran is
known to have provided both
sensor and missile technology from the F-14 Tomcats, left in the hand of Khomeini
after the fall of the Shah. As has recently been exposed, the Soviets purchased outright
from Western companies documents and manufacturing components. Such purchases
have included items as seemingly mundane as video games to sophisticated computer
data to highly sensitive military technology, as in the case of Toshiba Machine and
Konigsberg Trade. Despite efforts by Western nations to close off sources and to
continually upgrade their own technology, disclosures about Soviet acquisitions and
the appearance of new military hardware demonstrate that much of this effort has been
in vain.
When attention is turned to conventional warfare, then, caution must be exercised in
examining the capabilities of the Soviet Bloc. Surface analysis may indicate they are
lagging behind the United States and its allies, but a more thorough investigation
reveals that the Soviets are confident that they have both the operational programs and
the necessary equipment to successfully engage the West. Knowing their principal
opponents will be the technologically- developed nations of the West, Soviet military
analysts have prepared a careful and detailed policy of engagement.
Soviet preparations for any confrontation, nuclear or conventional, are premised upon
certain considerations. First is that the focus of any conflict will be upon winning the
war, not winning a particular battle or series of battles. Expectations exist among the
Soviets that certain facets of the conflict will either be lost and/or they will suffer
considerable casualties. Along with this premise is the consideration that warfare is
extraordinarily resource-intensive. With overtones of the classic statement about "a
war of attrition", the Soviets see warfare as a process of wearing away the enemy by
gobbling up large numbers of men and equipment. The third consideration is virtually
a summation of the first two: Soviet military policy rests on the belief that the "whole
is greater than the sum of its parts." When all other factors are equal (or nearly so),
then quantity will win over quality. In this manner, little attention need be paid to
individual occurrences or to individual failings; such are considered aberrations and
not indicative of the battle as a whole.
By developing operational programs based on these considerations, the Soviet military
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structures an approach believed viable against the seemingly superior technological
forces of the West. Critically, programs based on such considerations immediately
serve to negate one cornerstone of the arguments given that Western technology will
halt a Soviet invasion. Technological status need no longer be a question of equal or
better. The Soviets need only possess equipment capable of meeting Western force in
sufficient numbers to overcome any possible Western advantage. This idea of viable,
not necessarily comparable, technology is important to keep in mind.
When taken in concert with Soviet operational doctrine, advances in technological
strength (developed, bought, or stolen), as well as the equipment production capability
of the Soviet Bloc, tip the scales in favor of the Soviets and their allies in a
conventional war. To analyze the application of these factors, the operational program
of the Soviet Bloc must be contrasted to the expected preparations and responses of
the West. To attempt to analyze the effectiveness of Soviet military development in
any other fashion is to work in a vacuum. Western theorists have openly expressed the
methodology to be employed against a Soviet invasion and, thus, provide an excellent
basis for examining Soviet operational art. The focus of the examination will be to
consider the Soviet actions against the West's battle doctrine.
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Soviet Conventional Combat Philosophy
Soviet Planning
by Owen Stanley

For the planners of Soviet military
operations, the crux of the issue is the
technological advantages available to
the Western forces.

MiG-25
The Soviets accept the broad general advantages that the West has in both strategic
and conventional forces. However, as noted previously, Soviet theorists believe that
technology as applied to warfare exists in levels. The key, then, is to examine each
level and to prepare an operational program to either directly combat that
technological use by the West or to hinder its effectiveness in such a manner that the
advantage is immaterial to the overall outcome of the conflict. Soviet planners are
aided in this endeavor by the fact that the West places such extraordinary emphasis on
technological achievement.
Soviet analysts recognize that technological achievement has great advantages, but
they are also aware that within that achievement are major disadvantages. Technology
is expensive and therefore the Western nations have been unable to purchase large
quantities of equipment. In addition, sophisticated equipment is more difficult to
maintain and long time delays exist between loss and replacement. Training of
personnel is arduous and often incomplete. And, utilization often depends too greatly
on other highly sophisticated operations occurring at the same time without a hitch. To
effectively meet the West, Soviet military planners realize they must concentrate on
defeating that element, technological advantage, which is critical to the West's
doctrine.
The Soviets and their allies are well aware that in the area of super technology and
high technology weapons systems, the West generally still holds an advantage. They
believe, however, that if they can effectively combat the West on those two levels, the
conflict will retrograde into a battle of moderate and low technology actions. At that
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point they feel they not only can but will win. Initial actions must then focus on those
elements critical to the overall battle doctrine of the West, which are principally
elements of super and high technology.
Western programs to combat the Soviet Bloc in any confrontation rely heavily on
developing and maintaining a network of intelligence-gathering equipment,
maintaining a massive communications and command structure, and allocating a finite
number of highly capable weapons to the proper area. Western doctrine relies almost
exclusively on the ability of NATO forces to supply real time transfer of information
to combat command units for the effective employment of men and equipment.
Without such reconnaissance available, the interdiction program against follow-on
Soviet echelons and reserves cannot work. Additionally, Western forces must have the
military resources available for use in applying their doctrine or no advantage can be
taken based on intelligence data collected.
Surprise
To facilitate combatting the technological advantage of the West, the Soviet Bloc will
rely on a critical facet of long standing Soviet military philosophy. The attack on the
West will involve as much as possible the element of surprise. Surprise accomplishes
a number of things. First, a surprise attack will cut down the preparation time
available to the West and at the same time narrow the response time for interdiction of
the logistical elements of the Soviet forces. Second, a surprise attack will create
confusion among the allied command structure and the governments of the allied
nations. Third, and most importantly in am examination of Soviet methodology for
dealing with the West's technological advantage, a surprise attack will enable Soviet
forces to eliminate and/or curtail the application of elements of technology essential to
the Western response.
Within as narrow a time frame as possible, the Soviet Bloc will attack any and all
intelligence-gathering equipment, supply depots, communications and command
centers, and airfields available to them. These attacks will be carried out by both
conventional forces and teams of saboteurs.
Although many would argue that the United States and its allies have the most
sophisticated and developed network of intelligence gathering equipment, much of it
is highly vulnerable to attack. Initial Soviet attacks will be made on these resources. In
recent years, evidence has come to light that the Soviets have developed very capable
killer satellites, which can not only attack Western intelligence-gathering and
communications satellites, but can move from orbit to orbit to attack another object in
space. Destruction of these major facets in the West's network will do serious damage
to any response to a Soviet invasion.
Acting in concert with the satellite systems are airborne systems carried by various
AWACS and other surveillance aircraft. Not as vulnerable as satellites, such aircraft
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are few in number and will require extensive protection from other aircraft with both
high grade electronic countermeasures capability and sufficient armament to combat
Soviet interceptor attack. Besides outright attempts to shoot down these aircraft, the
Soviet Bloc nations will utilize a large force of aircraft carrying equipment designed to
interrupt the ability of the AWACS aircraft to communicate with either ground forces
or other aircraft. Any success that the Soviet Union has in attacking these aircraft will
contribute greatly to the confusion among allied forces and severely hinder counteroperations.
Besides attacking the very gatherers of information, the Soviets will also attempt to
destroy or damage the receiving centers of the data transferred. Utilizing special teams
of commandos, infiltrated into the Western nations before the invasion begins, the
Soviet military will seek to break down the communications network of the NATO
partners. The attacks will focus on the military centers, but will include those civilian
operations designated as appropriate. Disruption of these centers will cause delays in
attempts to coordinate between allied military forces and governments, and will help
generate confusion among the civilian population. When commando teams are
deemed unsuitable for attacking a particular facility, conventional assault teams or air
attacks will be designated in an attempt to reach and neutralize the target.
At the same time that efforts are being made to destroy or disrupt the intelligencegathering and communications network, other attacks will be launched. A key element
in the West's reinforcement program is the existence of equipment depots prepared for
use by troops needing resupply and troops arriving from allied nations, particularly the
United States. By destroying these depots or isolating them from the incoming troops,
the Soviets will have negated those allied troops from being any practical value to the
West. These attacks will be carried out by teams of saboteurs and, more importantly,
airborne troops. In recent years, the Soviets have developed a powerful component of
regular commandos with high mobility, both to the target area and on the ground once
the target is reached. Although not capable of withstanding a full armored assault,
these troops are more than capable of attacking and disrupting rear areas of the NATO
command.
T-72-M1980 (T-80)
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The rear area attacks by Soviet forces will concentrate on one other area of critical
importance, both to the projected success of the Soviet invasion and to the response
capability of the West. Employing a variety of methods, including saboteurs, assault
teams, and air attacks, the Soviet Bloc will attempt to damage the major military
airfields available to the Western allies. The employment of aircraft is vital to NATO
in nearly every aspect of its confrontation with the Soviets. Aircraft are needed for
intelligence gathering or delivering men and materials, and, if short and medium-range
missiles are unavailable, for implementing the interclictory aspect of the West's battle
doctrine. The task of disrupting the use of these facilities to allied aircraft is not as
formidable as might first appear. Realize that the allies have only sixteen major
military airbases in West Germany, for example. Relatively few in number, these
bases hold a disproportionate amount of the military air forces' aircraft, men, and
logistics support available to NATO nations.
The opening moves in the rear areas will require a great deal of coordination and
equipment. In terms of saboteur teams, the ability of the Soviet Bloc countries to
provide such, either from their population or by utilizing terrorist and guerilla squads
from outside allies, is open to little question. Currently, nine air assault divisions are
on active status facing the nations of NATO. Since 1974, the Soviet Union and its
allies have increased their intelligence-gathering operations significantly. Large
number of aircraft have been converted from their previous status to acting as airborne
surveillance aircraft and electronic counter measures platforms. Although rarely as
sophisticated as Western SR-71s, TR-1s, RC-135s, and British Nimrod conversions,
the vast number of "Coots", "Badgers", "Bears", and "Cubs" available to the Soviets
pose a serious threat to the effectiveness of Western intelligence-gathering and
communications activities.
The key point in any discussion of these opening moves by the Soviet Union is that
the Soviets do not necessarily seek to completely destroy - nor do they need to - even
a single element targeted by these attacks. The important factor for the Soviet forces is
the degree to which the effectiveness of Western operations and facilities can be
damaged. Soviet Bloc military leaders know that the Western Allies depend greatly on
these elements for the effective use of the forces available to combat a Soviet
invasion.
More Soviet Conventional Combat Philosophy by Owen Stanley
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Soviet Conventional Combat Philosophy
Opening Assault
by Owen Stanley

Despite Soviet efforts to keep the planned invasion under wraps until every aspect of
the operation is in place, the members of the NATO Alliance will not be caught totally
by surprise.
M-1 Abrams
Contemporary intelligence-gathering methods of the West are very sophisticated and
such an operation will require activity almost impossible to conceal from these
surveillance tools. The time available for preparation will be short, however, and the
West will be forced to face a classic Soviet attack. The Soviet theory of warfare is to
go on the attack and remain on the attack until either completely destroyed or the
objective is achieved.
Aware that they do suffer to some extent in terms of weapons technology, the goal is
to meet Western forces with matchup technology whenever possible, but to override
any disadvantage with sheer numbers when necessary. Thus, while the rear attacks are
being carried out, the Soviet bloc forces will launch a massive surface assault beneath
a nearly impenetrable cover of fighter and assault aircraft on a wide front in Western
Europe.
The opening moments of this assault will be an artillery barrage of such magnitude
that such may not even be imaginable. NATO military planners fully expect that this
barrage will be a front line attack as deep as 25 miles. In the past ten years, the Soviet
Union and its allies have concentrated on developing a large arsenal of self-propelled
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guns directed by new command structures and with improved fire control. Besides
conventional artillery "parks", Soviet forces have been given increased firepower at
the regimental level. Being self-propelled, this added artillery has the same mobility as
the front line mechanized forces. As an example of the sheer weight of numbers, the
Soviets have some 8300 self-propelled guns of 150mm or larger. NATO can counter
with about 3000.
The immensity of this artillery capability on the part of the Soviet Bloc forces is
staggering enough, but its probable effectiveness causes NATO planners even greater
concern. Presently, NATO Allies are arguing over the most effective form of defense
against a Soviet invasion. The major problem is to determine where the line of defense
will be drawn in Western Europe, particularly with regard to West Germany. As the
expected critical arena for a Soviet invasion, West Germany will be the first target.
Conventional military analysis would argue that the NATO Allies must establish an indepth defense to counter the Soviet invasion. Unfortunately, to do so is to run the risk
that the West may lose up to a third of West Germany to the invading forces before
sufficient losses have been taken by the invaders to slow or halt their advance. This
"sacrifice" of territory would mean that West Germany would yield over one third of
its population and over half of its industrial capability, all of which are located within
150 miles of the East German border. To attempt a forward defense, however, is to
place the majority of the available NATO forces in the path of an invading force so
numerically superior as to cast serious doubt on the ability of the allied forces to
counter. The opening artillery barrage, if a forward defense is adopted, will land
squarely among the Western forces.
Following closely on the heels of, and in some cases during, the opening barrage will
be the actual physical crossing of the line by Soviet ground forces. This attack will be
that often envisioned by Western nations. A mobile, well armed, and prepared force of
massive size will strike against the defenses of NATO. Estimates are many as to the
numbers available to the Soviet Bloc. The most conservative states that these forces
will have over 17,000 first line main battle tanks supported by infantry carried in
armored personnel carriers. Where conservative estimates of Soviet armor focus
almost entirely upon tanks of the upgraded T-62, T-72, and T-80 categories, other
estimates include those vehicles not so capable and these swell the number upwards as
high as 30-40,000 available tanks. In either case, NATO Allies have only 8,000 main
battle tanks available and the support forces available are at an even greater numerical
disadvantage.
Equipment Matchup
The matchup of equipment available in this early assault phase often brings a look of
smugness to the faces of those believing in the technological superiority of the West.
They admit to the numerical advantage, then speak almost lovingly of the superior
armor, the increased firepower, the high grade ammunition, and the sophisticated
training of the crews that are inherent characteristics of the West's main battle tanks.
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In a simple tank battle scenario, these factors might be sufficient to insure an Allied
victory. Despite efforts to upgrade their armor equipment, the Soviets still lag behind
Western developments. Recent events, however, indicate that Soviet tanks are
appearing with upgraded armor, including even older T-62 models, and that the
Soviets have been able to produce the variant known as the T-80 in sufficient numbers
to have it appear in many units. The T-72, considered by many to be merely an interim
development, was produced in massive quantity, nearly 13,000 in all, and can
effectively meet the majority of Allied tanks, except the M1A1, Leopard II and the
Challenger. More importantly, care must be taken not to forget that weapons available
to either side are vulnerable to destruction by virtually any of the equipment available
under the right conditions. With the considerable numerical superiority of the Soviet
Bloc, the kill-to-loss ratio for the allies will have to be phenomenal.
Almost conveniently forgotten by
Western supporters is the real problem
existent among allied forces. Whereas
Soviet Bloc armored development has
been standardized, with its equipment
sharing common features, Western
developments have been victimized by a
failure of the major producers - United
States, France, Great Britain, and West
Germany - to agree to any form of
standardization. Millions of valuable
production dollars have been wasted on
duplicated research, development, and
production.

Support for the main armored assault will be provided by ground forces that also have
an anti-tank capability. In this realm, the Allies will face a vast onslaught of armored
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personnel carriers, many of which carry anti-tank guided missiles (ATGMs) capable
of destroying the majority of Allied armor. The Soviets have revolutionized the use of
ATGMs by mounting them on all their personnel carriers, thus providing anti-tank
capability to all front line units. One of these personnel carriers, the BMP-2, is
considered by NATO analysts to be capable of knocking out even the most advanced
NATO tank. Although presently only available to front line Soviet units, other units
and Soviet allies are beginning to receive copies as supplies increase. Though not
developing dedicated anti- tank groups, the motor rifle divisions so equipped are a
formidable foe. Only the United States of the Western Allies has followed this
example. Other allied nations have been held back in their adoption of this policy by
severe financial constraints.
The initial assault by the Soviet Union will not be merely a wave of tanks and men
flowing across the border. Providing cover for these forces will be a force of both
fixed wing and rotor aircraft. Dedicated fighter aircraft will seek out the West's air
forces, concentrating heavily on intercepting allied air superiority aircraft. Combining
a radical increase in technological advancement with the advantage of superior
numbers, these aircraft will attempt to gain a measure of control over the access to
support so vitally needed by the Western ground forces. At the same time, ground
support aircraft will strike at both assigned targets and targets of opportunity which
pose a threat to the advance of the Soviet ground forces. To counter the projected use
of attack helicopters and the utilization of Western armor, the Soviets will provide an
effective and well coordinated helicopter force to aid their own ground forces.
As in certain areas relating to armor development, the NATO Alliance holds an
advantage in the air. Aided by sophisticated computer fire control, target acquisition
and command systems, the general superiority of allied military air forces is evident.
To counter this technological advantage, the Soviets will be able to deploy almost
8,000 front line aircraft of which over 60% are interceptors, whereas the NATO
alliance has a little over 3,000 aircraft available for all functions.
In reserve, the Soviet Bloc nations can make available a number estimated to be twice
their original number again. Western capability for response has been hindered by the
underestimation of the capabilities of the Soviet aircraft. For example, serious
misjudgments of the capabilities of aircraft such as the Yak-38mm (Soviet Maritime
Forces) and the Sukhoi-20 led many Western analysts to discount their effectiveness.
Now studies indicate these aircraft, while not on a par with Western equipment, still
represent a serious problem. Utilizing data and equipment obtained by whatever
means, newly-appearing Soviet fighters are causing great consternation among allied
military planners as well.
Today, front line units of the Soviet Bloc are being equipped with up-graded versions
of older aircraft and the new production MiG-29s, MiG-31s, and Sukhoi27s. These
aircraft are appearing with new systems very similar to those employed by the West,
including sensor equipment developed from F-14 and F-15 equipment obtained
bytheSoviets. and weaponry developed from acquired copies of NATO air-toair
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missiles. In addition, the Soviet Bloc nations are showing rapid strides in the
development of AWACS deployment, with work progressing on the "Mainstay" as
well as other aircraft.
For ground support and for defense of ground forces against Western ground attack
aircraft, the Soviet Bloc will employ both air and ground equipment equal to or greater
in capability than that available to the West. Dedicated assault aircraft will be backed
by a large rotor force. Soviet military planners have assembled a large force of
helicopters both for attacks on Western troops and for transporting Soviet troops and
supplies. Recently the first appearance of the Mi-28 "Havoc" and the Kamov
"Hokum" have been noted. Capable of functioning as either a ground support combat
helicopter or, more importantly, as an air-to-air attack helicopter, these two Soviet
developments have no counterpart in the West. Only the AH-64 and Italy's Mangusta
approach the type of helicopter represented by the Havoc and Hokum. Expected to
revolutionize helicopter warfare of the future, these two forms are ably supported by
the vast number of transport and other attack helicopters of the Soviet Bloc. The Hind24 has been significantly up-graded by the addition of equipment found necessary in
the Afghanistan conflict and represents an even more formidable foe than it had
previously.
A discussion of the Soviet Bloc equipment as contrasted to that available to the
Western Alliance can continue with even a cursory analysis for many pages. Suffice it
to say, the Soviet Union has the numerical capability to meet any Western force.
Sufficient evidence exists to prove that the Soviets have the technology viable enough,
though perhaps not comparable, to that available to NATO, so they can counter the
advantage that may be held by the West. By doing such, the Soviet Bloc forces will be
able to produce breakthroughs in the defensive wall of the NATO Alliance.
Additionally, the pressures produced on the Western forces by the magnitude of the
onslaught will be sufficient to deter significantly, if not completely, the employment
of the Western battle doctrine.
Besides serving as the initial stages of a Soviet attempt to occupy Western Europe, the
nature of the Soviet assault integrates another critical element of the Soviet military
doctrine. Soviet theorists believe that warfare is, as noted earlier, resourceintensive.
They argue that any conflict will be and must be fought with the men and materials
available on day one of the confrontation. Because of the lethality of modern warfare,
the Soviets expect that casualties may run as high as 15% in the opening days of the
conflict. Some estimates by military analysts calculate the losses as high as a thousand
tanks a day and several hundred fighters.
In the Arab-Israeli War, both sides lost almost half their tanks in three weeks of heavy
fighting. In that conflict, attention must be drawn to the fact that many considered
Israel to be in the same position as that of the NATO partners: superior in equipment,
but almost overwhelmed by numbers. When note is made that the Arab countries did
not have available to them the best of the Soviet equipment and that their training was
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inferior to that of the Soviets, the outcome of a conventional confrontation leans
heavily in favor of the Soviet Bloc. The initial assault is designed to destroy or
damage as much of NATO's capability as possible. In doing so, the Soviets restrict the
men and equipment available to the West to respond to the assault.
More significantly perhaps, the initial Soviet assault will force the Western Alliance
into making a very critical decision. How will they employ countermeasures to halt
the Soviet advance when to do so will entail wholesale destruction of territory and
production facilities in the West. Soviet military doctrine dictates that every effort be
made to ensure that any defense of the Soviet Union and its Eastern European Allies
takes place on Western territory. All indications are that West Germany and Denmark
will, if taken by the Soviet Union, be either abandoned or will become wastelands as a
result of any counterattack that might be undertaken by the West.
The loss of West Germany, even in part, will diminish greatly the war materials
production capability of the NATO Alliance. Already severely hindered by decreases
in military budgets, the loss of key production facilities will mean that NATO must
rely on the long and easily interdicted supply lines to the United States and Canada
where over 40% of the alliance's population and production facilities exist. Even
taking into account possible resupply and reinforcement, the question would remain as
to where the Allies would stage a counterattack from and what would they target.
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Soviet Conventional Combat Philosophy
Conclusion
by Owen Stanley

As should be evident, the underling premise of the initial Soviet actions in a
conventional war confrontation is that the technological advantage of the West need
not be met head on, but must be countered only to such a point that what remains is
not a viable threat. By meeting the technologically superior forces with sufficient
manpower and equipment combined with adequate technology, the forces of the
Soviet Bloc can cripple the response of the NATO Alliance. Utilizing their ability to
produce vast supplies of equipment and adopting a philosophy that nothing is ever
obsolete, the Soviet Bloc has developed a means of forcing the allies to depend on a
conflict that will eventually be fought between forces utilizing weaponry presently
scoffed at as out of date and useless. James Webb, Secretary of the Navy for the
United States, put it succinctly in a recent interview when he said:
"All of this sophisticated gear is tremendous stuff. But the troops shouldn't become
dependent on it. A conflict will be a different ball game at first, with all this new
technology. But after a few weeks, it will be the same as it has always been. A lot of
this high-tech gear will be down for maintenance or jammed with sand or mud."
The dependence of the Allied Powers on high technology has resulted in much
equipment being declared obsolete and either destroyed or placed in mothballs with
little, if any, maintenance being done.
After the loss of the initial equipment, the question must be what materials will be
available to the West. Figure 1 show a comparison between the technology levels and
current equipment holdings of both the West and the Soviet Bloc. To produce new
equipment or even to release old equipment will require raw materials and time. The
building of many contemporary Western aircraft takes up to 15 months and over $42.5
million dollars a copy. By contrast the Soviets can build a MiG-l 9 in about 9 days, a
ratio of 50 to 1.
Despite extensive stockpiling of materials, the United States still imports over 94% of
its bauxite, 88% of its platinum, 90% of its chromium, 93% of its cobalt, and the list
goes on. Even in areas where it once held sway, the United States is critically short of
manufacturing facilities as in the case of steel and copper. Although this discussion
has focused principally on Western Europe, the Soviets will force the conflict into the
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arena of moderate and low technology warfare. In this arena, the Soviet military
theorists and planners are more than confident that they will be successful.
There are other factors existent in examining a scenario involving a Soviet invasion of
NATO that can only be briefly touched on in this paper. The assumption is made that
the NATO Alliance will act in concert with one another to counter any Soviet threat.
Such an assumption is not based on a very firm foundation. Too much evidence exists
to suggest that NATO is a very fragile military organization.
So, too, do some question the stability of the relationship between the Soviet Union
and its allies, though the evidence here seems to suggest that the conditions are less
volatile from a military point of view than those which exist in the West. Perhaps most
important, the assumption is made that nuclear weapons will not be available. At this
time, little can be argued about this point. If such are in evidence, the response of the
West is a foregone conclusion. Despite protestations to the contrary, the Western
nations will have to risk escalation to halt a Soviet conventional attack.
During 1983, NATO commanders met to participate in their annual command and
staff exercises. The purpose of the exercise was to simulate a Soviet conventional
attack into West Germany. In the simulation, the Soviet Bloc forces crossed the border
on 3 March. Five days later, the remaining NATO commanders requested permission
for the employment of nuclear weapons. On 9 March, NATO ordered the first strike
with nuclear missiles. The conventional confrontation between NATO and the Soviet
Bloc had lasted just six days...
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Wiedervereinigungskrieg
War of Reunification
by Michael Bennighof

Much ink has been spilled over the possibility of
war between the Warsaw pact and the NATO
Alliance. In books and magazines, on movie and
television screens, such a war invariably begins
with a Soviet invasion of West Germany. To
blindly assume such a course is to overlook
political reality. West Germany has far more to
gain from invading the East than the Soviets have
to gain from the invasion of the prosperous
federal republic.

The plan for a Bundeswehr invasion of East Germany has been rumored to exist for
years. While no concrete invasion plan has ever been divulged, the most common
features of the rumored plans show a double envelopment by two spearheads made up
of exclusively Bundeswehr troops supported by the three German airborne brigades.
The Southern spearhead would thrust northeastward through the Hof Gap near the
East German-Czechoslovak border - the opposite direction of the traditional scenario.
The presence of American troops in the gap does more to assure U.S. participation in
the event of a Soviet invasion of the West. It also makes it next to impossible for the
West Germans to start a war on their own without U.S. approval.
There is apparently no corresponding force on the other side of the border other than
the East German border guards. There are considerable Soviet and East German forces
just to the north of this invasion route, massed to threaten Fulda from the westernmost
part of East Germany. But if these can be successfully screened, the southern panzer
spearheads should be able to move forward with no direct opposition until striking a
motor rifle division near Frankfurt- on-the-Oder, east of Berlin. Along the way key
Soviet airbases could be overrun with little or no ground opposition.
The northern thrust faces a sticker situation. Two enemy divisions face Hamburg
directly across the border, opposed by one West German panzergrenadier division in
Schleswig-Holstein. While their comrades in the south streak across the plains of
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Saxony, the northern wing will face heavy fighting almost from the outset. The two
border divisions will have to be defeated in the early hours of the invasion and the
airbase at Schwerin overrun before reserves can be brought up. After that, there are
only minimal enemy forces along the Baltic coast other than the elite East German
29th Motorized Marine Infantry Regiment at Rugen.
The goal of the two wings is not to capture Berlin, but to meet to the east of the
capital. There does not necessarily have to be physical contact between the troops;
rocket and conventional artillery fire can be used to close the gap.
The central front and the Czech border would be held by allied troops - American,
British, Dutch and Belgian. While each government would doubtlessly have powerful
objections to such a West German adventure, the troops are already in place, and
would have little or no knowledge of why the Soviets were crossing the border in front
of them, only that they were and that the allied troops' orders are to prevent such an
incursion.
Objective
The objective of the German attack would be to trap the Group of Soviet Forces in
Germany to the west of Berlin and force a negotiated settlement at this point in the
war, three or four days after its start. The full strength Soviet units would be caught,
with reserve divisions in the Soviet Union itself needing many days to mobilize and
travel across potentially hostile Polish territory. Soviet doctrine calls for a relentless
push forward and Bundeswehr planners apparently reason that this would make it
extremely difficult for Soviet generals to turn their troops around and respond to the
German attack. Such an invasion would also place the fighting in East Germany rather
than in heavily urban and industrial West Germany.
The Bundesmarine would have only a small role to play. The quickness of the attack
is designed in part to overcome the massive Soviet naval advantage in the Baltic. The
West German coastal submarines could prove useful in protecting the seaward flank
of the northern wing from counterattacks by Soviet naval infantry, but the fleet's
destroyers and frigates are designed to supplement the British and Dutch antisubmarine and convoy escort roles.
Political Goal
The political goal of such an assault would be the
reunification of Germany. The economies of both
Germanies are at a point where unification would
benefit each country, as young West Germans
seek work appropriate to their education and the
East suffers from a lack of those trained and
skilled professionals unable to find a job in the
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west. Needless to say, the invasion would not be
undertaken without some connivance on the part
of the East Germans. While active participation
by the Volkswehr is extremely farfetched, orders
to remain in barracks and offer no resistance to
the Bundeswehr are easily imaginable.

The military regime of Poland's General Wojchiech Jaruzelski would also have much
to gain from a West German victory, and the Polish troops would be very unlikely to
counterattack the West German spearheads. Even if the Polish regime were willing,
the only reliable troops at its command are those of the party's motor rifle division, but
they are needed to control domestic unrest.
The Soviet Union has renounced the first use of nuclear weapons, but a West German
attack would surely cause a rethinking of this commitment. The Soviet fear of a
German invasion dating from 1941 is not to be underestimated; they have also not
forgotten that Imperial Germany brought Russia to its knees in 1917 while holding off
practically the whole Western world.
It would be far easier for a Soviet commander to order a nuclear strike on the territory
of a Warsaw Pact satellite than in West Germany, with the eyes of the world watching
the Soviets liberate the peoples of Europe from capitalist tyranny.
The reaction of Western governments is difficult to predict. Such an invasion would
inevitably mean the end of the NATO alliance. If it were successful, a reunited neutral
Germany would serve as a buf fer state between East and West, incorporating West
and East Germany and possibly some of the territory lost to Poland in 1945. West
German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher has made reference to "the borders
of 1914" as a basis for permanent peace in Europe. In return for these lands, a neutral
and independent Poland would also return to the map of Europe as a guarantee to the
Soviets against another German invasion.
With the Spanish committment to NATO already weak at best, Spain could be
expected to leave the alliance. Greece and Turkey would surely be at each other
almost immediately, especially if escalating Turkish operations against Kurdish rebels
cause a Turkish invasion of Iraq. Turkish warplanes have already bombed rebel bases
in Iraq, to the chagrin of the Hussein regime fighting desperately to stave off the
revolutionary hordes of Iran.
The Italian commitment to NATO is also questionable and in all likelihood would not
survive the perception of NATO as an aggressive alliance. The French fear of
resurgent German nationalism is second only to the Soviets and French troops can be
expected to pull back from the alliance and redeploy along the Rhine almost
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immediately. The same can be said for the Belgians and the Dutch.
The massive budget deficits piled up by the Reagan administration together with
revelations about arms sales to 'moderate" factions in Iran have made the American
people far less willing to engage in overseas military adventures than they were only a
year ago. German success would insure the withdrawal of all American forces from
Central Europe, at German, if not American insistence. A German defeat would place
an American government in a no-win situation, unable politically to abandon one of
its closest allies, yet unable to support military aggression.
In neutral Austria, a German victory would probably be used to further recent political
moves toward an economic union with Hungary, possibly extending to a political
union as well. Despite centuries of Hungarian resentment of Austrian control, both
nations have been moving closer together in the 1980s, and talk of eco-political union
constantly surfaces in the Austrian press.
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"AirLand Battle doctrine envisions a highly fluid, nonlinear battlefield where ground
and air operations are integrated throughout the theater. It requires detection of
enemy forces and movements, rapid and violent offensive operations against enemy
soft spots, and rapid exploitation of success.
--Lt. Col. Jerry N. Armstrong, US Army (1984)
"In an armed conflict of any scale, only the offensive leads to the attainment of victory
over the enemy ... The essence of the offensive consists of having all the troops that
are conducting it destroy the enemy with all available means and, exploiting the
results obtained, advance swiftly into the depth of his disposition, destroy and capture
personnel, armament, and combat equipment belonging to the enemy, and seize
specific territory."
--Col. A.A. Sidorenko, Soviet Army (1970)
"Wherever Russians have appeared in the history of war, the fight was hard, ruthless,
and involved heavy losses. Where the Russian stands or defends himself, he is hard to
defeat, and it costs a lot of bloodshed."
--Gen. Walter Blumentritt, German Wehrmacht (1948)
The shortest route for a Soviet offensive to the Rhine River lies between the East
German border and the city of Frankfurt. A successful offensive through this area-the
famous Fulda Gap would cut West Germany in half, threaten the vital Ruhr area, and
place the rich Frankfurt-Mainz-Darmstadt triangle under Soviet control. If NATO is to
win, the US and West German armies must win here.
Should war come, both sides anticipate extremely mobile, fastmoving battles. Drive
on Frankfurt emphasizes mobile warfare and the need to synchronize various types of
highly specialized units. The player who more effectively combines combat, support,
and electronic warfare (EW) units at critical times and places will win.

2. GAME EQUIPMENT
A complete game of Drive on Frankfurt includes:
One 22" x 34" map
200 die-cut playing pieces
One 12-page rules booklet
Players must supply their own 10-sided die.
Use a 10-sided die whenever a die roll is called for. (Read rolls of 0 as 0, not 10 as in
some other games.) Players who do not have a 10-sided die may use a six-sided die
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instead: roll the die twice and consult the Die Rolls Table.
2.1 Playing Pieces
The playing pieces include units (representing military units) and markers (to record
information).
Combat and Support Units Drive on Frankfurt includes two types of units:
Combat units: tank mechanized cavalry airmobile mechanized airmobile infantry
Combat units are the basis of each side's fighting power and share many
characteristics.
Support units: artillery helicopter headquarters (HQ) electronic warfare (EW)
helicopter base. These exist to give direct or indirect assistance to combat units. Each
support unit has unique characteristics.
Formations
Most units belong to a formation: brigades in the NATO force, divisions or the air
assault brigade in the Soviet. Units belonging to a formation are called formation
units.
Each unit of a NATO brigade is identified by a formation designation (printed on its
counter) indicating its brigade and division number.
Each unit of a Soviet division is identified by division number only.
Color bands have also been printed to make formations easily recognizable.
List of Formations and Designations
NATO
US 3rd Armored Division (1/3A, 2/3A, and 3/3A)
1st Brigade/ US 1st Mech Division (1/1)
West German 2nd Panzergrenadier Division (5/2, and 34/2)
West German 5th Panzer Division (6/5,13/5, and 15/5)
Soviet
6th Guards Tank Division (6G)
7th Guards Tank Division (7G)
9th Guards Tank Division (9G)
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11th Guards Tank Division (11G)
15th Guards Motor-Rifle Division (15G -"The Iron Division")
27th Guards Motor-Rifle Division (27G)
Air assault brigade (AA)
Headquarters
Each formation has a headquarters (HQ). The HQ of a unit's formation is the unit's
superior HQ. Each formation unit has one superior HQ.
Higher-Echelon Units
A few units on each side do not belong to a formation (NATO cavalry, for example).
These are called higher-echelon units.
DESIGN NOTE:
The US and West German force in the game constitutes one US and most of two West
German divisions. Five Soviet divisions comprise one Soviet tank army. However,
NATO divisions and the tank army are not "formations" in game terms.
Sample Units
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A unit is flipped to its reverse side after being activated each turn. The reverse side
shows only the unit's defense value. HQ and EW unit values are read the same as
combat units. Parenthesized defense values are used only if no combat unit is present
(6.1).
All artillery units have movement allowance 5 and ground combat defense value
"(1)" (not printed). Type, size, formation, and setup hex are read the same as for
combat units.
Other information is identical to other combat units.
Note: The three nationalities in the game use different terminology. The Soviets, for
example, use the term "motor-rifle" to describe what we call "mechanized." For
simplicity, the rules use US terminology only.

Unit Sizes
III Regiment
II Battalion
I Company
*** Platoon
X Brigade Headquarters
XX Division Headquarters
RAG Regimental Artillery Group
DAG Divisional Artillery Group
AAG Army Artillery Group
2.2 Map and Charts
The map represents the area of West Germany where the campaign for Frankfurt may
take place. Each hexagon represents only one type of terrain. The Terrain Key on the
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map explains map symbols and the Movement and Combat Effects Chart lists terrain
effects. Features not listed on the chart have no affect upon movement or combat.
Roads
Highways and autobahns (super-highways) run through hexes but do not affect the
base terrain. Any rules reference to "roads" includes highways and autobahns. Urban
and town/suburban hexes are treated as roads only if roads run through them.
2.3 Game Scale
Each hex represents 4 kilometers (2.4 miles) from side to side, and each game turn
represents 12 hours.
Each battalion represents about 400-500 men, or 30-50 tanks, or 18-24 guns; each
regiment about 1800-2000 men or 90 tanks. Each helicopter unit represents 7-28
helicopters.
2.4 Jamming and Disruption
References to these two concepts occur throughout the rules. Briefly, jamming and
disruption impede a unit's movement and burden its ability to activate.
Players use EW units to "jam" enemy units. There are two types of jamming. Area
jamming affects a single hex and has basically the same effects as disruption.
Formation jamming affects one formation and can prevent units from undertaking any
activity.
Disruption results from bombardment (8 and 9).

3. SEQUENCE OF PLAY
Drive on Frankfurt is played in game turns. Each game turn is divided into five
phases, some of which are further divided into segments. The players conduct the
following activities in the order listed.
Sequence Outline
I. Reinforcement Phase: The players consult the Reinforcement Schedule to determine
what reinforcements arrive and secretly plan map-edge arrival hexes.
II. Air Allocation Phase (turns 3, 5, and 7 only): The players secretly and
simultaneously allocate air strikes to missions (10.1).
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III. Barrage Phase (turns 2-8)
A. Soviet Bombardment: The Soviet player may conduct one bombardment.
Soviet units which bombard are flipped facedown.
B. NATO Bombardment: The NATO player may conduct one bombardment.
He does not flip over bombarding units.
Players alternate conducting bombardments until neither player wishes to
conduct any more (but see 8.1).
IV. Impulses:
A. Soviet Impulse: The Soviet player declares a type of impulse (3.2). He may
then "activate" a number of units (depending on the type of impulse declared).
Before activating each unit, check whether its formation is jammed or its HQ
disrupted (3.1).
B. NATO Impulse: The NATO player declares a type of impulse and conducts
it.
Before activating each unit, check whether its formation is jammed or its HQ
disrupted (3.1).
Alternating impulses continue until each player has passed or is required to
stop (3.4).
V. End Phase:
A. Attempt to remove Disrupt and jam markers (9).
B. Flip all units face-up.
C. Replace HQ units eliminated during the preceding turn (11).
D. Advance the Game Turn marker one space along the Turn Record Track.
Each pair of game turns constitutes one day
3.1 Impulses and Activation
Each game turn consists of a sequence of impulses. All movement and combat take
place in these impulses: there is no separate "Movement Phase" or "Combat Phase."
The Soviet player conducts the first impulse in each turn. Then the NATO player
conducts an impulse; then the Soviet player conducts another impulse, and so on.
Activation
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A unit which moves or makes any kind of attack (ground, bombardment, or EW)
during an impulse must be activated. The type of impulse a player declares determines
what units he may activate during that impulse (3.2).
Each unit may be activated only once per turn. A unit may move and attack only
during the single impulse in which it is activated.
After an activated unit completes its movement and combat it is flipped face-down.
Effects of Formation jamming and HQ Disruption on Activation
The following conditions may prevent activation of a ground unit.
Its formation is formation-jammed.
Its superior HQ is disrupted. This effect also applies to a disrupted HQ unit
itself.
It is a higher-echelon unit and receives command (4.1) from an HQ which is
formation-jammed or disrupted.
Activation Determination Procedure
If any of the above conditions hold for a unit you wish to activate, conduct the
following procedure:
1. Roll one die for each unit. A unit may be activated only if it is:
US and the die roll is 7 or greater.
West German and the die roll is 4 or greater.
Soviet and the die roll is 5 or greater.
2. Flip the unit face down or move it:
If the modified die roll is less than the required value the unit may not
be activated in the current game turn. Immediately flip the unit facedown to show this.
If the modified die roll is greater than or equal to the required value, the unit
may be activated normally (but see 4.1, Area Jamming and Disruption).
The player must complete movement - but not necessarily any other activity - with a
unitbefore rolling for any other. If you wish to activate units stacked together, roll
once for the entire stack, not once per unit.
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Example: The NATO player wishes to activate units of a US brigade that is formation jammed. The NATO player selects a unit, rolls the die, and obtains an 8. He moves the
unit adjacent to a Soviet unit. He now rolls for a second unit and obtains another 8. He
moves that unit adjacent to the same Soviet unit and attacks with both his units. He
could not have rolled for the second unit before moving the first.
DESIGN NOTE: If a unit's formation is formation-jammed, or if the unit's HQ is
disrupted, orders may not get through. This effect applies in both general and
formation impulses; in either case, the unit's HQ must issue orders.
3.2. Types of Impulses
There are three types of impulses: general, formation, and pass (do nothing).
General Impulse
In a general impulse:
Any three ground units may be activated.
Any number of helicopters may fly.
Any number of air strikes may be called.
Units need not be "in command" (4.1) to be activated in a general impulse - in fact,
units that are out of command may be activated only in general impulses.
Formation Impulse
When a player declares a formation impulse he must name one of his formations,
activate the formation's HQ, and then may activate the following units:
Any or all units of the chosen formation that are within 4 hexes of the
formation's superior HQ at the start of the impulse.
Any or all higher-echelon units that are within 4 hexes of the formation's
superior HQ at the start of the impulse.
Any number of helicopters.
Any number of air strikes may be called.
A player may declare only one formation impulse for each formation per turn. A
player is not required to activate all of a formation's units in a formation impulse. He
may activate some of a formation's units in a formation impulse and others in any
number of different general impulses.
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When a formation impulse is declared, however, the formation's HQ must be activated
(and flipped face-down afterwards). A player may not declare a formation impulse for
a formation whose HQ is face-down.
Pass
A player who passes does nothing during that impulse and may not activate any more
units for the remainder of the game turn. (His helicopters may still fly defensive
support missions, and his artillery may still fire defensive support; see 5 and 6.) His
opponent may perform consecutive impulses until he too passes or is required to stop
(3.4).
Required Activations
A player who declares a general or formation impulse must activate at least one
ground unit. Flying helicopters or calling air strikes does not constitute activation.
DESIGN NOTE: You have the choice between activating your units in driblets
(general impulses) or masses (formation impulses). Usually you will want to use
formation impulses because more units can be activated at once. If you want to move
units from several different formations at once, however, you'll use a general impulse.
It is important to understand that you are not required to move formation units by
formation impulses; it's simply more efficient.
3.3 Impulse Sequence
In each impulse a player may activate some units, move and attack with them, then
activate others, move and attack with those, and so on until he has activated all units
permitted in the impulse. Attack refers to either ground combat, bombardment, or
jamming.
In each impulse every activated unit may move and attack as follows:
Artillery units may bombard and EW units may attempt jamming either before
or after they move.
Combat units may move, attack, and then immediately advance or retreat after
combat. A combat unit which has attacked may not use normal movement for
the rest of the impulse and may not attack again, but it may advance or retreat
after combat.
Helicopter units may fly before and/or after their base has moved (if a
helicopter base is activated). After flying, a helicopter may support ground
combat or bombard, then fly back to its base.
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A player may attack at any time during the impulse. A player may activate any
number of units (within restrictions of 3.2) simultaneously and move them all before
making any attacks. Thus, a player may move one unit, then others, then attack with
the first unit (or with all the units in combination).
After each combat, combat units which moved prior to the attack may not move for
the remainder of the impulse - except by advance or retreat after combat. Thus, a
player could not move a combat unit one hex, attack, and then continue moving that
same unit.
EXAMPLE: The NATO player
activates the US 1st Brigade in
a formation impulse. He moves
tank battalion "A" , attacks
successfully, and advances into
the hex. He then moves the
other three battalions as shown
to encircle the Soviet unit,
using the gap created by the
fiist attack. He eliminates the
unit and advances.

DESIGN NOTE: Modern transport and communications make it likely that the next
war will see the most fluid military action in history. Therefore the Drive on Frankftirt
impulse sequence allows you maximum flexibility. You may move and attack with
some units, then move and attack with others, and so on.
3.4 End of Impulses
In each turn, impulses may end in one of two ways:
As soon as each player has passed in the current turn, impulses end.
Impulses may end by die roll. If a player has activated all his units in the
current turn, he announces this fact. His opponent, after each of his subsequent
impulses, must roll the die. On a roll of 0, 1, 2, or 3 impulses end; on any other
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roll, the opponent may perform another impulse, if he still has units capable of
doing so.
Example: The Soviet player performs an impulse and activates his last
remaining units. He announces that he has activated all his units. The NATO
player then performs an impulse. After the impulse he rolls a 0. Impulses
immediately end.

4. GROUND MOVEMENT
Each unit may move once per turn, when activated. Command, jamming, or disruption
interfere with movement. Zones of control halt movement and may entail an
additional cost.
4.1 Movement Procedure
Every unit except artillery has a printed movement allowance (MA) which is the
number of movement points) it may expend when active. All artillery has MA 5.
Units are moved from hex to adjoining hex, expending MPs according to terrain costs.
A unit may enter a hex only if it pays the full cost. The Movement and Combat Effects
Chart lists the number of MI's needed to enter each hex. Units may never enter hexes
occupied by enemy units with a combat value greater than 0.
Units may be moved singly or in stacks. Units may be combined into stacks and stacks
may split up during movement in any fashion, so long as no unit exceeds its MA.
Road Movement Restrictions
When a unit enters a hex via a hexside crossed by a road or autobahn it ignores the
normal cost to enter the hex and pays the special road rate instead.
A NATO unit may not use road rate when entering or exiting a Soviet zone of
control (4.2).
A Soviet unit may use road rate to enter but not to exit a NATO zone of control.
Units With Defense Value 0
If a hex contains only units with defense value 0, enemy units may enter the hex as
though it were unoccupied. The units with defense value 0 are eliminated.
Command
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To move normally, a formation unit must be in command at the beginning of its
impulse of activation.
A formation unit is in command if located within four hexes (radio contact
distance) of its formation's superior HQ (the fourhex path may be traced
through any terrain or units). If the formation is formation-jammed or the
formation's HQ is disrupted, the effects of 3.1 apply.
In a formation impulse, a higher-echelon unit is in command if located within
four hexes of the chosen formation's HQ. In a general impulse it need only be
located within 4 hexes of any HQ of the same nationality. If the HQ used to
command a higherechelon unit is formation-jammed or disrupted, the effects of
3.1 apply.
Effects of Being Out of Command
A unit which begins an impulse out of command is penalized as follows:
It may not be activated in a formation impulse.
In a general impulse its MA is halved. (Exception: Soviet airmobile units'
allowances are not affected.) Retain fractions when halving.
Example: A US higher-echelon unit (MA 5) within four hexes of a US HQ
could be activated in that brigade's formation impulse. If not within four hexes
of a US HQ, the unit could be activated only in a general impulse, and its MA
would be halved (MA 2.5).
Area Jamming and Disruption
An area-jammed or disrupted unit loses 2 MPs if it successfully activates.
A disrupted and jammed unit loses 4 MPs if it successfully activates.
If one of these units is also out of command, subtract the MPs and then halve.
West German Territorials (Optional)
Certain hexes of Wetzlar, Kassel, Marburg, and Frankfurt are marked as territorial
hexes (Terrain Key). The first time a Soviet unit enters a territorial hex, the unit must
pay 1 additional MP and may not use road rate. After a Soviet unit has entered the
hex, the territorial effect no longer applies for the remainder of the game.
DESIGN NOTE: The West German Territorial Army will set up roadblocks at
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certain key towns. The Soviets can easily brush these aside, but will lose time while
doing so.
4.2 Zones of Control
Each ground unit having defense value greater than 0 (even parenthesized ones) exerts
a zone of control (Z00 into adjacent hexes (but see5.4, Airmobile Movement
Restrictions). ZOCs extend into all adjacent terrain except they do not extend across
unbridged major river hexsides. Helicopters do not exert ZOCs.
ZOCs have the following effects on ground unit movement:
A NATO unit may not use road movement to enter or exit a Soviet ZOC.
A Soviet unit may use road movement to enter but not exit a NATO ZOC.
A unit may not use a bridge to enter an enemy ZOQ it must pay movement cost
as if the hex were not bridged.
A unit must stop upon entering an enemy ZOC. It must attack and pay the MP
cost for the type of attack (6.1).
A unit which begins an impulse in an enemy-controlled hex may leave it, but
may never move directly from one enemycontrolled hex to another, not even in
advance after combat (6.7).
DESIGN NOTE: The range and power of modern weapons are so great that, in game
terms, units entering a ZCC are required to attack. The Soviet Army, emphasizing
speed, practices rapid movement into battle and deployment under fire. Therefore,
Soviet units are permitted to roadmove into NATO ZCCs.
4.3 Stacking
Players may stack the following numbers of units per hex:
NATO: Any two combat and/or artillery units; plus any number of HQ, helicopter,
helicopter base, or EW units.
Soviet: Two combat units (only one of which may be a regiment) plus one artillery
group, plus any number of HQs, helicopter, helicopter base, or EW units.
Example: A motor-rifle regiment, a tank battalion, and an artillery group would be a
legal Soviet stack. Two regiments or three battalions would be illegal. The NATO
player could stack one tank and one artillery battalion, or two tank battalions, or two
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artillery battalions.
DESIGN NOTE: The threat of nuclear attack compels modern formations to spread
out more thinly than their World War II counterparts. The stacking rules reflect this
caution.
Formation and Nationality Restrictions
Soviet: Units of different divisions may not stack together. Higher-echelon units and
air assault brigade units may stack freely.
NATO: Units of different nationalities may not stack together.
DESIGN NOTE: Stacking implies more than physical location in the same hex; it
also implies cooperation.
When Stacking-Limits Apply
Stacking limits apply only at the end of each unit's movement, retreat, or advance after
combat.

5. HELICOPTER AND AIRMOBILE MOVEMENT
5.1 Helicopter and Base Units Bases
A base is a ground unit. Each helicopter must remain stacked with its base at all times
(except when flying), and they may not change bases. Helicopters are eliminated if
their base is eliminated. When a base moves, its helicopters are moved with it (this
does not, however, prevent those helicopters from flying later in the turn).
The Soviet base is also the Soviet air assault brigade's superior HQ. It is activated
according to the rules for HQs. US bases are higher-echelon units, and are activated
by the same rules as other (non-HQ) higher echelon units. Three US helicopters are
placed with each US base.
DESIGN NOTE: Helicopter units represent the actual flying machines; base units
represent essential support and headquarters without which those machines cannot fly.
Helicopter Flight
Helicopters fly for two purposes: to bombard or support ground combat. Each
helicopter unit may fly only once per turn (in the Barrage Phase or during impulses,
but not both).
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Helicopter Flight Restrictions
A helicopter may never bombard and support combat in the same turn.
A helicopter may not fly if its base is area-jammed or disrupted.
If a formation is formation-jammed during its formation impulse, roll the die
for each helicopter you wish to fly as if activating a jammed ground unit (3.1).
If the die roll fails, the helicopter is flipped face-down and may not fly this turn.
5.2 Helicopter Movement
A flying helicopter is moved to another hex, supports ground combat or bombards,
and then is immediately moved back to its base. A helicopter must always return to
the base from which it started. The return path may be different from the outbound
path. During the flight to the target and the flight back to base, a helicopter is subject
to enemy "air defense fire" (5.4).
Radius of Action
A helicopter may support or bombard any hex within its radius of action. To reach the
objective hex a helicopter moves through the hexgrid. A helicopter may fly over
enemy units and ZOCs but suffers air defense fire for doing so (5.4).
A helicopter which flies to support a friendly defending unit or hasty attack has
its printed radius of action halved.
A helicopter which supports a deliberate or assault attack, or bombards, has its
full printed radius of action.
Example: US helicopters have a radius of action of 14. A US helicopter could
move up to 14 hexes to support a deliberate attack, support an assault, or
bombard. It could then return by any path not exceeding 14 hexes in length.
The helicopter could move up to 7 hexes to support a hasty attack, or to support
defense against any type of attack, and then return by any 7-hex path.
DESIGN NOTE: A helicopter's radius of action is analogous to an artillery unit's
range: the distance which the helicopter can reach to perform missions. A helicopter
unit's radius of action represents distances at which the unit can react in time to assist
a battle, not maximum distances the machines can fly in twelve hours.
5.3 Airmobile Movement
The Soviet player (only) has an air assault brigade consisting of a base, its helicopters,
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two airmobile mechanized units, and two airmobile infantry units.
The Soviet player may air-move a maximum of two airmobile units each day - every
two turns - in the same or different impulses.
Command Requirements
To air-move, an airmobile unit mustbegin the impulse within four hexes of the Soviet
helicopter base. The Soviet player may declare either a general or formation impulse
for the air assault brigade. He need not activate the base itself.
Airmobile movement is prohibited if either the airmobile unit or helicopter
base is area-jammed or disrupted.
If the air assault brigade is formation-jammed, the player must roll the die for
each airmobile unit he wishes to activate as if attempting to activate a jammed
ground unit (3.1).
Airmobile Movement Allowances
Each airmobile unit has two MAs, ground and air.
When moving by air a unit ignores terrain costs; each hex costs 1 MP. The unit
may move by air over enemy-occupied hexes and enemy ZOCs, but suffers air
defense fire for doing so (5.4).
An airmobile unit's ground MA is not affected when the unit is out of
command (4.1, Command).
Airmobile Movement Restrictions and Options
Airmobile units exert no ZOCs for the rest of any impulse in which they use
airmobile movement; after the impulse of airmobile movement, they regain
their normal ZOCs.
An airmobile move may not start in an enemy-controlled hex.
An airmobile move must terminate in a clear hex that is not enemy-occupied
(even by a unit with defense value 0).
If anairmobile unit lands in an enemy-con trolled hex, theNATO player adds 4
to all air defense fire rolls for adjacent ground units. A unit which survives this
fire must attack (unless the defender is disrupted, see 8.5).
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Prior to its air move, a unit may expend up to half of its ground MA (including
fractions). A unit may never use ground movement after using airmobile
movement.
Air Force interception of Airmobile Moves
Immediately after an airmobile move is announced, the NATO player may make one
"free" air defense fire. (He also fires for ground units, see 5.4.)
Ground Transport of Airmobile Infant
If an airmobile infantry unit is stacked with a helicopter base and the units are
activated simultaneously, the infantry may move together with the base, using the
base's MA instead of its own.
The two must remain stacked throughout the move.
If less than half the base's MA is spent, the airmobile infantry may then move
by air in that impulse.
5.3 Air Defense Fire
Every time a helicopter or air-moving airmobile unit (5.3) moves adjacent to an
enemy-occupied hex, the enemy conducts one air defense fire. Every time such a
unitenters an enemy-occupied hex, the enemy conducts two air defense fires. The
number of enemy units occupying a hex has no effect upon how many air defense fires
the enemy player may make. A player may make any number of air defense fires per
turn from each hex.
Resolving Air Defense Fire
Each hex fires at each moving unit separately. The defending player rolls the die and
consults the Air Defense Fire Table.
Air Defense Results:
Abort:
A helicopter must immediately be moved to its base.
An airmobile unit must immediately return to its starting hex. Both types of
units suffer air defense fire during the return flight. Kill: The unit is removed
from play.
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Example: A helicopter
moves through hexes
1,2,3,and 4. When it
enters hex 1, the enemy
player rolls once for fire
from hex 2. When it
enters hex 2, he rolls
twice for hex 2 and once
for hex 8. When it
enters hex 3, he rolls
once for hex 2 and once
for hex 5. And when it
enters hex 4 - if it has
survived so long - the
enemy rolls once each
for hexes 5, 6, and 7.

6. GROUND COMBAT
Drive on Frankfurt has three types of combat: ground combat (involving ground and
support units), bombardment (8), and Jamming (9). All references in rule 6 to
"combat" and "attack" refer to ground combat.
6.1 Ground Combat Procedure
Combat occurs between units in adjacent hexes. Each combat is resolved according to
the following sequence:
Ground Combat Resolution Sequence
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1. Attacker indicates attacking and clef ending units- including supporting helicopters
- and announces type of attack.
2. Defender may fly supporting helicopters to the battle. Helicopters must be
"called" (6.3) by participating defending units.
3. Attacker and then defender announce supporting air strikes. Air strikes must be
"called" (6.4).
4. Attacker and then defender announce supporting artillery. Artillery must be
"called" (6.2).
5. Resolve Combat using the Combat Results Table (CRT).
Reveal all strength markers (6.5).
Total the current attack values of all attacking ground and supporting
helicopter units to get an attack strength.
Total the current defense values of all defending ground and supporting
helicopter units to get a defense strength.
Find the ratio of attacking to defending strength and round off in favor of the
defender to one of the column headings on the CRT.
Roll the die and apply all appropriate modifiers (for type of attack, terrain,
support units, and others listed with the CRT) to the result.
Cross-reference the modified die roll with the column corresponding to the
ratio and read the result. Treat modified die rolls of greater than 12 or less than 3 as 12 and -3 respectively. Treat combat ratios of greater than 8:1 as 8:1. If the
combat ratio is less than 1:2 the result is automatically "2R/O."
6. Strength markers are placed (6.5).
7. Defeated side retreats (6.6).
8. Advance after combat (6.7).
9. Helicopters return to base.
Zone of Control Effects
Every unit which moves into the ZOC of an undisrupted enemy unit must attack at
some point during the impulse. A unit which begins an impulse in an enemycontrolled hex and does not leave it need not attack.
Every undisrupted enemy unit whose ZOC is moved into by a friendly ground unit
must be attacked (by ground units) at some point during the impulse. An enemy unit
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adjacent to friendly units that do not move during an impulse or an enemy unit that
advanced after combat into the ZOC need not be attacked.
When a unit attacks, every undisrupted enemy unit which has the attacker in its ZOC
must be attacked before any more movement takes place.
An enemy unit which is disrupted at the instant its ZOC is entered does not compel the
entering unit to attack and need not be attacked.
Types of Attacks
There are three types of attacks: hasty, deliberate, and assault. Each type of attack
costs a different number of the attacking unit's MPs. As a player moves a unit into an
enemy-controlled hex, he must announce the number of MPs he is expending to enter
the hex. The number of MPs spent will determine the type of attack he conducts.
Hasty attacks cost 0 additional MPs.
Deliberate attacks cost 1 additional MP.
Assault attacks cost 3 additional MPs.
A player must conduct the type of attack allowed by the MP expenditure of the
combat unit that spent the least number of MPs to enter the defender's ZOC (a
deliberate or assault attack may be made only if all attacking combat units have paid
the required cost).
The type of attack modifies the combat die roll and affects the use of support units
(6.2, 6.3, and 6.4). The Ground Combat and
Support Summary lists special properties and restrictions of each type of combat.
Example: In the illustration of section 3.3, armor battalion A could pay 3 additional
MPs and make an assault attack. The other armor battalion moves 3 hexes, so it could
only pay the deliberate attack cost. That battalion and the mech battalions could each
pay I additional MP, at the instant each moves adjacent to the Soviet unit, and make a
deliberate attack.
Combat Restrictions
Only activated units may attack.
Each combat unit may attack no more than once per turn.
All units in a hex must be attacked as a combined whole; you may not attack
individual units in a stack.
Multi-Unit and Multi-Hex Combat
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Units may attack one or more hexes simultaneously from as many hexes as possible so
long as all attacking combat units are adjacent to all defending combat units. Soviet
ground combat units of different divisions may combine in attacks.
DESIGN NOTE: The combat system offers you a choice between speed and combat
power. You must consider not only your own strength and possible supports, but also
the enemy's. Hasty attacks severely limit the support either side can commit. If the
defender has more potential support than you do, a hasty attack may be better.
Combat Die-roll Modifiers
The combat die roll may be modified for several reasons - type of attack, defender's /
attacker's terrain, support units, and jamming. Read the list of modifiers on the CRT
and apply all appropriate ones to the die roll of each attack.
Combat Value Modifiers
The combat values of attacking units may be modified for terrain; all modifications
are cumulative with all others. Retain fractions when halving.
If any defender occupies a rough hex: the attack values of all armor or cavalry
units attacking from clear terrain are halved. The attack values of infantry units
attacking from clear terrain are halved in a hasty attack only - not in a
deliberate or assault attack.
If any defender occupies an urban hex: the attack values of all attacking armor
or cavalry units are halved. The attack values of attacking infantry are halved
in a hasty attack only.
If attacking across a major river hexside (bridged or not): a unit's attack value
is halved. (Other units in the same combat which are not attacking across a
major river are unaffected).
DESIGN NOTE: Armor and cavalry units are penalized only when attacking from
clear because woods or rough would help cover the attackers from defending longrange weapons. Infantry is penalized in the same way only in hasty attacks because in
that situation the infantry would attack mounted in its fighting vehicles, whereas in a
deliberate or assault attack it would dismount.
The most important die-roll modifiers are for supporting artillery and air strikes. It is
critical to use these support weapons - as well as helicopters - to improve your chances
for success.
Combat Results
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Results on the Combat Results Table are read: Effect on Attacker/ Effect on Defender.
0, 1, or 2: Affected side must remove that number of "steps" (6.5). Each player
decides which of his units will suffer losses subject to the following:
Only combat units suffer losses as long as combat units remain; support units
suffer any excess.
Losses must be distributed equally: All combat units must lose one step before
any loses two.
R: All units of the affected side must retreat (6.6).
Example: Two units attack one defender. The result is 1/1R. Oneof the attacking units
must lose a step. The defender loses a step and must retreat.
Parenthesized and 0 Defense Values
A parenthesized defense value is counted only if no combat units are present.
All artillery units have defense value "(1);" this is not printed on the counter.
If a hex contains only units having defense value 0, those units may not be
attacked but may be eliminated by movement (4.1, Units With Defense Value
0).
6.2 Artillery Support
Artillery units contribute combat die-roll modifiers when they lend support to ground
units in combat. The attacker adds to his die roll for his own artillery and subtracts for
the defender's. Artillery units may support only if they meet requirements for range,
headquarters, and formation/nationality. The amount of artillery which may support
depends upon the type of attack that is being conducted.
General Restrictions
Artillery units must be activated to lend support to attacking ground combat units;
they need not be activated to support defending units.
Soviet artillery may support defending units (defensive support) only in its own
hex; it may never give defensive support to a different hex.
Soviet artillery may support attacking units (offensive support) only if
activated in the same impulse (7.1).
Disrupted or area-jammed (2.4) artillery units may not support, even if
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occupying the defending hex itself.
Artillery-Support Die-roll Modifiers
Each artillery unit has two modifiers which are applied to combat die rolls when the
artillery supports ground combat:
Deliberate/Assault modifiers are used by the attacker when supporting
deliberate or assault attacks.
Defense/Hasty modifiers are used by the defender when supporting defending
units in all types of attacks, and by the attacker when supporting hasty attacks.
Range Requirements
For any type of support, the range (in hexes) from the artillery unit's hex (exclusive) to
the defending unit's hex (inclusive) may not exceed the artillery unit's printed range.
Always count range to the defender's hex, for both offensive and defensive support.
Calling Artillery Support
A player may use artillery to support ground combat but a participating combat unit
must call for the support; however, artillery stacked with a participating unit requires
no call.
Soviet or West German: To call for artillery support, a Soviet or West German combat
unit must be within 4 hexes of its superior HQ which in turn is within 4 hexes of the
artillery being called.
An attacking or defending HQ may call for support without the aid of a second HQ if
calling for support from artillery that is within 4 hexes; if not, it requires a second HQ
(of the same nationality) as if it were a combat unit.
A disrupted or area-jammed combat unit may not call, and a disrupted or area-jammed
HQ may not be used to call.
US: A US unit may call for artillery support from any distance. No intermediate HQ is
necessary. But a disrupted or area-jammed unit may not call.
Formation and Nationality Restrictions
Artillery of each Soviet division may support an attack only if at least one of its
division's combat units calls for support.
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Each NATO artillery unit may support only if a unit of its own nationality calls
for support.
Limits for Type of Attack
The number of artillery units which may support each type of attack is limited as
follows:
Hasty attack: One unit on each side.
Deliberate attack: Any number of Soviet artillery units of the same division as
the calling unit; any number of NATO artillery units.
Assault attack: Any number.
Artillry Defending Alone
If an artillery unit is the only defending unit having non-zero defense value, it may not
support itself.
Artillery stacked with another support unit having non-zero defense value may support
that unit.
6.3 Helicopter Support
Helicopters support ground battles by adding their combat values to those of friendly
participating combat units. Helicopters have a single value used for both offensive and
defensive support. This value is added directly to the combat values of the ground
units they are supporting. Each side may use any number of available helicopters to
support ground units, no matter what type of attack is underway, but each helicopter
may be used in this way only once per turn.
Helicopters may not fly from bases that are area-jammed or disrupted.
Helicopter Support Procedure
Helicopters must fly to a hex containing (or adjacent to) at least one participating
enemy combat unit. After the combat is resolved each side's helicopters return to base.
The attacker may fly helicopters to the hex during his impulse prior to
declaring the attack. Air defense fire is resolved as the helicopters fly to and
from the target.
The defender may fly helicopters after the attack has been declared. Air
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defense fire is resolved as the helicopters fly to and from the target. The
defender may not use his helicopters to bombard at this time. (A helicopter
supporting friendly defending units may expend only half its radius of action to
reach the battle; 5.2, Radius of Action).
A helicopter may support its own base under the same rules as for any other hex and
suffers air defense fire from adjacent hexes.
Calling Helicopter Support
Helicopters may be used only if a participating ground combat unit calls for support.
The requirements are the same as for artillery, except that there is no maximum
distance between the HQ and the helicopter base.
6.4 Air Support
Air strikes (10) contribute combat die-roll modifiers when they support ground
combat. In each combat, both players (attacker first) announce how many strikes will
be used. Only strikes "allocated" to close air support (10.1) may be used.
Air Die-roll Modifiers
Each strike has an offensive modifier and a defensive modifier, used to support attacks
and defenses respectively. These are:
Unit

Offensive Defensive

Soviet +2

-1

NATO +1

-1

NATO Air and US Helicopter Combination
If the NATO player uses both supporting US helicopters and air strikes in support of
an attack or defense, he increases his total air strike die-roll modifier by an additional
1, regardless of how many strikes and helicopters are used.
Soviet or West German units do not receive this benefit.
Calling Air Strikes and Nationality Requirements
Calling requirements are the same as for helicopter support. NATO air strikes may
support any NATO units.
Limits for Type of Attack
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Hasty attacks may not be supported by air strikes, either offensively or
defensively.
Deliberate attacks may be supported by one strike on each side.
Assault attacks may be supported by any number of strikes on each side.
Example: In a Soviet assault attack the Soviet player uses two air strikes. (He could
use only one if the attack were deliberate.) The NATO player commits one strike and
a US helicopter to support the defenders. The Soviet player adds 4 to his die roll for
his air strikes and subtracts 2 for the NATO air strike/US helicopter combination. The
NATO player also adds his helicopter value to his ground strength as usual.
6.5 Steps and Strength Markers
Each unit begins the game with one or more steps of strength, as follows:
Unit Size Steps
Soviet armor or mech regiment 3
Soviet armor battalion 2
NATO armor or mech battalion 2
Airmobile battalion 1
All other units 1
Combat losses are expressed in steps. A 1-step loss eliminates a 1-step unit; a 2- or 3step unit is reduced by one step and receives a strength marker.
Strength Markers
Each nationality has its own strength markers. Strength markers are placed beneath
armor or mechanized units to show their current number of steps and combat values.
Units have no strength markers at the start of the game.
A unit uses its printed combat values until it receives a Strength marker, at which time
the values on its marker are used instead. The marker's front shows the number of
steps the marker represents and the back shows armor and mech combat values. When
a marker is placed beneath an armor unit, use the marker's armor values; when placed
beneath a mech unit, use its mech values. Different markers for the same number of
steps have different values (some Soviet 2-step markers, for example, have armor
values "7-5", some have "8-6", some have "10-7, and so on).
Strength Marker Placement
At the start of the game sort all markers by numbers of steps and place them so that
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only step sizes are showing. When a player needs to place a strength marker he selects
one with the proper number of steps - without looking at the combat values - and
places the marker beneath his unit. A marker removed from a unit is placed with those
not in use and may be drawn again.
Strength markers are placed at the following times:
When a unit loses a step: place a marker for the units new step size (a 3-step
unit which loses a step, for example, receives a 2-step marker). If an
appropriate-sized marker is not available, see "Running Out of Markers,"
below.
After each combat, every unit which had a strength marker prior to the combat
and did not suffer any loss receives a new strength marker of the same step size
(if appropriate markers are not available, do not place any).
(Optional) After each combat, one unit of each side (owning player's choice)
that had no strength marker prior to the combat and did not suffer any loss
receives a strength marker of the unit's full- strength step size. Thus, one unit's
strength becomes unknown, even though it took no losses. If no marker of an
appropriate step size is available, do not place any.
Example: Two Soviet regiments (one at 2-step strength) attack a fullstrength
NATO battalion. The result is 1 RIO. The full-strength Soviet regiment
receives a 2-step marker. The 2-step regiment's marker is removed and it
receives a new one. No NATO unit took a loss, but the full-strength unit
receives a 2-step marker.
Revealing Markers
A player may examine the step sizes (the fronts) of both friendly and enemy markers
at any time; he may examine the backs only during combat.
After a player has completed all moves prior to an attack and declared an attack, and
after both players have indicated all participating support units, strength markers of all
involved units are revealed.
Running Out of Markers
If no strength marker is available to record a loss, players may make their own using
the following values:

Step

Unit Soviet

West
US
German
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2-Step
1-Step

Armor 8-6

-

-

Mech 6-4

-

-

Armor 5-4

4-3

5-3

Mech 3-3

2-2

2-2

DESIGN NOTE: Despite modern information-gathering devices, the "fog of war"
remains as thick and decisive as it was two centuries ago. Strength markers introduce
some of this fog to prevent players from planning battles down to the last combat
point.
Under the optional strength marker rule, an increasing number of fullstrength units
will become unknown quantities during the game. This reflects increasing uncertainty
about the remaining equipment and current morale of units as the battle progresses.
The median value for NATO 1 -step markers is approximately half the printed counter
values; the medians for Soviet 2-step and 1 - step markers are approximately twothirds and two fifths the printed values.
Comprehensive Example of Combat
Two West German battalions (2 steps each) make a hasty attack against a Soviet
regiment (2 steps) stacked with a regimental artillery group (RAG).
Helicopter support: The Soviet player flies one helicopter unit to a hex adjacent to one
West German battalion. It survives air defense fire. (The helicopter expends no more
than half of its radius of action to reach the hex, as req u i red.)
Air strikes: Neither side may use air srikes - hasty attack.
Artillery support: The NATO player announces that an artillery battalion (of the same
brigade) five hexes away will support the attack. (As required, the HO superior to both
the ground units and the artillery is located within four hexes of both the defender's
hex and the artillery.) The Soviet player may use only the RAG stacked with the
defender.
Combat result: All units involved have strength markers, which are now revealed. The
German values are totaled for a strength of 15 and the Soviet value is 4, plus 3 (for the
helicopter) for a strength of 7. Combat ratio is 15:7 or 2:1.
Die-roll modifiers are -1 for hasty attack, -1 for Soviet artillery support, +1 for
German artillery (a total modifier of -1). (At this point, the NATO player
regrets getting involved in the whole deal.)
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The die roll is 6, modified to 5, for a 1 R/O" result: one of the West German
units loses a step and both must retreat. The Soviet player did not lose a step,
but draws a new 2-step marker for his regiment (the players are using the
optional strength marker rule).
6.6 Retreat After Combat
Every ground combat result contains an R which means the affected player must
retreat his units immediately.
Length of Retreat
Attacking units must retreat one hex.
Defending units must retreat 2 hexes but may retreat 3, at the defending
player's option, and must finish at least 2 hexes away from the starting hex.
Retreat Restrictions and Opfions
The following restrictions and options apply to retreats:
Enemy-controlled hexes: A retreating unit may enter an enemy-controlled hex only if
the hex contains a friendly unit with a non-0 defense value. In this case the ZOC does
not halt the retreat (unlike movement). Units may retreat from one enemy controlled
hex to another, if both hexes are friendly-occupied by units with non-0 defense values.
Enemy units: Enemy-occupied hexes affect retreat the same as they affect normal
movement (4.1). The unit must finish at least 2 hexes away from the nearest enemy
ground unit if possible.
Terrain: A retreating unit may not enter or cross impassable terrain.
Stacking: A unit may not end its retreat overstacked. If there is no alternative within
the normal retreat distance, the unit must continue retreating (farther than the normal
distance) until it reaches a hex in which it can stack legally. If it cannot reach such a
hex it is eliminated. (A retreating unit may not enter the same hex twice.)
Helicopters: Helicopters do not affect retreat.
Inability to retreat: If a unit cannot (for whatever reason) retreat the minimum required
number of hexes 0 for an attacker, 2 for a defender), the unit is eliminated. Remove it
from play.
6.7 Advance after Combat
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When the defender retreats, attacking units may advance. Although advance is
voluntary, the option to do so is lost if not exercised immediately.
Support units stacked with victorious ground units may advance with those units (even
if the support units did not participate in the battle). Support units, however, must
remain stacked with advancing combat units throughout the advance.
Zone of Control Effects
A unit may never advance from one enemy-controlled hex to another, not even to
occupy the defender's vacated hex.
A unit may enter an enemy-controlled hex during advance but must stop there; this
costs no extra MPs.
Length of Advance
Every unit may advance a number of MPs equal to the smallest number remaining to
any participating combat unit. (Thus, advance allows units to expend unused MPs.)
The first hex advanced into must be the defender's vacated hex.
Units pay terrain costs exactly as in movement, but:
Units may advance into the defender's vacated hex even if they do not have
sufficient MPs to do so (unless they are prevented from advancing by an
enemy Z0Q.
Units may not use road rate to advance into the defender's vacated hex.
Example: The defender retreated from a rough hex. the attacker attacked through a
road hexside and has 3 MPs of advance. The attacker, even though advancing along a
road, must pay 2 MPs for the rough hex; he now has I MP to continue the advance.
Suppose the same unit had had only 1 MP with which to advance. He still could have
advanced into the vacated hex, but no farther. If, however, the hex from which he is
advancing was enemy controlled, he could not advance at all - regardless of the
number of MPs he had remaining.

7. ARTILLERY FIRE
There are two types of artillery fire: combat support, which takes place only during
impulses (6.2), and bombardment which may take place during the Barrage Phase and/
or during impulses.
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When activated during impulses, artillery may either bombard or support an attack,
and may do so before or after it moves.
During the Barrage Phase artillery may only bombard and it may not move.
Restrictions on Soviet Artillery
Soviet artillery may fire offensively only once per turn: it may bombard during the
Barrage Phase or fire offensively (support an attack or bombard) during impulses, but
not both.
A Soviet artillery unit (even a face-down one) may support any number of
defensive battles in its own hex, in addition to its one allowed offensive fire.
(Note that Soviet artillery may give defensive support only to units in its own
hex; 6.2, General Restrictions.)
Flip Soviet artillery face-down after it bombards or lends offensive support to
show that it may not do so again for the remainder of the turn.
Restrictions on NATO Artillery
A NATO artillery unit may fire twice per turn: it may bombard once in the Barrage
Phase (8.1) and fire once (either bombard or support combat - offensive or defensive)
during impulses. Unlike Soviet artillery, NATO artillery which has used both its
allowed fires may not support units defensively in its own hex.
Defensive support does not constitute activation; a NATO unit that fires
defensive support may move later in the turn (but not fire). Likewise, a NATO
unit which did not fire during its activation may fire defensive support later in
the turn.
When a NATO unit uses its allowed fire during impulses, place a Fired marker to
indicate that it may not fire again that turn. (Fired markers are never placed in the
Barrage Phase, only during Impulses.)
DESIGN NOTE: NATO artillery units are weaker than their Soviet counterparts but
may fire twice per turn. It is very important that the NATO player use this advantage
well. Soviet artillery usually relies more upon thorough advance planning - massive
bombardments during the Barrage Phase.

8. BOMBARDMENT
Artillery, helicopters, and air strikes may be used to bombard. Bombardment may be
performed during impulses and/or during the Barrage Phase.
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8.1 Barrage Phase
During the Barrage Phase, the players may perform any number of bombardments.
They alternate performing bombardments (Soviet player first) until one of the players
declines to perform another. When this occurs, the other player may perform as many
bombardments as he wishes before impulses begin.
8.2 Bombardment Procedure
During impulses, bombarding units must be activated, and then the owning player
declares the bombardment. During the Barrage Phase bombardments are simply
declared. When a player declares a bombardment, he must resolve it according to the
following sequence:
Bombardment Resolution Seq '
uence 1. Designate the target unit.
2. Total the bombardment values of bombarding units into a bombarding strength.
Face-down artillery and helicopters may not be used.
3. Consult the Bombardment Table. Locate the row corresponding to the target unit
type and the column corresponding to the bombardment strength (use the highest
column heading which does not exceed the total strength). If the bombarding strength
is less than that in the left most column of the table, then the bombardment has no
effect.
4. Determine range from spotters. Count the distance from the target hex to a "spotting
unit" (see 8.4).
5. Apply column shifts for spotting units and for NATO combination of helicopters
with air strikes.
6. Roll the die. Modify the die roll for terrain as listed beside the table, and crossreference with the adjusted column to obtain the result.
8.3 Bombardment Targets and Strengths
Targets of Bombardment
A player must choose a single unit as the target of a bombardment, unlike
combat, where all units stacked together must be attacked at one time.
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Any enemy ground unit (including a helicopter base) may be bombarded.
A unit may be bombarded only once per Barrage Phase or impulse, but in any
number of impulses per turn.
The defending player may not support his unit against bombardment.
Bombarding Forces
For a single bombardment, a player may combine any number of air strikes, but the
number of artillery and helicopter units which may be combined in a single
bombardment depends upon whether the bombardment is occurring during the
Barrage Phase or during impulses:
During the Barrage Phase a player may combine a maximum of three artillery
units and any number of helicopters.
During an impulse a player may combine as many artillery and helicopter units
as he can activate.
US units may not bombard together with West German units. NATO air
strikes, however, may bombard with either nationality.
Artillery that is disrupted or area-jammed at the start of the impulse may not
bombard.
Bombarding artillery must be within range of the target unit's hex and
helicopters must fly to the target hex (or any adjacent hex) and are subject to
air defense fire.
Bombardment Values
Artillery units use their printed bombardment values.
Helicopter units use their printed values, but they are doubled when bombarding
armor or cavalry units.
Air strikes bombard with the following values:
Soviet 12
NATO 9
DESIGN NOTE: Helicopters are doubled when bombarding armor and cavalry
because their main weapons are antitank missiles.
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8.4 Column Shifts
Air and Helicopter Combination
If the NATO player uses at least one US helicopter and at least one NATO air strike in
the same bombardment, he shifts one column right. Soviet and West German units
receive no such benefit. If the NATO player already is using the rightmost column, he
ignores the shift.
Spotting Units
The spotting unit is the unit that is nearest to the target hex and that is:
of the same nationality as the bombarding unit,
neither disrupted nor area-jammed, and
(Soviet or West German bombardment only) within four hexes Of a superior
HQ which is neither disrupted nor area-jammed.
The bombarding unit may spot for itself if it meets the above requirements.
The Bombardment Table lists Spotting Distance Column Shifts for each side. Locate
the column shift corresponding to the distance from target hex to spotting unit, and
shift this number of columns left. Ignore terrain and enemy units when counting
spotting distance.
There is no limit on the spotting unit's distance from the bombarding units, nor is there
any maximum spotting distance. If column shifts carry beyond the leftmost column,
the attack has no effect.
Example: US units are bombarding. The target hex is 2 hexes from the nearest West
German unit and 5 hexesfrom the nearest undisrupted US unit (including the
bombarding units). US units cannot use West Germans as spotters, so the spotting
range is 5. (If West German artillery were bombarding, the spotter would have to be
within 4 hexes of a superior HQ, but this is not required for US units.) The NATO
player consults the "5-8" column. He must shift I column left.
DESIGN NOTE: Various kinds of airborne, electronic, and troop reconnaissance are
used to locate targets. Even if a bombarding unit "spots for itself" it needs its HQ to
receive target priorities and intelligence. The spotting unit determines roughly how far
away these reconnaissance assets are deployed.
8.5 Bombardment Results
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Bombardment results include disruption (D) and step loss/ elimination/ disruption N.
The * result is interpreted differently for each type of target unit. Consult the chart of
results appearing with the table to determine the effect against the current target.
Example: A "*" result against a combat unit causes step loss and disruption. An "*
result against an HQ unit or helicopter base causes disruption.
Disruption Effects
Disruption causes all effects of area jamming (9) plus the following:
If an HQ unit is disrupted, effects are the same as if its formation were jammed.
The ZOC of a disrupted unit does not compel attacks (6. 1). But all other ZOC effects
continue to apply.
A disrupted EW unit may not jam enemy units.
There is no additional effect if a disrupted unit is disrupted again.
Place Disrupt markers on disrupted units. (For removal, see 9.) (Note: Helicopters
never become disrupted, but disruption of the base prevents their use.)

9. ELECTRONIC WARFARE
Each undisrupted EW unit may attempt jamming once per turn during its activation,
before or after it moves. A disrupted unit may not attempt jamming.
There are two types of jamming: formation and area. A player must declare each
attempt to be one type or the other.
Area jamming
The player designates a target hex, traces "jamming range" (see Jamming Procedure)
to the hex, and if the jamming succeeds, units in the hex are area-jammed. Place an
Area jam marker in the hex.
Effects of Area-jamming
Any unit activated in an area-jammed hex loses 2 MPs.
Any unit located in an area-jammed hex incurs at the instant of combat combat
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die-roll modifiers (see the CRT) and may not call for support (6.2).
An HQ in an area-jammed hex at the moment of combat may not be used to
call for support.
Artillery units in an area-jammed hex may not fire.
A helicopter base in an area-jammed hex may not fly helicopters, nor airmobile
units; further, airmobile units that start an impulse in an area-jammed hex may
not air-move.
Formation jamming
The player designates a target formation and traces jamming range to the formation's
HQ. Formation jamming affects activation of all units in the formation including the
HQ itself and higher-echelon units attempting to activate in the formation's impulse
(3. 1). Place a Formation jam marker on the jammed HQ. Note: The Jamming/
Disruption Effects Chart summarizes jamming effects on each game function.
Jamming Procedure
1. Declare a jamming type and indicate the target.
For area jamming, indicate a target hex.
For formation jamming, indicate the HQ unit of the target formation.
2. Determine range: Count the range from the jamming unit to the target hex or
HQ. The maximum ranges are 12 for Soviet units and 8 for NATO units.
3. Consult the Jamming Table: Locate the appropriate headings at the top of the
table (Soviet for Soviet attempts, NATO for NATO attempts), and locate the
column corresponding to the range.
4. Roll the die, add applicable modifiers from those listed with the table, and
cross-reference with the column to obtain the result.
Jamming and Disruption Removal
At the end of each turn, the players attempt to remove Disrupted or Jam markers
(including those placed in the current turn). For each Jam or Disrupted marker, roll a
die.
On a roll of 3 or greater remove the marker.
On a roll of 2 or less the marker remains in place.
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In addition, all Area jam markers in non-occupied hexes are removed.
DESIGN NOTE: Modern military forces - particularly US ones depend heavily upon
radio communications. Jamming those communications can upset enemy efforts very
effectively. Electronic warfare is a complex business of countermeasure and countercountermeasure, simplified in the game to "jamming." Another aspect of EW, very
much open to you in the game, is bombarding and disrupting the enemy's jammers.
Area jamming represents massive use of powerful equipment to shut down all
frequencies in a limited area. Formation jamming represents selective jamming of a
few frequencies at a time - and perhaps transmission of bogus messages - to achieve a
more limited disruption over a broader area. All units of the formation are being
jammed, not only the HQ; the HQ is simply a convenient target on which to put the
marker and to use for measuring jamming range.
The Soviets prefer area jamming. It is well suited to their jammers which, like most
Soviet weapons, are big, powerful, numerous, and not very sophisticated. Formation
jamming requires fewer jammers but more agile ones; it is the preferred US method.

10. AIR STRIKES
On turns 3,5, and 7 (once per day) each player receives a number of air strikes. He
secretly allocates each of these to one of two missions: either "close air support" or
"bombardment" (see below, Mission Allocation). Strikes may then be used during the
turn for the mission to which they are allocated. There are no air unit counters; players
record allocation and expenditure of strikes on paper.
Availability of Air Strikes
Air allocation occurs at the start of turn 3, 5, and 7.
The Soviet player automatically receives two strikes per allocation.
The NATO player secretly rolls the die. He halves his net die roll, rounding
down. The result is the total number of air strikes he receives for that allocation.
On game turn 3, the NATO player subtracts 2 from his die roll.
There is no distinction between "US strikes" and "West German strikes", each NATO
strike may support or bombard with either nationality.
Mission Allocation
There are two air missions: close air support (CAS) and bombardment. In each Air
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Allocation Phase players secretly and simultaneously allocate each available strike to
one of these missions. A player may allocate any of his strikes to either mission.
Allocations need not be specified by turn: a player may use any mission on either of
the two upcoming game turns. Allocations remain secret throughout the following two
turns.
Example: It is turn 5. The NATO player rolls 8 and halves this to 4; he receives four
air strikes. He writes, "CAS-2, Bombardment-2", allocating two strikes to each
mission.
Mission Execution
Strikes allocated to CAS may support ground combat (6.4) but may not bombard.
Strikes allocated to bombardment may bombard but may not support ground combat.
Each strike may be used only once. Any number of strikes available may be used in
any impulse or during the Barrage Phase.
Strikes not used prior to the next Air Allocation Phase are lost.

11. HQ REPLACEMENT
An eliminated HQ is returned to play at the end of the turn following the one in which
it was eliminated (at the end of turn 6 if eliminated on turn 5, for example).
It may be placed in any road hex that is:
within 4 hexes of a unit of its formation, and
not in an enemy ZOC (unless friendly-occupied).
If no hex meets these requirements the HQ may not be returned to play that turn. If no
units of its formation remain in play the HQ is never returned.

12. SETUP AND VICTORY
12.1 Setup
NATO Initial Setup
Each NATO unit which has a hex number printed on its counter is set up in that hex.
The remainder enter play as reinforcements.
Soviet Unit Arrival and Start of War
All Soviet units enter play as reinforcements. At the start of the game, the war has not
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yet begun. It begins only when a Soviet unit enters West Germany. The Soviet player
may wait as many turns as he wishes before moving the first unit across the border.
Prior to the start of the war, each side moves and receives reinforcements, but no other
activities are permitted. NATO units may not enter hexes adjoining the East German
border.
DESIGN NOTE: The Soviet player thus can choose how long he wishes to build up
before attacking. While he builds up, NATO will be building up too.
NATO Pregame Impulses After the NATO player has set up his forces and the
Soviet player has planned entry of his turn 1 reinforcements (12.2), the NATO player
conducts a number of pregame impulses. He rolls the die and consults the Pregame
Impulse Table. The table specifies the number of impulses the NATO player may
conduct before the first turn begins.
Each impulse may be general, formation, or pass. All rules for activation and
command apply; however, only movement is permitted. The NATO player may not
bombard or conduct EW.
A unit making a pregame move may not enter a hex that adjoins the East German
border.
Each unit may be activated only once. Units activated in pregame impulses may be
activated normally during the first turn.
Pregame Impulse Table
die-rollImpulses
0-4 1
5-9 2
DESIGN NOTE: The pregame moves represent NATO responses to warnings of
Soviet mobilization; they depend upon a die roll because who knows how Western
politicians will respond.
12.2 Reinforcements
The Reinforcement Schedule lists which reinforcements arrive when. Reinforcements
are marked with a game-turn number instead of a setup hex. Some reinforcements
enter play at mapedge hexes and others are deployed within the playing area.
Reinforcement hexes are marked on the map.
Where Reinforcements Arrive
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Units enter play at the following hexes:
NATO: Each NATO formation must enter or be deployed at specific hexes listed in
the Reinforcement Schedule. Units deployed on the map may be moved in the impulse
they are deployed.
SOVIET: Each Soviet formation may enter at any Soviet reinforcement hexes.
The Soviet player also has delayed reinforcement hexes. To enter at these hexes,
Soviet units must delay one turn. For example, a division scheduled for turn 1 could
enter at a delayed hex on turn 2 or later. Units of the same formation may use both
normal and delayed hexes.
Planning Reinforcement Entry
A player scheduled to receive reinforcements at a map-edge must plan the hexes at
which they will enter. At the start of the turn, he secretly writes down what hex(es)
each formation and higherechelon unit will use.
More than one hex may be planned for the same formation, but every hex
planned for a single formation must be within 4 hexes of every other. Each of
the formation's units may then enter at any of the planned hexes.
The Soviet player plans entry of his turn 1 reinforcements prior to NATO
pregame impulses.
The NATO player does not plan hexes for reinforcements that are deployed in
the playing area; he chooses hexes at the moment he deploys them.
A specific hex must be planned for each higher-echelon unit.
Unity of Reinforcements
Reinforcements may be brought into play by announcing a formation impulse and
bringing all or part of a reinforcing formation into play. One higher-echelon unit may
also enter play at the same time. Alternatively a player may bring units into play using
general impulses, three units per impulse.
A player may delay reinforcements indefinitely, but planned arrival hexes may
not be changed.
The Soviet air assault brigade must be activated as a formation in order to enter
play. (Note that airmobile units may use half their ground MPs to enter play,
and then air-move.) Helicopters or airmobile units may not "fly" onto the map.
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A stack entering at a map-edge highway hex must pay 1/2 MP for every stack
or single unit that previously entered at the hex in the same impulse. On an
autobahn the cost is 1/3 MP. At a nonroad hex units pay the normal terrain cost
for every unit that entered the hex previously in the impulse.
Units may arrive at an enemy-controlled hex but may not leave it that turn,
except by advance after combat.
Units are automatically in command during the turn they enter play, unless
their formation HQ is already in play at the start of the turn.
12.3 Victory
Victory is determined by counting victory points (VPs). After the fourth and eighth
game turns each player totals his accumulated VPs. The players then subtract the
NATO total from the Soviet total.
If the net Soviet total after turn 4 is 65 or greater, the Soviet player immediately wins
an Overwhelming Victory. Otherwise, the net total after turn 8 determines victory.
Victory Point Schedule
Soviet: VPs
7 Each hex of Frankfurt, Offenbach, Wiesbaden, Darmstadt, or Aschaffenburg
controlled.
5 Each other urban hex controlled.
2 Each town/suburban hex controlled.
6 Each division "threatening" (see below) a map-edge reinforcment hex.
2 Each NATO step loss (count each helicopter or HQ as 1).
NATO:
1 Each Soviet step loss (count each helicopter or HQ as 1).
End-of-Game Victory Levels:
Net Soviet
Vps Result
150 or more Soviet overwhelming victory
130-149 Soviet substantial victory
100-129 Soviet marginal victory
90-99 Draw
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70-89 NATO marginal victory
50-69 NATO substantial victory
49 or fewer NATO overwhelming victory
Hex Control
The player with a unit closest to a hex controls that hex (exclude airmobile and out-ofcommand units). If the closest units of each side are equidistant, the NATO player
controls the hex. Unlike many other games, having moved through a hex is irrelevant.
Threats
The Soviet player scores points for each division which threatens any map-edge
NATO reinforcement hex. Autobahn hexes which are not reinforcement hexes - for
example, hex 0207 - are worth nothing.
A division threatens a hex if the HQ plus at least half the division's combat units are
located within one movement allowance of the hex. The path of hypothetical
movement may not be traced through NATO units or NATO ZOCs. Each unit counts
as one unit, regardless of step losses. There are no additional points if the division
threatens more than one hex.

13. WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION
13.1 Chemical Weapons
There are no explicit rules for chemical weapons. It is assumed that both sides employ
them immediately. The unit values and combat results reflect their effects.
13.2 Nuclear Weapons
Either player, feeling his position is hopeless, may overturn the game table. He forfeits
the game, but we hope he enjoys losing so spectacularly.
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Drive on Frankfurt
NATO-Soviet Future Warfare
in West Germany
Designer's Notes
by Jonathan Southard

DRIVE ON FRANKFURT was intended to be a simpler-than- usual treatment of
modern warfare, focussing strictly on essentials. The designer's job is to find a happy
compromise between those elements which are important for simulation and those
which are important for enjoyment. To this end, two central principles dominate:
mobility and unit specialization. Each part of the game is designed to show how some
part of the subject reflects one of these central principles.
Mobile Warfare
Modern armies, moving in motor vehicles and controlled by radio, expect to wage the
most highly mobile operations inn history. Players, of course, will enjoy the
uncertainty, the swift change of direction, and high tempo of such warfare.
To simulate this mobile warfare, it was necessary to intermingle movement and
combat as much as possible and to link movement directly with combat power. In
DRIVE ON FRANKFURT, players have great freedom to arrange movement and
combat activities in any order. This is intended not only to simulate the subject, but to
make the command problem as interesting as possible. Greater combat power requires
greater movement expenditure, representing preparation time. Greater preparation
time also gives each side a better chance to add external support. The sequence
encourages the tactic of breaking through a line with some units, then exploiting with
others. This is the Soviet Army's two-echelon method of attack.
Support Weapons
Besides the high mobility, a second distinguishing characteristic of modem armies is
that they contain many highly specialized units: artillery, electronic warfare,
helicopters, etc. The need to combine these very different functions gives modem
warfare much of its feel. And it can give the game much of its enjoyment. Each unit
has a special strength, but no one unit dominates.
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The most important supporting arm is artillery. The accompanying article on unit
organization discusses the important differences between the Soviet and NATO
artillery organization and capabilities. NATO's large number of observer-trained
officers, radio links and computer controlled target selection (the "Tacfire" system)
make it possible for the NATO units to fire twice per turn in the game.
Also vitally important is airpower, both fixed wing and helicopter. NATO counts on
its helicopters and tactical air power to counterbalance the Soviet's numerical
superiority in armored vehicles. The Army's official name for its current doctrineAirLand Battle- indicates how vital it considers air support.
The unit values and air defense rule try to strike a balance between those who view
airpower as the dominating weapon and those who view planes and helicopters as
cannon fodder. In this debate, I lean toward the "cannon fodder" side, at least where
helicopters are concerned. As General Wavell said, "There is no place in war for
delicate machinery." The simplest weapons tend to be the best. Helicopter people on
each side claim the machines will kill 19 tanks for every helicopter lost, but they will
not do this in the game.
The air defense table reflects the Soviets' much more powerful antihelicopter defenses,
built around their excellent ZSU-23 quad barrelled gun. Soviet tactical air "strikes"
represent a larger number of aircraft than NATO strikes, so their game values are
higher, despite the superiority of NATO's aircraft.
It is expected that artillery and air may best be used to attack the enemy indirectly, by
striking at his headquarters. One air bombardment against a headquarters can upset an
entire divisions's operations, whereas it could only destroy one combat unit by direct
attack.
Terrain
Another controversial question is the effect of terrafn. It has commonly been assumed
that the terrain of central Germany, being fairly rough and wooded, will help the
defenders. This assumption ignores the very extensive network of roads and tracks
through that terrain. The game map shows a simplified version of that network. The
effects of woods and rough terrain reflect the presence of many secondary roads and
trails not shown. In some cases, parallel roads have been combined into one. In
general, players will find terrain much less restrictive than a first glance would
indicate.
It is expected that some major river bridges will be bombed and not reconstructedsuch bridges do not appear on the map. Likewise, some roads through urban area have
been omitted, due to the assumption of blocking rubble.
Troop Quality
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A study of the unit values will show that NATO units are more powerful, man for
man, weapon for weapon. Today, as in World War II, the effects of large Soviet
numbers are reduced by inflexible, sometimes primitive tactics.
The amount of variation in each side's strength marker values represent national
characteristics exhibited in past wars. For example, Soviet troops have often been
extremely unpredictable-sometimes dying to the last man, sometimes running at the
first shot.
Order of Appearance
Each side's units enter the game gradually, about one formation per turn. Even some
NATO units barracked on the map do not enter play until the third or fourth turn. This
delay represents the effects of Soviet Spetsnatz (special forces) troops. On the Soviet
side, the delay represents the effects of NATO medium-range missiles and air
interdiction.
One of the great debates about the next war concerns forward defense. NATO's basic
war plan is for forward defense, based on rapid deployment with at least 48 hours
warning. This is natural for politicians-especially West German politicians-although it
does violate the teachings of history. NATO leaders insist their units can reach the
forward positions in time to form a solid defense line. Soviet leaders believe a rapid
offense can disrupt the NATO forward movement before the line is ever formed. The
game assumes the truth lies somewhere in between.
Abstractions and Omissions
A game cannot include everything-it can't even include everything a designer admits
is important! But games which try to include too much lose their focus and wind up
not treating anything well. Tactical air power, which could easily be a game in itself,
has been heavily abstracted. Chemical weapons were simply built into the unit values.
Effects of medium-range missiles, desant troops, and other theater warfare weapons
are slightly reflected in the scenario orders of appearance. Nuclear weapons have been
treated whimsically because it is thought unlikely they would be used within the time
span of the game.
Supply rules? In most game these have two functions. One is to prevent unrealistic
activity levels. For example, ammunition supply rules prevent a player from shooting
at every "waving" bush. The other function is to reflect the advantage of better supply
on one side. This is usually true in Bulge games. Neither function is necessary in
DRIVE ON FRANKFURT. The movement and combat rules already restrict the
players to plausible activity levels. And neither side can be sure of having a supply
advantage. NATO formations have more service support units, but they require more
supply, and they will be limited to the supply stocks on hand.
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Drive on Frankfurt
NATO-Soviet Future Warfare
in West Germany
Players' Notes
by C. R. McKinney

THE SITUATION
The Soviets are invading West Germany with extreme prejudice.
They want to "liberate" as much territory as possible, particularly
the city of Frankfurt, before NATO can muster its imperialist
lackeys to repel the invasion. For NATO, the feces has struck the
rotating blade device: they are unprepared, outgunned, and being
overrun by hordes of godless communists. But help is on the way.
All they have to do is hold off the Red Tide until reinforcements arrive. Until then,
they are far from helpless - if Ivan thinks he's going to waltz into Frankfurt without
firing a shot, he's got another think coming!

INTRODUCTION
DRIVE ON FRANKFURT constantly offers you decisions. Some are strategic
decisions which affect the course of the entire game; others are tactical, affecting a
single combat. All depend on an understanding of the game system and the
capabilities of the Soviet and NATO armies. Players unfamiliar with impulse
movement games may at first be overwhelmed by the novel game mechanics,
including the multitude of unit types (artillery, electronic warfare, helicopters,
airmobile, etc.). However, the more you play, the more you will appreciate the uses
and interactions of the game's elements. You will be continually learning during each
play, making replays fun.
In the game, players alternate taking either of two types of impulses, general or
formation. In a general impulse, you can activate any three units. In a formation
impulse, you can activate a whole formation, a division of 8-9 units for the Soviets, or
a NATO brigade of 4-5 units. Activated units can move and attack, then are flipped
over and remain in place the rest of the turn. The system provides a changing situation
constantly, with little dead times waiting for your turn.
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In each impulse you have to ask yourself two key questions:
1. Which units should I move?
2. How can I use them to accomplish my goals?
The answer to the first question depends on the current situation, as well as your
strategic objectives. Usually, you will want to choose a formation impulse and for
your choice, you should consider which enemy formations have not been activated.
These are the current threats.
Formations that have already been activated are history - they've done their damage.
Preparing to meet the actions from units that haven't been used is a way of blunting
those actions when thy do occur. The answer to the second question - the how to use
them - is much less clear cut, but it is the essence of the game. It depends on a good
grasp of the game mechanics, as well as an appreciation of the roles the different units
play in the overall operations. It takes mastery of both these aspects to win at DRIVE
ON FRANKFURT.

SOVIET STRATEGY
As the Soviet player, you are on the offensive, so your actions will largely determine
the overall course of the game. All of your units enter as reinforcements from the map
edge; and you win by capturing a sufficient number of West German cities, inflicting
losses on NATO, and minimizing your own losses. In general, if you concentrate on
territorial objectives, the victory points for step losses will come as a by-product. (Of
course, if NATO hands you a unit on a silver platter, it shouldn't be refused!) By far
the biggest prize on the map is the Frankfurt area, and this should be the main
objective of any Soviet drive. You can win without taking any part of Frankfurt,
however.
You have the initiative and superior forces, but time is on NATO's side. Don't get
bogged down near the East German border - maintain mobility. Keep the NATO
player off balance by never attacking where he expects. If this means changing the
thrust of your offensive slightly, do so. Most importantly, keep the NATO front line
stretched out, with their units spread thin, while your divisions stay close-knit and
concentrated for the attacks.
The most direct route from East Germany to Frankfurt is through the famous Fulda
Gap, a swath of clear terrain around the city of Fulda. The Fulda Gap is also where
NATO is likely to offer the heaviest resistance. An alternate route is through the city
of Kassel, near the northern edge of the map. The Kassel route is longer, but has the
advantage of being farther from NATO's reinforcement points. It is unlikely, however,
that you can get to Frankfurt solely with an offensive through Kassel. But attacking
there can provide several options that will force a counter move by NATO. It could
allow you to roll up the northern flank of the NATO forward defense, act as a simple
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diversion, or garner victory points through the capture of the cities in the area Kassel
itself is worth 24 points, the same as four hexes of Frankfurt. One good strategy is to
make a strong thrust through Fulda in the first few turns, drawing units away from the
Kassel area, then take a reinforcement division into the north to tie down NATO units
or to exploit a NATO weakness.
Between Kassel and Fulda is an area with plenty of good defensive terrain. In general
it is better to steer the action away from this area since it is far from Frankfurt and
easily defended. But keep an eye out for gaps and weaknesses in the NATO line. If
this central area is too quiet, NATO may pull units out to counter the heavier threats
and, without units to occupy it, that defensive terrain can become a highway into the
NATO rear.
Once Fulda is secured, you can proceed directly against Frankfurt, with a secondary
drive toward the heavily wooded area east of the city. If the NATO player doesn't
guard against this secondary push, he can end up defending a line the entire length of
the map, with the Soviets on the outskirts of Frankfurt. If NATO adequately defends
the area, however, little progress will be made.

SOVIET TACTICS
As the Soviet player, you must master the technique of the modern blitzkrieg. In
DRIVE ON FRANKFURT, this means making an effective attack on a weak point in
the enemy line and exploiting through the hole on the same impulse. A formation
impulse is almost always called for. After choosing the point that will be the objective
of the attack, soften the defenses up with artillery bombardment or area jamming.
Then attack the position with the fewest number of units needed to ensure at least a 31 attack after all terrain modifiers. (Remember, if a unit isn't either disrupted or
jammed, it can call for artillery, helicopter, or air support and your 3-1 could become a
1-1 with a -2 modifier, i.e. a nightmare). After the "successful" attack, exploit the hole
with the rest of the activated division, attacking any units blocking the advance. In
short, use the Soviet echelon attack strategy. Surround enemy units if possible, but
take the important ground first. Destroy NATO Headquarters whenever possible - this
could cripple a whole division! Look for other attractive targets: electronic warfare
units, lone artillery units, or (a real joy!) an unguarded helicopter base.
In most cases use deliberate attacks. Hasty attacks limit you to one supporting artillery
unit, restrict helicopters to half radius, and have combat penalties, particularly for
infantry. They can be effective against weak positions that you want to destroy with as
little delay as possible. Assault attacks usually require the expenditure of too many
movement points. Deliberate attacks only cost one movement point, but are
substantially more effective than a hasty attack.
Don't hesitate to attack just because it might be costly to you. In most cases, an
exchange of step losses is to the Soviet advantage, since you get two victory points for
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destroying a NATO step, but lose only one point for your step loss. However, don't get
carried away with eliminating units and neglect to advance. Concentrate on destroying
the cohesiveness of the NATO line rather than body counts.
The Soviet Army has basically two kinds of artillery units: Regimental Artillery
Groups (RAGs) and Divisional Artillery Groups (DAGs). Each division has two
RAGs and one DAG. The RAGs are best stacked with the spearhead combat units of
the division and used to support their attacks. The DAG is best kept behind the lines
for pre-attack bombardment, since it has a higher bombardment value and greater
range that a RAG, but its attack support modifiers are not that great.
The Barrage phase is rarely useful for the Soviet players, since any units that bombard
cannot move in the coming turn. However, bombardment can be useful in impeding
the movement of particular NATO units; for example, to keep NATO from closing a
newly created hole before it can be exploited, or to prevent units in exposed positions
from escaping, allowing them to be surrounded and destroyed. Even in these cases, it
is only marginally useful, since disruption costs units only two movement points and
units whose headquarters are disrupted still have a chance to move.
Soviet airmobile units are primarily useful for two missions: to deny NATO access to
critical defensive terrain, and to delay NATO reinforcements. NATO can usually
brush aside a single airmobile unit, but a pair placed on separate hexes can cause some
problems, especially if they can hold up a brigade at a critical time. Needless to say,
airmobile units which go up against an entire brigade are not known for their
longevity, but they can make their sacrifice worthwhile. It is usually not practical to
use these airmobile units to help surround enemy units, since they don't have a zone of
control on the impulse they are dropped (and it is suicide to drop them into an enemy
zone of control). Using them to threaten an enemy position by dropping them so their
zone of control will cut off the enemy next impulse is a good tactic, especially if all
the NATO units in the area have already been activated. Even if they haven't, it might
convince the NATO player to retreat from the position - unfortunately, it's usually
right over the top of those airmobile units ...
Helicopters can be effective offensive weapons when used properly. Add them to your
attacking force when you think the NATO player might use his helicopters or
supporting artillery. Using them for precursory bombardment is useful against armor,
since the helicopters are doubled when bombarding them. One bombarding helicopter
has a 60% chance of disrupting an armor unit; two helicopters together have a 90%
chance! Once the armor is disrupted, it can't call in its own helicopters to support
itself. If NATO has a lot of helicopters left, it's usually more useful to have your
helicopters bombard rather than face those American choppers.
Soviet Electronic Warfare (EW) units are best used for area jamming, because of the 3 modifier. They are useful as precursors to attacks, similar to artillery bombardment,
or used in conjunction with a bombardment against particularly strong positions.
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Formation jamming can be useful if NATO has left an important headquarters
vulnerable, but area jamming usually gives more coverage for the effort.
Soviet air strikes are useful for a variety of things. Used as close air support, they can
make up for a lack of artillery in a particular sector. They can be used the same way
for bombardment, but they can also reach further than the tubes to strike at enemy
headquarters or helicopter bases behind the lines. An airstrike has a 50% chance of
disrupting a base or HQ; two strikes in conjunction raise that to an impressive 80%.
Disruption of a key helicopter base can be as useful as disrupting the front line unit
being attacked (and thus keeping it from calling for support). Air strikes are not
critical, but they can add some punch if used properly.
To be successful as the Soviet player, you must attack ruthlessly, but not recklessly,
killing NATO units wherever possible without wasting time in your advance. Attack
where NATO is weak; bypass him where he is strong. Shift the direction of your
attacks to keep him off-balance, but maintain the forward pressure toward your
objectives. Stretch the NATO line; shatter it; and drive on Frankfurt!

NATO STRATEGY
At the beginning of the game, the NATO forces are spread across the map, with the
Germans in the north and the Americans in the south near Frankfurt. You get a limited
amount of pregame movement to prepare for the Soviet onslaught, which will come
from the north and east map edges. Your reinforcements arrive piecemeal in the
Frankfurt area.
There are basically two phases to NATO strategy: the forward defense phase, and the
fighting withdrawal phase. In the forward defense phase, you defend along the line of
protective terrain running between Fulda and Kassel. In the fighting withdrawal phase,
you fall back from this line toward Frankfurt, executing a delaying action. Ideally, the
first phase will last all game, but against a skilled Soviet player, you will probably
have to withdraw at some point or be overwhelmed. Knowing when, where, and how
to withdraw are the keys to successful NATO play.
Nevertheless you should never abandon the Fulda-Kassel line until you absolutely
have to. It provides some of the best defensive terrain on the map and it is a relatively
short line. Its drawbacks are that it is closer to the Soviet reinforcement hexes than to
yours and it can potentially be breached before you have a chance to consolidate it.
The weak point is Fulda itself, and most of your reinforcements should be directed
there. Be careful not to let the Soviets roll up the flanks, either from south of Fulda or
north from Kassel. Garrison the north to keep the Soviets from a cheap harvest of city
victory points around Kassel. Strive to keep the German and American armies
separate - they don't mix well, since they can't stack together or use each other's
artillery or helicopter assets. During the withdrawal phase, it is imperative not to allow
units to be surrounded, since this will spell their destruction. You might consider
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taking a couple of expendable units and running them around the Soviet rear area to
block autobahns, retake cities, and generally harass him. Keep a close eye out for
exposed Soviet headquarters - destroying one can take the steam out of the offensive
for a while.

NATO TACTICS
For the most part, you will have to remain on the defensive, except for bombardment.
Massing ground forces for an attack usually depletes other areas of needed units. And
the victory point schedule doesn't heavily reward you for killing units; so if you
attack, have a set territorial goal in mind.
If you can disrupt a Soviet unit, then surround and attack it, without significantly
weakening your line, by all means do it. It may not cripple the Soviet advance, but it
will make him less adventurous. In most cases, though, it is wiser to fall back rather
than attack. Bombardment with artillery, helicopters (doubled against armor), or air
strikes can be an excellent way of attacking those Red spearheads.
Defend in depth when possible, blocking roads and autobahns, so the Soviets can't
scream through a hole they've punched in your line. Keep your headquarters
garrisoned and well behind your lines. Occupy rough terrain and cities, but not at the
expense of exposing units to being surrounded.
Your first inclination may be to put your artillery behind your lines, so they can give
support to as many units as possible. This has advantages, but if the Soviets disrupt the
unit under attack, that support can't be utilized. Artillery can always support their own
hex, so put them at important hexes in the line. They can still support nearby units if
their own hex is not under attack. Be careful about firing artillery during impulses
because it can't be used again during the impulse - not even to support its own hex!
However, fire every artillery unit you have during the barrage phase - it's a freebie,
and every unit you disrupt is all but useless to the Soviet in the coming turn. Try to
concentrate your fire as much as possible; you may even walk away with a few kills.
If the Soviets advance a headquarters within range of your tubes, hit it with everything
that will bear.
Put your helicopters within range of as much of your front line as you can. The
existence of their support capability will inject needed uncertainty into the Soviet
plans. But don't let bases be overrun - they make a tempting target for the Soviet
spearheads, particularly if on a road or autobahn. Don't use all your choppers early in
the turn, make the Soviets worry about them constantly. If, midway through the turn,
you haven't used any helicopters, bombard some Soviet armor that hasn't moved as
yet. A single helicopter has an 80% chance of disrupting armor. It is a waste of time to
disrupt an armor unit that has already moved, since it has a 70% chance of recovering
before it moves again.
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The most effective way of using the NATO EW assets is formation jamming. Not only
does NATO have a -1 modifier for area jamming, but it is simply not that detrimental
to the Soviets - it only affects units in one hex. Formation jamming, on the other hand,
can mess up a planned Soviet advance. Formation jammed units may be able to move,
but the Soviet player can't count on them. Since he has to move one unit before rolling
for the next, he will have difficulty structuring an effective attack. The rule of thumb
here is the same, though: jam the formations that have yet to activate.
NATO air strikes are useful for close air support to those key defensive positions.
However, the Soviets will try their best to disrupt the units so they can't call the
aircraft in. For this reason it is best not to allocate all of your air to close air support.
Allocate some to bombardment and use them in conjunction with the helicopters
against enemy armor.
Successful NATO play depends on using every trick at your disposal to harass the
Soviet. Never let him take anything for free and never let him move his divisions
around at will - use your EW and artillery to hit his spearheads and headquarters.
Above all, don't panic. Time is on your side.
Drive on Frankfurt
Wargame Rulesby Jonathan Southard
Designer's Notesby Jonathan Southard
Player's Notesby C.R. McKinney
Units of Drive on Frankfurtby Jonathan Southard
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Drive on Frankfurt
NATO-Soviet Future Warfare
in West Germany
Units of Drive on Frankfurt
by Jonathan Southard

Players may enjoy DRIVE ON FRANKFURT more if they understand the makeup of
each unit and the organizations within which the units fight. This article will outline
what each playing piece represents and the higher formations into which they are
organized.

Soviet Formations
Figure 1. Soviet Tank Army:
Miscellaneous support and
service support units not
shown. Most of the Soviet units
in the game belong to the First
Guards Tank Army. An Army's
basic maneuver formation is
the division and a Soviet Army
consists of four or five
divisions plus artillery,
electronic warfare, and other
assets. (see Figure 1). A Tank
Army has tank divisions with a
single motor-rifle division; in
an AllArms army (i.e.
infantry), the reverse is true.The army is organized to fight in the Soviet system of two
echelons: it leads with one echelon of two or three divisions and follows up with the
remainder.
Each army belongs to a higher organization called a Front. The Front possesses
important assets - artillery, airmobile troops and air support -which it attaches to
individual armies as it sees fit. The army repeats this pattern, attaching some of its
units to individual divisions, while keeping others under its direct control.
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Each division possesses four regiments (see Figure 2). A tank division has three tank
and one motor-rifle regiment; a motor rifle division has the opposite. The division is
organized to fight in two echelons with two regiments in each. The structure of each
type of division is basically the same, except that a motor-rifle division has an
additional tank battalion. This independent tank battalion - 66% stronger than an
ordinary tank battalion represents the divisional commander's ultimate reserve. When
all seems lost, he is supposed to lead this battalion into battle, seeking victory or
death.
Figure 2. Soviet Tank Division.
Miscellaneous support and
service support units not
shown.

Soviet organization represents a careful balance of two principles;
1. Units are grouped at all levels into fixed combined arms organizations. Even
the infantry squad is a combination of vehicle, rifle, anti-tank and anti-tank
weapons. These organizations are standardized to reduce command problems.
2. Each level of command possesses reserve units which can be used to
reinforce success at the lower levels. Each commander is expected to use his
assets to strengthen whatever subordinate unit is achieving the greatest success.
If he fails to do so, he can expect to be stripped of his command, disgraced, and
sent to a penal battalion as a private soldier.

Soviet Units
Most of the Soviet combat units represent tank or motor- rifle regiments. A Soviet
regiment is a fixed organization - units are not cross-attached from regiment to
regiment. Each regiment is a full combined arms force in itself, possessing tanks,
infantry, artillery, and antiaircraft weapons, plus additional anti-tank weapons in some
cases. All Soviet units in DRIVE ON FRANKFURT are "Category 1" units, meaning
they receive the most modern equipment available.
Tank regiment: 95 T-80 Main Battle Tanks (MBT), 31 BMP-2 or BMP-3 Infantry
Fighting Vehicles (IFV), 18 122mm self- propelled artillery pieces.
Motor-rifle regiment; 95 IFV or armored personnel carriers (APC), 41 tanks, 18
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122mm self-propelled artillery pieces, 18502350 men. Generally, one out of three
motor-rifle battalions per regiment have BMP IFVs and the rest will have BTR APCs.
Independent Tank Battalion: 51 MBTs.
Soviet artillery is organized into battalions of 18 guns each. Each regiment, division,
army, and front has artillery assets. In combat, a commander at each level will keep
some of his artillery under his direct control and down-attach some of it to the next
lower level. He, in turn, will receive some assets form the next higher level.
In combat, artillery battalions are organized into "groups". A divisional commander
will organize regimental artillery groups (RAGs), responding to the requests of one
regiment. A RAG will consist of the regiment's own artillery, plus one or more
battalions down-attached from the divisional assets. Divisional artillery groups
(DAGs) conduct bombardment and support missions under the control of the division
HQ. A DAG will consist of divisional artillery and battalions down-attached from the
army. An army artillery group is organized the same way.
Number and makeup of groups is flexible. The commander at each level will create
groups and assign battalions according to the specific mission. To keep things simple,
and reduce the number of counters, DRIVE ON FRANKFURT assumes typical group
makeups for the basic battle situation depicted in the game. The exact weapons in each
battalion vary considerable from division to division; those listed below are typical
example.
RAG: Two 122mm battalions. One of these is the regiment's organic battalion;
the other is attached from division.
DAG: One multiple rocket launcher (MRQ battalion, one 152mm battalion,
one 130mm battalion (down-attached from army).
AAG: One 152mm battalion, one 180mm battalion (downattached from Front),
one 130mm battalion if not down- attached.
The "air assault brigade" in the game actually includes two formations: an air assault
brigade of infantry and an attack helicopter regiment. Administratively, these are
separate, but it was convenient for game purposes to represent them as a single
formation. Both of these are front-level formations which the game assumes have been
attached to the First Guards Tank Army for its mission. The air assault brigade's job is
to hold important forward positions for a limited time - 12 to 24 hours - until friendly
forces link up.
Helicopter unit: 16 Mi-24 or Mi-28 helicopter (total of 64 per regiment).
Airmobile battalions: The air assault brigade musters four infantry battalions, 64 BMD
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air transportable IFVs and 18 air transportable artillery pieces. The BMDs can be
assigned to battalions according to mission and available lift. The game assumes that
they have been equally divided among two battalions, producing two fully
mechanized battalions and two foot battalions.

US Formations
Figure 3. US Division
(Armored)

The basic US maneuver formation is the brigade, consisting of a brigade headquarters
and three or four battalions. There is no distinction between "tank" and "infantry"
brigades, as each brigade contains some battalions of each. A brigade contains no
organic artillery. In principle, units can be transferred quickly from one brigade to
another. However, it is doubtful this would be attempted even more doubtful that it
would succeed - under the pressure of battle, so the game doesn't allow it.
Brigades are organized into divisions (see Figure 3). Each division includes three
ground brigades, one air cavalry (helicopter) brigade, and four artillery battalions. The
helicopters and artillery support all three ground brigades. The game counters include
the 3rd Armored Division and one brigade of the 1st Infantry Division, the latter
deployed from the United States.
Artillery is not permanently attached to any one brigade. Each battalion can answer
requests from any brigade, arranged in priority order. However, a battalion is often
ordered to "direct support" a particular brigade. This means that the battalion will
answer fire requests from that brigade in preference to all others. The US believes that
its artillery system - which allows any one spotter to call down the full weight of the
division's artillery - is superior because of its flexibility. The Soviets believe it will
produce chaos, especially under the pressure of jamming.

US Units
Most US units in the game are battalions, either tank, "mech" (mechanized infantry),
or artillery. Battalions contain only one weapons system: tanks, infantry, or guns. It is
possible that companies will be swapped to produce combined arms battalions. This
idea was prominent some years ago, but more recen Army literature has discouraged
it.
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Tank battalion: 58 M1 Abrams MBTs.
Mech battalion: 54 M2 Bradley IFVs, 7 M3 Bradley cavalry vehicles, 696 men.
Artillery battalion: 24 155mm howitzers, or 12 8" howitzers plus 9 Multiple Rocket
Launchers. (The US artillery units with the shorter ranges are the 155s.) The 155mm
units usually support brigades directly, while the 8" howitzers and the rocket
launchers bombard.
Helicopter unit: 7 AH-64 attack helicopters, plus supporting OH-58 observation
helicopters. Helicopter units are called "squadrons" rather than battalions; three
helicopter units in the game make up one squadron (total: 21 AH-64s and 13 OH-58s).
The air cavalry brigade also includes small ground assets and transport helicopters, but
these do not show up as units because of the game's scale.
Cavalry troop: 9 MBTs, 12 IFVs. These two units belong to the 11th Armored
Cavalry Regiment, a non-divisional unit which screens the border.

West German Formations
West German organization is basically the same as the US. The most notable
difference is that artillery battalions are attached directly to brigades, instead of being
held at the division level. The division has its own artillery regiment. The game
includes elements of the 2nd and 5th Panzergrenadier divisions.

West German Units
Tank battalion: 41 Leopard 2 MBTs
Mech battalion: 33 Marder IFVs, 590 men
Artillery battalion: 18 155mm howitzers
Artillery regiment: 12 155mm howitzers, 6 8" howitzers, 16 MRLs
Helicopter unit: 24 PAH-1 attack helicopters. [Note: the Germans have no separate
observation helicopters and the PAH-1 is in every way a much less formidable
weapon than the AH- 64; these are the reasons behind the unit ratings.]
Drive on Frankfurt
Wargame Rulesby Jonathan Southard
Designer's Notesby Jonathan Southard
Player's Notesby C.R. McKinney
Units of Drive on Frankfurtby Jonathan Southard
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US troops advance under overwatch of a Bradley Fighting Vehicle.
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